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Zambia: End of

There is much

significance to be drawn from the
just concluded in Zambia. First, it is
the outcome of a genuinely democratic process for which
the Zambian people should be congratulated. This
process is itself part of the wave of democratisation that
now pervades the entire African continent; an
indigenous-based re-assertion of democracy, of the kind
that Africa w itnessed as part of the struggle for national
independence. That alone should dispel the notion that
the current democratisation process in Africa is
foreign-inspired; an impression rendered almost true by
former US President Carter and his entourage trying to
steal the limelight during the Zambian electoral process.
General Elections

Second, the Zambian experience marks also the end of
an

era

during which the post-colonial state has

demonstrated its inherent weakness (and therefore its
resort to the

one-party state) as an agency for the

resolution of the National

Question. But through this
akening of a civil society that w ill increasingly call
for accountability on the part of the rulers, and for
greater participation and dialogue in the development of
policy, the post-colonial state is being gradually
re-aw

tran.sformed. This is the essence of that

w

hich

we

call the

democratic process;

the interaction between state and
civil society, with the latter as an expression of the myriad
of voices, civic organisations, parties and groups that
constitute the vibrant society; seeking to contain and
constrain the excesses of the state. But it is a process that
has to be essentially indigenous if it is to survive; and it
w ill wilt and decay if it is dependent on external forces.

Third, the Zambian experience also marks the end of

^

generation of African leaders that will
a historical paradox — nay, a legend —
for future generations in Africa. For, on the one hand,
Kaunda represents that generation of leaders of the
struggle for national independence. In this regard, our

an era

of that

forever remain

debt to Kenneth Kaunda

2

—

and indeed, to all his

the founding fathers of our
is forever. And yet, on the other hand, it is

contemporaries that
nations

—

are

an

Nos. 3/4

Era

these

founding fathers that more than symbolised the
post-colonial state; even if, in the final analysis, it was less
their leadership than the nature of the post-colonial state
itself, that produced that unacceptable reality which
Africa is now trying to transform. That leaders like
Kaunda have had the courage to concede to this new
wave

of democratisation is to be commended in

continent wherein

some

a

leaders have found it nece.ssary

to kill and

maim, if only to keep themselves in power. And
Kaunda has never killed; a humanitarian that not only
Zambians in
revere.

particular but Africans in general should

There should be

no

vendetta whatsoever

on

the

part of the new victors in Zambia; and everything should
be done to

ensure

that Dr. Kaunda is accorded the kind

of honour and respect

founding father should
for Southern Africa as a
whole to show its gratitude to a figure, that has been so
central in the struggle for liberation, than, say, to appoint
him patron of such organLsations as SADCC, PTA or a
(proposed) joint SADCC/PTA Secretariat!
that

a

receive. And what better way

Indeed,
as

our

fervent hope is that the exit of such leaders

Kenneth Kaunda does not also mark the end of an

era

during which many positive gains have been made
towards regional cooperation and integration. For, such
groupings as the Frontline and SADCC states have
contributed greatly in this quest for an African identity
and presence in global politics. We had occasion to
lament about this apparent decline (in our previous issue
of SAPEM; Vol. 5, No. 2, November, 1991: Editorial).
And would it not be correct to conclude that it is

partly
due to this decline in theFrontline/SADCC lobby that has
cost us (i.e. Southern Africa in particular and
sub-Saharan Africa in general) the post of UN

Secretary-General? Needless to add, the OAU
abject weakness by proposing six
candidates, instead of one; a useless exercise that will
have amused a northern hemisphere that is .so cynical

demonstrated its

and disdainful of black Africa.

♦
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ZAMBIA: END OF AN ERA

Zambian Elections

—

An

Example for Africa to

Emulate?
Ow'en Ben Sichone

z

ambia has now, for better or
worse,

entered

the

are

identity of Zambians have been quite
exaggerated. The tribal associations of

Republic. Many people strongly
believe that the former ruling
party,United National Independence
Party (UNIP) and Dr. Kaunda suffered a
crushing defeat at the hands of the coalition of middle class bourgeois elements
and the Trade Unions, namely, the Movement for Multi-Party Democracy
(MMD) led by Frederick Chiluba because

West Africa, tbe ethnic-based football

of Kenya such as Luo Union and
Abaluya of old, the coincidence of ethnic
with religious differences that divides
Sudan and other countries are very poorly
developed in Zambia. Tribal politics are
very weak.
teams

When MMD held its

of UNIP’s failure to reform itself.

in Zambia following the food riots and abortive coup of June
1990 went further than in many other
African one-party states and this excited
Zambians and foreign observers alike. To
be fair, there has always been debate in
Zambian politics despite President
Kaunda’s continuous attempts to weed out

failed. Tribalism does
Zambians

Pic: Calvin Dondo

vocal back-benchers from the National As-

from Zambian
ways

ones.

Zambia is in many

unique.
The Rate of Urbanisation

Between 30 and 50% of the Zambian

population lives in urban areas. The
majority are young and never experienced
colonial rule. Zambian

towns

are

Why was the end of the one-party rule
peaceful? President Frederick Chiluba
seems to question himself
do

not

have strong

unions to match the

Mineworkers’ Union of Zambia (MUZ),

they mobilise a large proportion of
the population in any political protest given
the scattered nature of peasant settlements.
It would be quite unfair to expect Kenya
and Tanzania to follow Zambia’s road to

multi-party democracy, these countries will
have to chart their

own course.

not

excite young

as

tribe.

Former President, Kenneth

Class

Struggle

The

struggle between semi-literate
fighters" and young educated "intellectuals" has been raging in UNIP since
independence. The two factions fought
over Cabinet seats and over policy matters.
"freedom

were

fired, detained and

humiliated

Kaunda,

liked to repeat

by Kaunda or co-opted into the
highest levels of UNIP decision-making in

the colonial amateur
anthropologists’ claim that Zambia has 73

order to better control their activities.

tribes. He had

the 1970s led to the

them. Zambian

never

bothered to

name

linguist Professor Mubanga

independent voice in Zambian politics.

Kashoki has identified

Other countries in East and Central Africa

different

Sapem December/January, 1991/92

or

The "intellectuals"

The Ethnic Factor

dominant in national

politics that any strike
place in Lusaka or the Copperbelt
is bound to be a matter of country-wide
concern. Having played a prominent role in
organising UNlPfrom the start, urban trade
unionists have always given themselves an

much

rising prices, corrupt
politicians and high unemployment. In
many other African countries and even in
Zambia in the past, the campaign by UNIP
to divide and rule the population according
to ethnic or sectional groups would have
won public
support in 1991, however, it
sounds archaic and gave the young voters
yet another rea.son for rejecting the old
nationalists of UNIP. People voted for
MMD candidates irrespective of race, class
as

nor can

so

that takes

convention, it

rejected tribal balancing of office bearers.
UNIP tried to entice the Lozi-speaking
people away because most MMD members
were seen as Bemba-speakers, but the play

The extent of glasnost

sembly. University students were always
allowed to oppose UNIP and humanism
and they usually got away with open rejection of UNIP if only on campus. Other
African countries trying to emulate Zambia
will probably find that their political history and social conditions are very different

Bantu. The cultural differences and eth-

nic

Third

no

more

than 20

language groups in Zambia and all

The

collapse of the Zambian economy in
attempted coups of
1980 and 1990. It was suggested in 1980
that Lusaka businessmen plotted the coup
together with the Copperbelt trade
3

unionists.

Many participants in that exerincluding Mr Edward Shamwana, the

cise

prominent lawyer who
treason,

are

now

was

convicted of

in MMD. The MMD

government, therefore, is

essentially

a

vie-

tory of the "intellectual" middle class over
fighter" faction of the same
party UNIP. In the 1960s, the trade union
the "freedom

sided with the "freedom
and were rewarded with higher

movement

fighters"

replacing President Kaunda with President
Chiluba that Zambia has carried out a
political revolution. The MMD has convinced most Zambians that it is the

wages. In the 1970s and 1980s, the wages
rendered useless by

were

inflation,

Merit and
and

Party of
Professionalism. Democracy

Accountability and the

again.

Europe, Zambia’s

one-

party state had an expensive and superfluous security and
political bureaucracy.
Resources can easily be channelled from

development of democracy will be very
difficult How can the MMD practise ac-

personal

rule and neo-patrimonialism found
that
their system could not function in the
absence of
patronage to distribute. Too

late,

UNIP adopted the price
reforms, increased
trade with South Africa and withdrew consumer

subsidies

as

the

long advised but found
lowed

"intellectuals" had
that food riots fol-

as

young Zambians expressed
their anger and frustration.
—

The ‘Zambian' Road to

Democracy

It should not be
to

thought that by reverting
multi-party democracy or even by

The question of Peace

Why

As in Eastern

UNIP

art of

politics.

make Zambians proud and
prosperous

UNIP

having perfected the

Democracy in
rocky ground. It will
be a long time before the
slogan of Accountability becomes meaningful in Zambian

party that will

shortages of basic goods and the growth of

the "black market". President
Kaunda and

First and Second
Republics?
Zambia is growing on

to

education

or

health. But the

countability when if they had adopted it

earlier

some

of their leaders would have

been

disqualified for having been on the
UNIP central committee, for
having violated the Constitution of the
day by

taking
by propping up their ailing businesses with
Mandrax money? How can an
underpaid
police force resist corruption and function
as a
respected law enforcing agency? How
up arms

against it and

some even

trade union leaders become MMD ministers and not abandon their comrades in
the
can

unions like UNIP trade unionists did in the

the end of one-party rule

was

peaceful? Zambians
tion

hours.

never

fought

a

libera-

except on behalf of their

neigh-

They have had provincial

armed

war

conflicts but

AK-47s left

no

civil

war.

There

are

many

by Southern African freedom

fighters in the hands of criminals, but Zambian

insecurity has

rather than

remained criminal

political. Political

power has
grown out of the barrel of the gun as
it did in Angola. Zimbabwe or even
never

Kenya,

it should,

therefore, be accepted that interesting as Zambia's elections have been,
they have very little to offer the rest of
Africa because Zambian
politics are unusual. The failure of a
one-party regime,
however, will strengthen the democratic
forces all

over

the continent. That is

Zambia’s contribution. ♦

Owen Ben Sichone is

a

lecturer in the

Department of African Development

Studies, University ofZambia and Chair-

of Social Democratic Party.

man

Movement for

Multi-Party

Democracy (MMD)

and Economic Policy in

Zambia
Caleb

T
power

Fundanga

he Movement for

Multi-Party

Democracy (MMD)

on

31st Oc-

tober, 1991 wrestled political
from the United National Inde-

pendence Party (UNIP) in
dented landslide electoral

a

unprece-

victory. At the

final count down MMD had won 126
seats in Parliament while UNIP
could

only manage 24 seats and all of these
mainly from one Province; the Eastern
Province.
The extend of the MMD
victory can be
attributed mainly to the failure of UNIP’s
economic

policy which in 27

years

of rule

has

the country’s
economy almost into
collapse. At independence in 1964,

seen

total

Zambia had

one

of the

most

promising
independent Sub-Saharan
an
acknowledgement abun-

economies in

Africa. With

dance of natural resources and a
very
favourable climate. In 1964, Zambia
started off luckier than

most

countries

at

independence because it also had a solid
foreign exchange earning base. Copper, the
single export commodity was at the time
enjoying a very favourable market. Prices
were on the
upswing while domestic
production was also increasing.

With

Proper economic policies. Copper
served as the engine of

would have

Zambia’s growth instead of the usual
culprit it has often been branded.

Economic Policies under UNIP
It is

now

generally accepted that things

started to go wrong in Zambia in 1968 when
the country embarked on its
enormous

rationalisation programme. Under the 1968
Economic Reforms which are
referred

commonly

to as

government

the

Mulungushi Reforms the

sought to assume control of 26

privately owned companies. All the companics affected were foreign owned. This

4
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;

was

mid 1990

followed in 1969 with the nationalisa-

were brought about by the impending removal of subsidies. The abortive
military Put.sch that followed immediately
led to a general increase in the demand for
political change that finally led to MMD
victory at the 31st October, 1991 poll. The
election results were an expression of lack
of confidence in UNIP’s ability to successfully marshal Zambia out of its economic
difficulties. In a way because of this background there is a mood of high expectations
from the new government. People would
like to see a break away from the style of
economic management characterised by
the previous regime initially and then expect upturn in their fortunes. Below we will
look at some of the piolicies we can expiect
from the new government as well as some
of the likely problematic areas in the

tion of the copper mines to complete what
was referred to as "control of the command-

ing heights of the economy." Nationalisaa detrimental impact on the

tion has

economy
•

in several

ways;

Since the

companies affected were all
foreign owned this action killed all
prospects for foreign investment in
Zambia in future years.

•

Nationalisation necessitated huge
amounts of compensation. Large sums
of vital foreign exchange which could
have gone

into investment in the
repatriated.

economy were
•

With the introduction of nationalisation,
managers, most with business experience were appointed to run the companics on behalf of the state. Political
loyalty rather than managerial competence became an important criteria for
progress on the corporate ladder.
new

•

Where the nature of

operations of the

nationalised company were too complex
for indigenous managers foreign

management teams were
very
•

engaged at

profitable terms.

Hefty royalties in some cases had to be
paid for the nationalised industries to
continue to manufacture certain
brand

foreign

names.

The

negative impact of nationalisation
was compounded by other bad policies
especially in the field of agriculture, fiscal
management and the exchange rate policy.
In a move to appease the urban wage
labour force the country embarked on a
mealie meal subsidy policy. Although initially small, the subsidy on mealie meal
over the years had grown and today constitutes one of the biggest economic
obstacles to any sound economic management. Today more money is spent on subsidising consumption than goes intocapital
investment. The subsidy is the main source
of the fiscal deficit. Apart from the food
subsidy it is also observed that there was a
prevalence of budgetary indiscipline such
that budgetary overruns became a perennial
issue. The deficit financing necessitated by
this rendered the control in the growth of
money supply unattainable. Under these
circumstances flexibility in the exchange
rate would have to a large measure helped
to undo the damage in the fiscal area. Unfortunately Zambia chose to pursue a fixed
exchange rate policy. The excess demand
Sapem December/January. 1991/92

economic field;
General Economic
Pic: Calvin Dondo

Mood of

high expectations: President
Chiluba addressing a gathering at the
his swearing-in-ceremony
arising from the huge increase in money
^yppiy therefore translated itself in a huge
balance of payments deficit.
The centrality of the exchange rate
policy is an issue which was not grasped for
much of the 27 years of the UNIP rule such
that when finally the issue was starting to
be addressed under international pressure,

much

damage had already been inflicted
on the economy that even massive devaluations failed to turn the economy around.
so

highly import dependant industries established

over

the years

would most

cer-

tainly have been different if the Zambian
currency was not overvalued.
The failure to have

an

automatic adjust-

ment mechanism

led,especially after 1973,
huge deficits in the
balance of payments. The deficits were
covered by a large borrowing from external
sources. External debt today stands at over
to

the accumulation of

U.S.$7 billion and

at over

U.S.$900 per

capita external debt. Zambians today are
the most indebted people in Sub-Saharan
Africa.

Challenge of MMD

large extent the tidal wave that
brought MMD to power has its roots in
Zambia’s economic problems. The riots of
a

Throughout the election campaign
campaigned for a liberal
economic policy. There is good reason to
MMD had

believe that MMD will liberalise the
economy. The existence of a large number
of prominent businessmen within the ranks

of MMD is
that the

a

good

measure

of guarantee

government will keep its word
this. It is however, a bit early to know

on

new

the process through which the Cargo Parastatal Sector will be returned to private control
to

or

whether the

retain

a

new government intends
pxirtion of the Parastatal Sector

it has inherited. Under the UNIP govern-

privatisation was already on the agenthe Structural Adjustment
Programme. The UNIP privatisation
programme was however, criticised for
having been conducted in secrecy. When an
announcement was finally made it was
noted that the companies offered for
privatisation first were mainly the less attractive poor performers. Critics argue that
if a privatisation programme has to succeed
it should start with the high fliers. If foreign
investors are to be encouraged it is also
necessary to come up with a clear policy on
externalisation of profits.

ment

da

of

Foreign Economic Relations
With the

impeding end to the South
political problem the MMD
government will be less restrained in seeking for economic partners abroad. In his
African

The
To

Policy

first Press Conference
1991 the

new

on

7th

November,

President announced that the
5

country would soon establish relations with
South Africa and Israel.
South Africa took

Though trade with
place under the UNIP

government this was often shrouded in

through third parties. Although
neighbouring countries such as Botswana
and Zimbabwe had open relations with
secrecy or

South Africa, Zambia did not even have a
trade mission with South Africa. This

policy had mainly worked to the benefit of
Zambia's neighbours from where she obtained South African goods at much higher
prices than if these had been ordered directly from South Africa. The dismantling of
the former Eastern Europe will also assist
the new government greatly in freely
choosing trade partners. UNIP's decisions
with regard to economic relations with
these countries

mined
back

seems to

have been deter-

by old ties sometimes going as far
the pre-independence days. The

as

attitude towards Israel

follow

seems to

a

general pattern in Sub-Saharan Africa
which is occasioned mainly by disappointment with the Arab states. Although most
Sub-Saharan countries had sacrificed
in

a

lot

rendering support to the Arabs in 1973

Arab-Israel conflict and thereafter, the

rich Arab

oil-

in assistsupporters. Most Sub-

states were not

ing their

generous

poor
Saharan African countries

are

therefore

going back to Israel which at least used to
have meaningful programmes of coopera-

than later like to get over

this problobby may have problems
with the removal of subsidy. The urgency
of the resolution of this problem cannot be
over-emphasised. Producer prices have to
go up in order that more food production
can be encouraged but if this is done
without consumer prices going up then the
government will end up with an even bigger deficit and hence cancel out all
prospects for turning the economy around.
sooner

lem the workers

Anothei

problem in this sector relates to
marketing of both output (especially
maize) and the distribution of inputs. The
cooperatives that held a monopoly in the
marketing of grain had proved inefficient
and allowed the already limited produce to
go to waste. The UNIP government had
attempted to liberalise this activity but the
liberalisation had started to produce a negative impact especially on the recovery of
seasonal farm credit. Consequently some
calls for a return to a monopoly marketing
agent have started to emerge. The new
government will need to come up with a
new approach to this problem. Similarly an
approach to this procurement of fertilisers
will have to be devised. Upon a.ssumptiOn
of office the new Minister of Agriculture,
Food and Fisheries found that purchases of
fertilisers for the 1991/92 season had not

sidies

with these functions.

This is

cmcial

a

area

where the

new

government will face one of its biggest
The issues

tests.

are

are

ended it will be very

difficult to
problems. Alnumber of statements were made

resolve other economic

though
to

a

the effect that subsidies would be ended

under

an

MMD government, there have

the effect
that new government would try to
rationalise the mealie meal coupons. It is
not clear what rationali.sation implies in this
recently been

case.

to

be

of the

some statements to

The mealie meal subsidies may prove
a

very

nature

difficult issue mainly because
constituency. The

of the MMD

main beneficiaries of the mealie meal sub-

sidy

are

low income urban workers who are

also the members of the Trade Union Con-

gress, the political power-base of the President. While the business lobby would
6

Industrial
With the

season

While

agriculture, potentially has a very
bright future in Zambia there is an urgent
need for policy reform if this potential is to

Policy

likely end of state monopoly in

the industrial
will need to

sector

the

new

government

with a new policy to
attract both indigenous and foreign inve.stors. A new Investment Act was passed in
1991 which from independent commencome

tators seems to

issues that

up

have addressed most of the

previously seen as impeding investments. Investors had previously
complained about the bureaucratic bottlenecks they faced before starting business
were

in Zambia. The

new

Act avoids these bot-

tlenecks

by centralising all the registration
requirements into one office, namely the
investments centre. It also provides a num-

ber of incentives in the

area

of taxations for

such investors. New investors will be

sisted

as-

in the

acquisition of land. The
problem of import dependent industries
however cannot be adequately addressed
by this Act alone. The policy of the exchange rate should be an integral part of
this. Similarly, Policy in Agriculture,
Forestry and Mining Sectors will to a large
even

determine whether local

extent

raw

materials will be available for local

processing.
Mining Policy

has

many but at the top is
the issue of subsidies. Unless food sub-

Agricultural Policy

Comprehensive
Strategy For Food Security and Agricultural Development in Zambia."

yet been completed and yet the ploughing

already commenced. He also
had to contend with another problem of
purchasing maize for consumption because
stocks were running out. Clearly the situation in the sector is all wrong. Ministers
cannot be expected to be involved in these
issues when there are institutions charged

tion with them before 1973.

tion (FAO) entitled "A

Although Zambia is well known as a
this attribute arises
mainly from copper mining. This is rather

great mining country,

unfortunate because Zambia has

a

other mineral

still

resources

which

are

lot of
un-

exploited. This has risen mainly due to poor
policy in this area. Zambia holds a lot of
promise e.specially in the field of precious
minerals and its emeralds

are

classified

amongst the world’s best. Under the MMD

confusion

government it is expected that the previous

policies that encouraged
production at the expiense of other
crops. Through market ba.sed policies it is
possible to achieve food self sufficiency by
encouraging maize cultivation only in
those areas which hold comparative advantage in this crop while allowing other
areas, especially remote areas to concentrate on low volume, high value cost
crops. Already a number of studies exist on
which .such a strategy can be based. Notable
amongst these studies is the one recently
completed by Food Agriculture Organisa-

policy of favouring only state activities in
this sector will be ended. This hope is based
on the fact that some of the people in the
MMD government had played a very big
role in changing government policy
towards the marketing of emeralds early

be realised. Much of the
has arisen out of

maize

current

1991.
It is, however, not clear to what extent
the

government will permit a more
private sector participation in the

new

active

mining sector. Ideally one
prefer that the copper sector is
opened to the public through the selling of
larger

copper

would

Sapem December/January. 1991/92

shares in

a

stock exchange. Of great intere.st

also will be the

attitude of the new governprocessing of copper.

ment

towards the

Most

analysts have questioned

bia which has been
the 1920s is up to
sheet copper.

why Zam-

producing copper since
date unable to produce

Through the processing of

products,

copper into various finished
Zambia could substantially increase

its

earnings.

Regional Economic Cooperation
Given that new

government has

the

agenda as its priority it can be
expected that they will put a lot of emphasis
on economic as opposed to political
economic

cooperation. Although Zambia has always
championed regional economic cooperation it can be expected that there will now
be more emphasis on what benefits Zambia
can get. In this regard Zambia's partners

Debt cancellation should, however, be followed by inflow of new resources in order to enable the
new government rehabilitate infrastructure
as well as make capital investment. Caution
should, however, be exercised so that the

followed by other countries.

country does not end up contracting even
more debt just becau.se the environment for

far the new
government has issued cautionary statements on new borrowing and emphasising
borrowing has improved. So

the need for

depending

on

its own resour-

ces.

The resolution of debt

from multilateral

difficult.
Firstly this debt is huge; secondly it cannot
be rescheduled and thirdly the previous
government had just before the elections

institutions will however be more

defaulted

on a

the World

U$20 million repayment to

Bank which had fallen due

in

with a situation
where they can export to Zambia while
closing away their markets to Zambian

September, 1991. In the week starting 18th
November, 1991 both the World Bank and

gotids.

reopen

expect to get away

cannot

The Debt Problem

ment

huge debt problem, the new governhas inherited is likely to be one of the

The
ment
most

difficult

problems to resolve. The
debt problem is

resolution of the Zambian

particularly difficult because of the structure of the debt. Much of Zambia’s debt is
from multilateral institutions whose debt
cannot be rescheduled. Further, this debt
was contracted at the time when the Zam-

relatively healthier and
therefore the country was not eligible for
concessionary debt. Because of this, Zambia now has to pay back debt on harder

bian economy was

terms

than its economy can

On the part

bear.

of bilateral debt and the new

government .should be able to deal

with this

easily. Most donor countries
matter of policy announced that

matter more

have

as a

they are willing to forgive or at least cancel
partially all such debt to countries that are
making efforts to move towards political

pluralism. Having successfully conducted
multi-party elections, Zambia should be a
prime candidate for debt cancellation. In
this regard the U.S.A. and U.K. have already made announcements that they will
cancel part of the debt Zambia owes. This
is a good start which it is hoped will be
Sapem December/January.

1991/92

Zambia to
negotiations with the new govern-

IMF had sent their teams to

and

a stern

warning was issued that

negotiations constituted the last
chance for Zambia. Whatever solution will
emerge it is evident that coming to terms
with these two Bretton Woods Institutions
will constitute the biggest drain on any
these

come to

was

Industrial and Mining

Corporation

(ZIMCO), Industrial development

Cor-

poration (INDECO), Zambia National
Commercial Bank (ZANACO), Zambia
State Insurance Corporation (ZSIC), National Import and Export Corporation
(NIEC),. National Housing Authority
(NHA) and some Chief Executive

Officers

Corporations have
all l3een removed from office. This exercise
seems to be continuing. It would seem that
the new government wants to get rid of
managers who were suspected of wrong
doing or seen to be too closely associated
with the old political regime. Although a
few solitary voices have complained about
these sackings it is generally acknowledged
that the new appointments are officers from
the same institutions. This in itself is a good

of Subsidiaries of these

already experienced in the operations of these companics are being given responsibility and

thing

as

marks

a

it ensures that people

departure from previous

practise

without
tions of

companies they were to manage.

terms

The first

appointees to the Cabinet were
7th November, 1991. To a

nominated

important to note that
which the new government

large extent the President had a hard task
because the size of the MMD victory meant

relations with the
donors, even inspite of servicing all the
debt, will depend very much on whether
they can formulate good macro economic
policies. The IMF and the World Bank
would like to see sound pricing policies, a
realistic exchange rate policy, good fiscal
management and a strong indication that
there is a movement towards a liberal
economy. The bilateral donors will follow
the position of these two institutions.
maintain good

Economic Management
new

when managers were

with them.

It is however also

The

was

Cabinet

and yet
government cannot afford not to

the extent to
can

happening even before the new
announced. Later other Chief
Executives of Parastatals were to follow. So
far the Chief Executive Officers of Zambia

This

that Zambia is likely to earn

within the next two or three years
new

Headquarters

surrounded by the Police and the
Chief Executive and his deputy replaced.
had been

just shuffled around
regard to familiarity to the opera-

resources

the

Consolidated Coppermines

MMD government

had

promised the nation an efficient and honest
management and to underscore this point
the nation woke up on Monday 4th .Novemher, 1991 two days after the new President
was sworn in, to the news that Zambia

on

that he had many people to choose

also due to the fact that

from and

the quality of MPs

quite high. Appointments to economic
were important indicators in
teims of what to expect in the area of
was

Ministries

economic management.
For the

Ministry of Finance Mr Em-

manuel Kasonde was chosen as
This

Minister.

appointment was applauded by most

people. Mr Kasonde was the first indigenous Pemianent Secretary after independence. Upon leaving government he
has run one of the most successful businesses. He is therefore very familiar w'ith
economic issues. His deputy who was appointed two days later is Mr Derrick
Chitala, a young developmentalist who has
contributed significantly to development
forums in the

region.
7

At the

Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Guy Scott an artificial Intel-

Fisheries Dr

ligence specialist turned commercial
farmer and agricultural consultant

was ap-

pointed Minister Dr Guy Scoot had to
abandon

order

an

academic

to return

career

in U.K. in

as

his

Deputy Ministers. Dr

Kalima had just abandoned a successful
career as a

Scientific

at

outside Lusaka in order

to run in the elec-

Ministry of Commerce and

Industry Mr Ronald Penza, one of Zambia’s
leading businessmen who had previously
served

as

Chairman of the PTA Chamber of

Commerce and

Industry was appointed
Minister while Mr Deepak Patel, another
businessman was appointed his Deputy
Minister.
At

‘t'he

First Feelers

Special Correspondent

Zambia’s Premier

Agriculture Research Centre, Mt Makulu
tions. At the

GOVemilient III Zambia

home and

participate in the
emerging democratic process. He is ably
supported by Dr Chulu Kalima and Mr
Gilbert Nkausu

Foreign Policy of New MMD

w

Ministry of Mines, Mr
Humphreys Mulemba a former Secretary

new

Movement for

(MMD) Government

The MMD Government is

an-

time of

coming

at a

will re-establish

political climate in world
politics. It is coming at a time when the cold
war politics of
superpower confrontation,
and superpower international influence has

with

come to an

openly with

South Africa and that it will first open a
trade mission in that country, also that it

diplomatic relations
Israel, many in the International
Community wondered — what next?
The MMD Government
an

seem

to have

"open door" foreign policy, which

have made

some

old traditional friends and

a

new

end. Instead the superpowers are

talking cooperation and economic developand respect for each others
sovereignty. The ending of the "hard" cold
war politics means a fresh look at all other
countries that were seen to be aligned with
ment

chosen Minister while Dr Mathias

Mpande,

Mineral Economist who had

abandon

neighbours develop a cold. Let us re-examine this "new" foreign ftolicy and its implications now and beyond,
A little history shows us that Zambia

in the

under the old United National Inde-

have to be re-defined.

polls was chosen as his Deputy Minister. Dr
Mpande had at one time to break his

pendence Party (UNIP) Government main-

ment

tained 27 missions and to-date, under

academic

MMD,

towards contributing to negotiations for settlement and cooperation in the world rather

General ofUNIPbut now turned MMD was

a

an

academic

career

in order

to

to run

Join government as the
Mining Engineer before returning to
academics. Immediately after obtaining his
first degree in Mining
Engineering, Dr
Mpande had briefly worked for ZCCM
before deciding on an academic career.
career to

Chief

On

comparative basis the new team
be good but they certainly face a
bigger task than their predecessors. They,
a

seems to

however,

the

huge mandate
goodwill is still
holding it is important that they quickly
make the most important decisions now.4
can count on

their party got and while

non

of them has been closed. What

is doing is to review all the missions
light of its new economic policies and a
changed world political order. Therefore,
nothing is new in this regard.
Zambia since its first

independence in
1964 had been continuously
trading with
South Africa, just like all SADCC countries,
although the UNIP Government was emphatically vocal about sanctions against
South Africa, The UNIP Government said
one

thing and did the opposite towards

South Africa. What the MMD Government
is doing is to say and do the same

Government is
Caleb

Fimdanga is former Permanent
Secretary at Cabinet Office, Lusaka,
Zambia.

thing. The
simply being honest about

its economic interests. Also that the

Government is

not

doing anything

new

new

which many other SADCC or indeed
Frontline States have not done or are doing.

Zimbabwe has

always maintained

mission with South

Africa,

even at

that Zambia and Zimbabwe

8

New International Political Order

Multi-Party Democracy

nounced that it will trade

taken

the

hen the

a

trade

the time

were

in the

one

block

or

the other, it has akso meant that

the theoretical and
which

practical premises

Non-Aligned Movement

therefore has

than confrontation. The
ment seems to

Any

to re-ca.st

new

was

new

on

made

Govern-

it.self, and look

MMD Govern-

have taken this stand with

regard to middle east politics, by saying
the Israelis and Palestinians/Arabs

that
are

working towards negotiations and settlement, so we have to take a position to encourage them to talk. In any case how consequential will the MMD policy be, if it
does not encourage dialogue, when the "superpower" countries are encouraging it?
What the MMD Government has done is

to

put its humble shoulder to the wheel of
peace

for all.

Negotiations for political settlement are
not only taking plaice at the international
level. Here at home, the sub-regional
political confrontations and civil

wars

have

or are

in the process of giving way to
settlement. We have witnessed in
the end of civil war,
are

political
Angola,
new plural politics. We

seeing the move towards fxjlitical settlein Mozambique and the negotiations

fore-front for calling on economic sanctions

ment

against South Africa.

toward

a

Democratic system in South

Sapem December/January. 1991/92

Pic:

MMD (Jovernnient

Africa. To encourage these processes, the
MMD Government rightfully chose to

new

coming at

out

of

democratic

a

movement, the MMD must be

courage

seen to en-

all democratic processes

par-

ticularly in South Africa.
To the eyes of a keen follower of international politics and foreign relations, the

MMD

foreign policy is inclined to the
Many of the friends to MMD when it
an opposition were from west and
they

West.
was

continue to be. But, few, if any among
African countries would claim not to have

relations with the west. The
dominance
continent is
or

over

west

economic relations

and its
on

the

reality that cannot be ignored
marginalised, unless one wants to be a
a
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time ofa

new

open frank policy is surely
much better that a hyptKritical position.

Questions

on

tions. It is inevitable therefore

be

to

ask

a

few

questions? Was it really that necessary and
that urgent for the new MMD Government
to quickly announce its
opening of relations
with Israel? The Israel question is as old as
the Bible, and as complex and the entire
global political situation. Why then did a
small government in a small country make
such a big issue out of a situation that it
cannot

solve. Are there

not more

issues which the MMD needed
itself

to

than Israel?

to

only Israel b)jt South Africa.
so

does South Africa

it needs the Zambian market.

quick at
criticising this open position in Foreign
Policy for MMD. Whereas openness is
good, it also opens you up to several questo

It is not

Granted Zambia needs South Africa

economically, but

Questions

One is therefore bound

Ministry of Information

political climate in world politics

hypocritic. An

encourage the dialogue by opening itself up
to all neighbours in the
sub-region. As a

Government born

a

serious
address

what Zambia needed to do

was

—

Probably
to analyse

the

existing areas of trade and draw out
silently the trade expansion areas which
will make the country benefit, rather than
suffer from "market suffocation" of Zambian Industries. While reviewing trade,
Zambia should have been

monitoring the
political developments before finally opening up a trade mission — especially that it
is the chairman of Frontline States. All said,
seems the
country was in too much of a

it

hurry on these two fronts of its foreign
policy. At the end of it all however the
MMD Government surely has an open
foreign policy.4
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Prospects for Indigenisation of Economy Under
The Third Republic
Moses Banda

T

is

so

he Zambian government which
has

just taken ofTice has

affirmative action

an

been

business initiative

dubbed

a business cabinet. This
because in the campaign
leading to

to

be

an attempt is made to
analyse the possible options that the new
government might institute in its en-

and

seven

companies offered for sale in the

first tranche. But there does seem to have
been any seriousness about this move as it

entrepreneurship.

was

to the

subject is
necessary. In the colonial period it was

merely

As the

a

political campaign gimmick.

new

government prepares its
privatisation programme it will discover
that the exercise is not as
simple as it looks.
There is a lot of diversity in the Zambian
state owned
enterprise sector which might
need specific privatisation modules. For
instance companies which were
nationalised from foreign owned
might

quite clear that the resolve of the Federal
Government was to promote business establishment of the settler white
community.
The Industrial Loans Board (now IN-

DECO) and the Land and Agricultural
were

most of the attention is
how the new government will

they have already declared that the state owned
enterprises will be sprivatised. The old
regime had already announced that they
were
embarking on a privatisation exercise

In this discussion

established

provide investment capital to this
class. Towards (1963) independence the In-

on

treat this sector. Of course,

through an improved quality of goods
and services to be offered on the market.

Bank (now LIMA BANK)

in80%)

through parastals,
focussed

portunities to be created and indeed

in 1953

state.

volvement in business (close to

business. The rank and file members
were to benefit
tbrougb employment op-

background

prerogative of the

were

In view of the extent of
government

party Democracy (MMD) portrayed itself as a party w hich was going to
develop
the economy through private initiative in

A little

discourage private

all investments

Entrepreneurship Development

the election the Movement for Multi-

deavour to promote

a

to

as

to

need to be offered back to the

Here there is

original

dustrial Loans Board started to lose direction as it began to invest in businesses

owners.

directly. After independence (1964) the
Land and Agricultural Bank
changed clientele from the white settler
community to
specifically serving the indigenous Zambians, especially those organisejl into

for special incentives.
Companies which
were once owned
by indigenous Zambians

cooperatives. As socialism took sway in the
late 60s and early 70s government involve-

ing foreign

prospect of attractinvestors. There will be a need
a

might also be offered back to the original
Again you need a specific package.
Some quasi-govemmental institutions are
running their own income generating
enterprises. For example District Councils
owners.

involvement in transport and garment

in business became paramount. Thus
from 1968 the government started to

manufacturing. Are these going

nationalise

spared?

ment

foreign owned companies and

putting them under INDECO. Later
state started to

establish its

own

And towards the end of the

the

companies.

era some

in-

digenous owned companies were even
taken over by the state.
During this whole
period it was quite clear that private accumulation of capital was seen enimical to
the state. So it

can

be reali.sed that there

was

to be

state owned

companies need a large inresources. Therefore, the
participation of the local investor is already
precluded.
fusion of external

The 1990 UNISEF Report on the State
of the Children states that "the market can
be a very brutal place for the under-

privileged." Indeed in an inaugural address
the November monthly
meeting of the

to

Economics Association of Zambia, the new
Chairman of the Zambia Confederation of
Chambers of Commerce and

Industry,

voiced his

concern

about the

plight of his

membership in the liberalised

market. He

asked for government

even

protection
against foreign predators. In neighbouring
Zimbabwe the issue of
indigenous
entreprenuership is very much high on the
agenda. The government has even assisted
in the establishment of an
Indigenous Business

Centre. The

will have

to

new

Zambian government

face this question

squarely.
only feasible option for indigenous
entreprenuership development is to u.se the
state machinery itself. Even if all the state
owned enterprises were to be offered for
sale it would take quite a while for the
The

whole establishment
for

a

to be dismantled. So
foreseeable future these companies

will still be under government

but with operational

ownership

efficiency

more

pronounced. In this regard the state will
have to take

a decisive
step to discourage
trading between the state owned
enterprises and to encourage them to do
more work with the
private sector through
sub-contracting and franchising arrange-

internal

ments.

Thus, the government will have to

consider

In,spite of the euphoria about the
privatisation strategy of promoting
entreprenurship, there is an anxiety about
the dearth of a local absorptive
capacity and
the fear that foreign investors
might come
and dominate in the
economy. The indigenous business class which could be in

position to participate in this programme
is very minute. Moreover most of these
a

10

initiating an entrepreneurship incubation programme to run parallel with
the privatisation exerci.se. And over time an
indigenous entrepreneur class could
emerge. ♦

Moses Banda is Director of Research in
the Zambia National Commercial Bank

Limited. Lusaka. Zambia.
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ECONOMIC POLICY DIALOGUE

GUEST OF THE MONTH: BERNARD CHIDZERO
///

interview with SAPEM's editor. Ihho Mandaza,

an

our

Guest of the Month. Bernard Chidzero, reflects on the

race

for the UN

Secretary-Generaliship and on the prospects ofESAP and regional cooperation. 27th November, 1991
Manda/a: To

begin with the issue of the
Secretary-fjleneralship, what are

UN

BERNARD CHIDZERO: A PROFILE

your comments on the outcome of a
process that must have engaged you —
and many of us who believed you would

—

make it to the world’s top position
such a long and intense period?

—

for

ment of Zimbabwe.
—

Chidzero:
am

My first reaction really is that I
happy a son of Africa was elected. To

that extent, we have fulfilled what

wanted. The fact that he

course, we

nor

and

more concrete

more
we

meaningful to the
picked

of Southern Africa is where the
are.

—

could have

Sub-Saharan African. For in the
I believe that the end result

ORCHESTRATING THE

context

JOINT APPROACH

problems

was

President of UNCTAD VII and from
1986-1990 Chairman of the Development Committee of the World Bank
and International Monetary Fund

(IMF).

a

there. Of

could have made the choice

continent of Africa if
a

we

happens to be

North African is neither here

Hon. MP, Senior Minister of Finance,
Economic Planning and Develop-

In recognition of his global perspecfive, Dr. Chidzero was invited to participate in the Stockholm Initiative on
Global Security and Governance and
contributed ideas to its April 1991
report on Common Responsibility in

the 1990s.

deter-

Member of the World Commission on
Environment and Development which produced the report, Our Common Future.
—

mined

by the conjuncture of

many factors
and the criteria that had been set: that it

A former

—

must

be

competent person who understands international issues; and the role the
a

'

secretary general has to play in promoting
the

cause

of international peace

and

security. Presumably people judged that
Boutros Ghali had

more

exposure to

that,

judging from the few things in which he had
been involved. But 1 would dispute that
becau.se I have spent twenty years in the
United Nations, as director of the commodities division in UNCTAD, and later as

president of the second session of UNwas a high political
exercise in which we managed to come up
with consensus, involving more than 150
countries, who.se interests were very sharply divided. And again it’s a matter of judge-

—

Deputy Secretary-General of UNCTAD at the level of UN Assistant
Secretary-General, Dr. Chidzero returned to Zimbabwe at independence in 1980, to
play a leading role in shaping its economic and social transformation. He has been
active in promoting regional cooperation through the SADCC, PTA, UN Economic
Commission for Africa and African Development Bank as well as
joint commissions,
and is a firm advocate of regional and international economic cooperation.
Dr. Chidzero has

a BA with distinction from Pius XII
University College (now National
University of Lesotho), MA cum laude in Political Science from Ottawa University,
and PhD in Political Science from McGill
University, Montreal. He did post-graduate
research at Nuffield College, Oxford. He was born in Zimbabwe and is married with
four grown children. His wife is the former Micheline Madeleine du Sablon. He is
fluent in local languages, as well as English and French.

CTAD in Geneva. That

ment.

A second consideration of

course

could

have been the

question of resolution of
conflicts. Again, it is difficult to say who
had more experience as conflicts vary from
one country to another. And
certainly there
are going to be more conflicts after the end
of the Cold War. There
ments

that

are

are

resurgent move-

taking place and will

cause

Sapem December/January, 1991/92

conflicts;.re-as.sertion of nationalism, and
assertion for human

rights and democracy.
Certainly I have some understanding of
that, not only from the theoretical point of
view as a political scientist, but also from
experience in nation building. Presumably
Ghali was judged to have that ability and
experience.

I cannot

.see peaceful co-existence in a
inequity. We have to face these
issues, and that begs all sorts of issues and
questions in terms of policies of either
governments or regional groups; and how
some policies
perpetuate poverty. How can
the poor countries be assisted to move for-

world of

ward? We need

a new

order which is

con-

1 wanted to put at the centre of discussions the whole issue of development,

ducive to the flow of

which 1 believe

rehabilitation,

matter;

mission of World Environment, involves

myself is the heart of the
namely, the eradication of poverty.

nature.

The

resources

of whatever

question of environmental
as addressed by the Coma

II

lot of money,

which we don’t have. The
forced by poverty to add to the
degradation of the environment.

Also, I don't know to what extent
countries that had been supporting us were
converted by the view that
English-speaking people were beginning to be in
dominant positions right now. For
example,

poor are
1

hope that all these considerations

taken into
to

to

account

were

in

arriving at a decision
elect Ghali. However, I would be naive
think that everybody was

jective criteria. There must have been a lot
of ami-twisting in the end,
horse-trading;
made

by having someone from
only speculating.

mention pressure which must have
of our colleagues

some

particular oppo.sition to Zimbabwe,
yourself?

Q. What are your comments on the view,
held by many analysts, that the
position
of the United States of America

prevailed
in this exercise; and that, in
particular.
the choice of the person to
occupy the
post of .Secretary-General had less to do
with Africa than with the Middle East,
and the US ambitions in that

sub-region?

would agree that the Middle East
situation held paramount
importance
to the post of
secretary general. But 1

say that this was the only
decisive consideration. 1 believe that in the
not

post-Cold War

era,

not

the

a

through the

subtle

manner

own

the top must

instmment of the forces of those dominant
countries;

so that the UN
system might
become the channel of actions which are
decided by these countries. There is a

cyni-

cal view held

in

Iraq

was

by

that the intervention
UN intervention; the UN

some

was not a

used

as

a

medium

to

ratify certain

decisions in the
countries

are

Security Council. Some
looking therefore to a multi-

such countries.
was

young country which
to liberate; that it is control-

Nigeria helped
led by multinationals, and
things like that,
But that is, of course,
electioneering. The
contacts which we made with the
big
powers directly or indirectly did not indicate anything untow ard about Zimbabwe,
But I

must add that Zimbabwe is

pretty well

known for its independent views even
though that should not be held against it.
ON HIS FUTURE PLANS

Q. As

also fear that

a

who had become

by countries like the US,

about the

expectant

possibility of

you

feel that you still have the energy to
continue in the very difficult and
trying
you

po.sition that you have held for more than
a

decade now?
he energy,

be

so on.

1 have plenty. The con-

fidence, I have. The commitment,
undoubted: commitment

to

my

country and development issues. I will continue to do my Job to the best that I can,

on

to work

the fact that I did

not win

isters, and 1 have been
years.

by the

key role

to

Q. Turning to the issues of economic
policy, how would you assess
Zimbabwe's performance in this first
decade of
in which

independence? In particular,
areas

do you

feel somewhat

disappointed?
e

have gone

Phase 1:

through 4 phases.

immediately after the

war: This was a
2-year
honeymoon period for us, with a lot of good

will from the outside world, in tenns of
resource flow to us. It
repre.sented the

change of focus of national efforts, from
war to
development. We were riding on the
of socialism, at least theoreti-

before. We did consolidate

as

the

Generalship of the UN. I think
tant to consider that you

some

Now clearly

Minister of

Secretary

it is

impor-

don’t institute mina

minister for 11

you must accept that at
point in time the head of government

our

political framework. We did

The second

phase

was an

economic
very

well.

exasperating

which coincided with

one

nearly three
of drought, the sharp drop in commodity prices and the recession. We boryears

rowed

US. I think France had

play here.

to

ON THE ECONOMIC POLICY

Planning and Development? In short, do

France, the UK and others; but let me add
that 1 think it would be a mistake to believe
that the whole thing was detemiined
very

We will continue

and

—

Finance, Economic Planning and Development. 1 don’t think this will be dependent

to crystalise the north.south i.ssues. There were other
priorities

a

tion, and

crest or wave

whether 1 continue

might tend
held

us.

to con-

issues and problems

remain at home in your current
post as
Senior Minister of Finance, Economic

like all of us

.so

Secretary-General from Sub-Saharan

were

before

on

On the

becoming Secretary-General of the
UN, how w ill it be possible now to re-adjust and accept that you will have to

—

one

Africa

which

efforts

determined

cally, if not concretely. We did strengthen
certain instruments, the
tightening of
prices, minimum wages, rates and control
of the economy in various
ways. That is, to
intensify the controls which were there

lateral system which has evolved as an
instrument of national policy on the part of
I think there

a

than

veto

at

are

more

engaged in international conferences and
meetings; and in the dialogue that is going
on with
regard to the various issues of peace
and security, environment,
poverty eradica-

not

the industrialised

in the Security Council.
be sensitive to
interests, rendering the UN an

Whoever is
their

more

that

am

o, we did not get that impression,
although occasionally the press,
the Nigerian press in
particular.
government 1 must say, did say that

Zimbabwe is

countries would like to control the United

Nations in

centrate my

compromised

the north. I

by the results of New York.

contrary, I become

to mention

WHY HE LOST

would

shaken

Q- Do you think there was anything particularly relating to Zimbabwe it.self, any

change their

minds.

I

to re-arrange. So 1 have no
special claim to remaining what 1 am. But
as
long as 1 am what I am, 1 have the energy,
the drive, and the conviction. 1 am not

both UNCTAD and the Commonwealth
Secretariat are headed by
English-speaking
Africans. So I suppose they

applying ob-

not to

might wish

eveiything during that period

to sus-

tain

our

ther

tightened controls such as suspension
capital profits and

programme, in order to maintain
the nonnal functions of
government. And
that created major problems for us; we furof remittance of

dividends, and
incomes

we

also did

not

increase

significantly.

The third phase. 1986/87,

was a period
rethinking, questioning ourselves, our
policies. Were we doing the right things?
Unemployment was growing, debt .servicing was very high, production costs were
rising. We set up a team of economists from

of

relevant ministries, the Reserve Bank of

12
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Zimbabwe, the University of Zimbabwe,
plus a consultant from Australia, an
economist in his

right. These worked
for nearly two years, analysing everything
about the economy, so as to establish why
we had performed so mediocre
(averaging
only about 3% growth, in real terms, of
GDP), and why investment was not taking
place. The team moved into our policies.
Were we. for example, encouraging or discouraging investment, both domestic and
foreign? What were our controls on the
economy, on prices and on incomes? Were
we making it easy for the private sector or
making it difficult? How efficient were our
parastatals (which were supposed to be instruments

own

of socialist structures)? We were

losing money, tax payers’ money, to subsidise these bodies, and taxes were very
high. The colonial system of allocating of
foreign currency had become an instrument
of misallocation and corruption. The Commission of Tax Inquiry set up in 1986 also
came up with the recommendation that in
our present historical
setting, given our
geo-political position, we would do better
if we pursued the framework of a mixed
economy. So it dwelt on us in the light of
this study that we had to do certain things
to try to generate more wealth. We had to
attract

investment, domestic investment

as

well. People feared nationalisation of
everything, in the light of our socialist
ideology.
Our policies were not conducive to
profit-making because the prices were very
low, and the profit margin was being
eroded. Foreign currency was not available
because we were repaying huge accumu-

lated debts at the rate of 37% of income
from exports

of goods and services. Looking at the budget, government was spending too much money, where 43% of recurrent expenditure was on salaries of government employees. Revenue from tax
amounted to something like 37% of GDP,
reinforcing the fact that taxes were too
much in

.some areas.

Furthermore, patterns

between the

productive investment and expenditure on services was frightening. So
we

decided

structural

on

his marked the

adjustment, and
turning point, the fourth

phase.

1989, before

and not

was the turning point,
culminating in the launching of the
programme itself in October last year.
I am confident myself that we stand a
very good chance of success, more than any
other country: first becau.se this is not a
rescue operation from outside, it is our own
way of trying to get out of the difficulties
in which we find ourselves. The financing
of this programme is going to depend very
heavily on our own financing; from a

“homegrown”
imposed from otuside. Can you
please comment?
e fashioned thi§ programme
ourselves, and I

Q. Zimbabwean nationalism sometimes
borders

on arrogance, some critiques
suggested with respect to tbe claim
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mean

ly. Only later did

it literal-

show it to
the IMF and the World Bank, as a proposal
with a time-framework of 5 years, and
we

asked them whether it made

world of real issues. Thus

sense

in

a

began the
fomiulation of the programme. It is likely,
as you and other economists
say, that the
we

resources.

a

visit to London to mobilise

Thus 1989

IMF and World Bank would have arrived

strong export drive, combined with the

anyway.

devaluation of the dollar, whose intention

Whatever

the

case

may

be,

we

was

to

try to stem down the inflow of im-

deliberately built into the

programme social dimensions which would ease the bur-

ports, and encourage exports. But, of
course, we have to keep adjusting these

den of inflation,

policies because if you devalue too much,
you actually increa.se the cost of production
as the cost of imports of raw materials and
other intermediaries for all sectors begin to
rise, especially for the manufacturing sec¬

high cost of living, and the
rising unemployment. Adocument explaining the reasons behind the institution of the
structural adjustment programme, the
measures to be taken and its implementation, will be published before the end of this
year, to inform people. We will mobilise
our own funds, in the region of US$12/12,5
billion, from exports and investment, out of
the estimated total of USS16 billion

re-

quired for the programme. US$ 1 billion has
already been raised, leaving a balance of
US$2,5 billion

to

be mobilised in the next

5 years. We are concluding a loan soon with
the ADB, the African Development Fund.
Part of this

funding will service the SoDevelopment Fund. A number of
countries have indicated that part of their
balance of payments support in counterpart
cial

funds will revolve into the fund. We have

tor.

Q. Is there going to be more devaluation?
hat will

depend on the outcome of
negotiations which we are
having with various institutions;
that is to say, the financing of the
programme, the devaluation to make imports more expensive; and more important,
to stem the inflow of imports which had
grown by more than 50% in 11 months, thus
aggravating our balance of payments. As an
example of the deteriorating balance of
payments, position, in March, when we
the

went

tal

ference, the external current accounts

discussing with non-govemmenorganisations who have promised to
cooperate. We have delayed the launching
of the operation of this fund because it was
difficult to just clearly define the
parameters and delineate the modalities for
its operation. That’s now under control. As
we wanted a
programme which was acceptable to the people politically, we did consult
and debate with the people in government,
and in the higher stmctures of the party. The
first announcement that we were going to
move

towards market forces

structural

adjustment

—

—

towards

first made by
Independence

was
on

Day. The labour movement was also told
on Workers' Day 1989. That labour relations would become

more

flexible, while

price controls would be removed, and so
on. The
launching of the programme was
also intimated in my budget statement of

deficit

to

Paris for the Investment Con-

also been

the President in 1989

ON ESAP

have

that the current ESAP is

was

about 4% of GDP; and to date,

it is

nearly 12%, and its financing interest
quite a burden. The export drive
is beginning to take off and thereby help to
improve this situation.
So, in fact, we are talking of the balance
of 2,5 billion in the five years. That is why
we have referred our
programme to the
becomes

World Bank and IMF who have told

us

that

it is credible. Of cour.se,

they touched here
and there, and propo.sed that we should
generate greater momentum and credibility
outside; and that

we

have to reduce the

budget deficit more quickly at the beginning than spread it too thinly. And we understand about the rates of payment, which
we accept. They also looked at the
pace of
trade liberalisation and advised

faster in

liberalising the

us to move

economy;

in other
13

words, in

putting items on OGIL in order to

take shares in

process which is prolonged and may
be resisted for a long, long period. We

money.

accepted that

to

avert a

well.

as

Q. So there

was no

World Bank

or

any

of

imposition by the
other international

are

making

so

that there is

more

direct movement

grain between other retailers and

sumers.

Those

are some

conof the issues about

which the international financial institutions have advised

body?

us. There was nothing
political issues, except to advise that our
foreign policy should not scare investors.
on

There

imposition at any time,
the political side.

was no

tainly not

on

Q. And there
these

cer-

prescription from
institutions with regard to the size
was not

Q. So you have had no problems with
these institutions?
e

of the Cabinet and the Public Service?
In fact,

o.

they

lenient than

were

we

wanted to reduce the
vice

by 30% in 5

told

us

more
We had

public

ser-

years. The World Bank
couldn’t. If your economy is

we

growing, you need to expand, they said; for
example, in central services like agriculture
where you would need more extension
workers. It

was

unrealistic and

so we cut

it

down to 25%. So the

complication was on
the insistence that we cut our budget deficit
more sharply at the beginning and then
move

to

4%

or

5%, which is the target we

by 1995; and that we move more
quickly in liberalising the economy so as to
generate confidence. We agreed, provided
we have resources. They also advised us to
cut down sharply on subsidies to parastatals; they did not insist on privatisation, but
they are insisting that we try to commerwant

cialise them. This is different from

privatisation, ensuring that they are not dependent on tax payers’ money. Secondly,
more authority should be given to the
boards
too

so

that the ministers don’t interfere

much with the boards, which should act

like

companies, and hence operate efficiently.
Thirdly, they advised us to restructure
our parastatals by bringing in new partners
if

we

could. This

we

have done with

one

parastatal; that is to say, government with
the private sector. For example, in the Zimbabwe Development Bank (ZDB), Government

will hold 51 % shares and the 49% will

be sold to whoever wishes. But
that

we

can’t

we

insisted

just float these shares

market because

we

on the
don’t want to be bowled

by multi-nationals. We are moving
slowly and we would prefer small people to

over

come

in; and if the IBDC and other small

groups are
14

well organised, they

can

have not had

problems with

the.se institutions (IMF, World

much

were.

also

Bank,

etc)

because

the

programme is ours, which has been
modified to some extent, with our con.sent.
I

therefore

myself convinced that the
going through are shortterm. But they are acute problems; high
cost of living and inflation arising from
monopolistic tendencies that result from
de-controlling of prices; as well as the
am

problems

we are

devaluation of the Zimbabwe dollar and the

patterns of money supply into the economy.
Collective

bargaining processes are likeCost recovery policy measures
which we are going to implement, such as
the imposition of school fees, should not be
very hard on the people. There is a big
debate going on in the abstract. People must
ly to

intended

break the

monopolistic pracCompanies in this
country must be exposed to competition
to

tices in this country.

Fourthly, they have insisted that we try
liberalise the Grain Marketing Board a

little,

ON THE ROLE OF WB/IMF

parastatals that

go.

wait until

we

tell them what schools

we are

talking about. The fees are minimal and we
are going to differentiate between low density areas and high density areas, and also
consider poor people who live in the low
density areas.
We would hope that there will be more
money which can now be used to develop
the rural schools more, bringing them to a
standard which is comparable to others.
The current practice where we are giving
grants equally per child irresptective of
residence and facilities available at dif-

ferent schools makes

no sense.

from

new

entrants

into the financial and

manufacturing sectors. Our deliberate support of the IBDC is to try to bring in people
of Zimbabwe into the economy, instead of
discouraging and hamjjering them as we
were doing in our honeymoon with the
socialist ideas (which we didn’t really implement). We denied our people the opportunity to come into the economy, and yet at
the same time we weren't doing anything
to break the control of big capital. A contradictory position, in fact. We have not
really displayed our self reliance base,
which is really in the agricultural sector,
and in the import substitution industries
which were introduced partly during UDl
and partly during our post-independence
period.
IS THE GOVERNMENT NERVOUS?

Q. If the Government is so confident that
ESAP will work, why is it embarking on
such an intensive public relations and
advertising programme all of which are
designed to sell ESAP to the general
populace? Does this not indicate some
kind of nervousness?

ell, if

we have given the impression of nervousness, it’s a
false impression. We wanted a
big bang, to carry people off. However, the
programme will be refined and we will not
Just be advertising. We will be wanting real
debate, from opponents of ESAP, supporters of ESAP, those with alternative
ideas to ESAP. The business community,

the Consumer Council of

Zimbabwe, the

whole of

a

society, which is

participate; in Shona, Ndebele
and/or English, and in various ways. We
really want a genuine open debate, as reactions vary. So don’t be worried too much by
the advertisements.
The programme is going
On the liberalisation

We should

course.

discriminate.

Therefore,

of
ours

is

a

reform programme

which is

growth-oriented. That is why we
stabilising elements such
as the balance of payments on the budget
deficit. The fiscal and monetary policies of
have built into it

Government have to be realised, to fit into
the

operation of market forces, including
the trade liberalisation programme which is

plural society,

should

our

total

ahead. It is

on

side, only 14%

imports, including such things

tubes and tyres, inputs for the manufacture of cement, are now on the unrestricted
as

OGIL. So that anyone

who has the capacity
import can do so. While materials like tin
plate are still on the restricted OGIL list, the
to

idea is

the
by mid next
year or the second half of next year, is that
to

aggressively put

more on

unrestricted list. Our target,
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about 50% of

imports will be

on

OGIL, of

which 30% will be unrestricted and may be
20% restricted. Eventually, however,

everything will be on the unrestricted list,
except, of course, certain strategic items or
dangerous items such as explosives, guns
and drugs, which will be controlled.
It’s

The

budget deficit will be
by 10,5% to 7,6%, giving about 2,9
current year, depending on the sue-

on course.

reduced
on

the

cess

of

a

number of

measures.

intend to raise taxation

to

We do

required, but we will cut down on government expenditure, by reducing the size of
the civil service, beginning next year. We
have started cutting down subsidies to
parastatals.
This year, efficiency units operating in
different ministries have been analysing the
different aspects of the structure of the civil
service with respect to defined tasks, overstaffing and the overlap and duplication of
functions. We are trying to see whether
or

However,

we are not so

naive

employment. particularly in the private sector, and
there may be hardships for some people
during this period, which will necessitate
Government intervention.

Q. Do

you

believe that the chances for

policy dialogue framework had been as
as it is now, say two/three years
ago? In other words, don’t you think
such a programme of public relations
should have preceded the ESAP, and
therefore constituted a policy dialogue
intense

framework between

on

the

one

hand, the
on the

policy-makers in the state and,
other, the various factors in
am sure

I

us

to

were

our

society?

it would have been better for

have done it that way,

but

we

limited in manpower resources.

team to work out a packet of measures,
incorporated into the Social Development
Fund, for those pieople who will be laid off.

First,

The

whole year
civil servants, some of whom had a socialist

measures

will include, where

neces-

including in the private sector. Government
will also assist those wishing to borrow
money to set up business. We may wish to
be more generous in pensions payments so
that they can get hold of something else.
There may be some, from both the private
and public sectors, who may become social
welfare

ca.ses.

celerate the

Meanwhile,

we

have to

ac-

public works programme in the

rural areas, such as construction of dams,

bridges,

access

roads, wells and boreholes.

ON INDIGENOUS BUSINESSES

Q. So there is

certain relationship hetween ESAP and the development of indigenous development structures?
a

close, and, of course, we are
going to encourage greater investment and development in
ery

small towns, to create conditions for

com-

petition. All this forms part of the reform
programme, of which ESAP is only one
factor, and the development programme is
another, with all that this entails. The Investment
resources

Centre is

trying to mobilise

from outside and

inside,

to ex¬
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do you

we

had to convince, persuade, inform

and educate government

personnel itself,
public. This took a
of debate with ministers and

before talking to the

ideological position. Others accused us of
succumbing to multinationals, while others
wondered how we hoped to succeed when
similar programmes had failed elsewhere.
The second stage involved selling the
programme to the ruling party, through its
structures. This was not easy, but I think we
succeeded, generally. The next stage involved the labour movement, which I addressed in Bulawayo at their congress and
also here in

Harare, at the Ambassador

onsensus was

to see

what other

on socialism, re-defining socialism for
Zimbabwean purposes. As it turned out, we

accepting

a mixed economy, where the
whole thrust would be to reach the poor, to'

assist in the establishment of cooperatives
and in collective arrangements, side by side
with the

private sector, in which the blacks
in more and more. So it is a phase
history, a dialectical process.

will
in

measures we

may

haven’t

already
thought of, including the whole question of
.school fees. We have set up a monitoring
and implementation team, which at the top
level is led by the Secretary of the Ministry
we

of Finance, Economic

Planning and
Development and membership comes from
the Ministries of Industry and Technology,
Labour, Manpower Development and Social Welfare. We are following what is happening in the economy at the Reserve Bank.
We did not want to start laying off people
before we had set up the machinery for
handling that process, though there were
those who wanted to move quickly, to show
that

we

meant

business. After the Paris

meeting I mentioned previously, we had
thought money would be coming quickly,
but we did not recognise the fact the disbursement periods of different governments
vary. However, money from the Japanese
came in early and it has been disbursed,
while the Germans are just beginning to
pay. The US still had to take the proposal to
Congress, and the money will be disbursable next year. There were some doubts, in
the minds of
we

meant

some

donors, about whether

serious business, or

were

we

led to some re-think-

ing

are

necessary, not una-

nimity necessarily, but consensus. We will be making adjustment to the refonn programme as and when
necessary, to carry it forward, though it is

using this as a gimmick to get donor money.

Hotel.

All these processes

consensus; or

think there will be other steps to ensure
that ESAP works?

difficult

ESAP would have been better if the

stop per-

sary, the re-training and re-deployment of
the retrenched, where they are required,

is real-

ly to enhance that

introduce which

forming those functions already undertaken by the private sector. We have set up
a

and that this current programme

as not to

realise that there will be frictional

not

get the revenue

Government should continue

pand the capacity to bring in new factors,
leading to an expansion of the economy;
and hence creating openings for some of
the people laid off from the public service.

come

ON REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Q. Regional issues: What are your expectations about regional cooperation and
integration in the 1990s in this region?
Will you comment in particular on the
future of SADCC, taking into account
the views expressed very recently by
Makoni in the last issue of SAPEM. Just
to brief you:

Q. You really believe that one of the
preconditions for the success of ESAP,
and this reform programme as a whole,
has been this need to build consensus,

concern

on

he

the

expressing some
changing strategies in
was

particular with regard to donors who are
focusing on South Africa, and com-

now

mented

on

the decisions of the recent
15

CHOGM and how these

might affect the

position of SADCC.
did read

bit of that.

My starting
point is really that a new ball game is
in the offing, and the whole
parameters will change if the momentum of
political change in South Africa is sustained and there is an early breakthrough,
and you have a post apartheid South Africa,
that is, majority rule. I think it will be a
power to reckon with. That will modify
some of our thinking, like reducing depend-

I

ence on

about

a

new

held South Africa will be content in the

its not conceivable that South Africa will be
content to

remain within the confines of

SADCC. If it is

anything to go by, the visit
by de Klerk and Mandela into some of the
neighbouring countries outside SADCC —
Nigeria, Egypt, Zaire — indicate that intention to look beyond Southern Africa. We
will therefore have to sit together to modify
or discuss what type of regional cooperawe want.

arising from the
Summit (August
being

are arrangements,

Arusha

made to formalise SADCC. Fine. We don’t
know how

long this is going W take, not-

when South Africa will be

free.Yhe fact is

that SADCC has become

amorphous; it is
formalising.
But in formalising it, there are going to be
problems. If you formalise the trading arrangements in the form of a treaty, you will
have to recognise that there is the PTA;
a

club. TTrere is need for

some

as you may be aware, the majority
of the members in SADCC are members of

because,

PTA except Botswana. I see the necessity
for us to think deep. Are we thinking along
the lines of the

EEC, which has in fact gone

beyond trade, with an integration policy,
monitoring policy and investment, and
with indications towards

a

union of

some

sort? And look at their intervention in

Yugoslavia, as an illustration of this
strength and purpose, of cohesion.
At any rate, we ought to see how we are
going to work with South Africa, for we
cannot ignore it anymore. Of course, if
South Africa remains under apartheid control, then, of course, we ought to maintain
our stance and try to disengage as much as
16

of time before

which is

have

we

a

South Africa

accepted internationally, and

therefore has

a

role

to

play in the southern

part of this continent, especially. That
should

impact on SADCC immediately.
What is there for South Africa to join in
SADCC? We will have

to

We may seem to be
economic community.

build towards it.

heading for

an

what South Africa will do. But all these
structural

adjustment programmes are nationally-oriented, except our plan which
takes a broader view of development. Our
policies on reducing the budget deficit are
nationally-oriented, not internationally nor
regionally oriented. Our exchange rates are
also nationally-oriented.
I think

a

a

we want to

policies; for example, the

Committee of Governors of Central Banks

ON SADCC

and officials of the ministries of Finance

Q. Can you elaborate?
ur analysis should begin with an
understanding of what should be
the objectives of SADCC.
First, to reduce external dependence,
on South Africa. Clearly when
South Africa is independent, we can only

especially

that

talking about dependence on Europe, America or Asia. South
Africa has got views on that. We are a
trading area, and that’s a trading area. We
might try to introduce more self-sufficiency, such as we are doing.
The second objective is to mobilise
resources as a community in the SADCC

established in the PTA,

right at the
beginning. We have ,set up a clearing house
and other machinery to facilitate trade.
There is strong pressure from the private
was

sector now that the two bodies (SADCC &
PTA) should be merged. So I don’t mind
saying we ought to think bigger than

SADCC.

say to reduce the dependence of the region.
But how to define that dependence is dif-

area.

evolve

now

SADCC which is strong, to coor-

dinate national

ficult, for we

should

we

machinery within SADCC, if
have

ways

development of SADCC such as we have
right now. 1 think they will want .something
bigger, perhaps one which fits into the
SACU-type of arrangements. Beyond that,

They

ter

S Africa, etc.. We will have to think

of engaging and cooperating with South Africa.
I don’t believe myself that a post-apart-

tion

But the process that has begun in
South Africa is irreversible; it’s only a mat-

we can.

TOWARDS A COMMON

are now

All those conferences

we

have been

having are to mobilise donor finance from
external sources. 1 don’t think this is going

CURRENCY?

Q. Do you think we are nearer to a common currency for the Southern Africa
region? And if so, what kind of currency?
o, we are not.

This is what

we are

working towards in the PTA, to
see

what institutions

we can

in-

tegrate into a common currency. When we
in Nairobi last year, some people
wanted the creation of one central bank and
were

donor money to restructure such social services concerned with education and health

currency as an instrument of
forcing economic integration. For example,
during the colonial era. we had one common currency in the Rhodesias; in East
Africa, the shilling; or in West Africa, the

facilities. I think the world will

franc. We had

to

be realistic. We need to think

more

about

investment. I suspect though that a free
South Africa itself might require some

respond
positively. However, I can also see that
there will be less coming to the SADCC
countries by way of donor money. Thus we
ought to be thinking about sustaining our
own

institutions with

major problem, namely, how to operate as
a trade regime in SADCC, standing side by
side with the trade regime in the PTA. We
haven’t exactly reconciled this except to
say PTA members should give preferential
than it

SADCC members,

gives to its

own

no more

members. In other

words, the PTA becomes the law. What
does that mean? How do
economic

one

central (colonial)

authority; but with different governments
pursuing different objectives in education,
agriculture, etc., how do you institute a
common currency for all these countries?

our own resources.

Third, promotion of trade: Here is a

treatment to

one common

we

harmonise

our

policy? Zimbabwe is having a
structural adjustment programme, I don’t
know what Mozambique is doing, we don’t
know what Zambia is doing, we don’t know

Q. Any last word or message for our
readers?

I

would like to add that

our

reform

took into account the possibility of a politically independent
post-apartheid South Africa, and the possibility of stiff competition within the
region. We want to sharpen our tools in
preparation. It will be important to diversify, and Zimbabwe has the capacity for it;
through either large and well established
companies or the emerging business represented by the IBDC.f
programme
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DEBATES AND VIEWPOINTS

Brief Comment On the World Bank
Tawauda Ndava
touched

by an article "Behind
Beyond the World Bank
Strategy" by Guy Mhone (SAPEM,
4, No. 12). This was a highly analyti-

I
Vol

was

and

cal and critical article which

Structural

of

(ESAPs), the turn

The African leader is not after a democratic

the debt

policy dialogue which can lead to viable
policy initiatives and the formulation of
alternative policies. It is a pity that our
leaders do not look behind the strategies of
the.se institutions. They vow that ESAP is
indigenous and home-grown in form and
content. This fallacy has led many leaders
to follow blindly certain polieies and
strategies only to realise laterthat they have

all these

Adjustment Programmes
to the capitalist system,
crisis, unviable policy initiatives;
are

the

catastrophes borne out of

analysed
strategies of the

the womb of the Bretton Woods estab-

Bretton Woods institutions viz the Inter-

Sam and even the so-called United Nations.

and anatomised the

lishments who get

their support from Uncle

national

Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
strategies are after
disrupting the economies of many a

The

World Bank whose

stitutions is furthered and enhanced

government.

of

It has become the

of the

chicanery of these inby the
gullibility of our leaders: the policy-makers
suceess

our country.
Our leaders

prerogatives of these
capitalist institutions to marginali.se our
economies like they are doing right here in

amateurs

Zimbabwe. The introduction of Economic

searchers and scholars whose advice

The Dilemma of

of the labour force

or

1980 increased

42%

just follow advice from
specially if they are whites and

these leaders do

listen to local

not

Under-employment which

lion

African

out

to

Muvatera

Ndjoze-Siririka

I

life. Most social indicators of human

development show

a declining trend not
to mention those of income distribution

and

poverty alleviation.

The result has been open

unemployment
growing from about 5,3% in 1980 to 13%
in 1988 of the African labour force. In real
terms, that

12

to

negative growth affected about
respectively.

30 million persons,
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about 40%

60 million workers in
or to

was

fallen into

a

satanic trap.

Probably they know what they are doing,
after all!

♦

be

about 96 mil-

of about 230 million workers in 1988.

compounded by the

the so-called democratic sweep across

Africa

cannot

be detached from these

economic realities which

are

haunting

African heads of States and Governments.
Some African governments were/are almost on their knees and had/do not have

option but to institute

‘liberal

international economic crisis, as well as the

any

application of Structural Adjustment
Programmes (SAPs). And that has been
despite all claims of orthodox structural
adjustment programmes for annihilating
the African balance of payment deficits and

democratic’ modes of administration, not to

inflation. In
t has been repeatedly said that unemployment has been increasing in
most under-developed countries. In
Africa, in particular, it is pointed out that
the 1960s and 1970s economic growth
did not bring any improved quality of

re-

of the continent’s total labour force

That situation

Unemployment

was

can

importance to the formulation of policy.

fact, the African situation

depicted in those two indicators
off in 1988 than it

was

billion, the corresponding figure in 1988
was about US$20,3 billion and inflation
increased from 15,1 to 21,3 in the

same

was not even

better. Africa owed about US$48 billion in

1978 and 10 years later, that shot up to
US$230 billion with debt servicing obligations

percentage of export earnings
increasing almost three-fold. It is obvious
that the situation has not improved in the
past years, instead it has worsened. Even
as

a

packages’
pendent.

on

conditionality of ‘Aid
which most of them are de-

Unemployment and Structural
Adjustment Programmes in Africa
In fact, structural

deficit in 1980 of about US$3,9

period. The debt problem

mention the

was worse

in 1980.

Considering Africa’s balance of current
accounts

some

mes

adjustment programhave been hostile to Africa’s labour

force for

they caused a contraction of
employment markets. The Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) estimated that

public sector spending reductions have cost
the continent

some

1,5 million

new

per-

jobs in the formal wage sector:
Moreover, the unemployment problem was
further compounded by the wide-spread
employment freezes and retrenchments
and this was mostly felt in the public service which in Africa is the largest wageemployer. Want of contingency plans to
manent

17

employment creation and that include
Algeria, Cameroon, Ethiopia

countries like

and Botswana. It should be noted,
however,
that
employment-generation put a lot of
strain on governments.

Recent African

Policy Re.sponse.s: A

Lesson for Namibia
In overall

expansion of the national

economy and in particular, in
sectors, it was said that

with

an

annual average

for

some

specific

Algeria

to cope

labour force growth

of 4%. in numerical terms, it
creation of one million new

meant

the

jobs. And

meet

that target

transport,

fully, ‘the

building construction, industry

and government .sectors
to

to

trade and

were to

grow at 6.3%. 6% and

be induced

5,3% and 5.0%

respectively.
Also the
to

Ethiopian government admitted

the seriousness of

overt

unemployment

particularly

among secondary school
leavers. It is also conceded to the fact that

unemployment was generally a reflection
policy of re.source utilisation and
made it its priority. The
Ethiopian government embarked on
expanding small-scale
industries; settlement programmes and
public works programmes; encouraging
of the

labour intensive
Pic.

The demobilisation of Namibian
forces,

stimulate the private sector to absorb
cess

labour and

new entrants to

force, exposed the
effects of SAPs

ex-

the labour

sector to the

negative

thereby affecting

expan-

Afrapix

increasing unemployment population
the UN General

Assembly and it

convened
the critical economic
situation in Africa, that resulted in the UN
a

special session

on

Programme of Action

for African

sion of

Economic

tion Zambia, Ghana and

1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD). However, it is
unfortunate to point out that the African
situation despite all those efforts remained
the same, if not worse. It is
pointed out ‘that

enterprises in the private sector
which in the past is said to have contributed
greatly to employment creation — and in
this regard, one would not hesitate to men-

Nigeria as cases in

their SAPs

point.
African (Jovernments’

Response to

Unemployment
It is

true

that in

light of that dire

Recovery and Development

implementation has

not had the

desired effect on conditions of human well-

being in general, and in alleviating the unemployment problem in particular’.
Moreover, it is said

that ‘if

anything,
application of

economic situation, African Heads of State
and Government took bold
steps and

evidence shows that the
SAPs has taken prominence

responded without equivocation to the twin
challenges of survival and renewed

plementation of APPER and UN-PAAERD

over

and has worsened the situation in
respect of

development and adopted the Africa's
Priority Programme for Economic
Recovery 1986-1990 (APPER) for imme-

employment, poverty and
development'.

diate

have instituted

implementation. That prevailed

upon

the im-

Notwithstanding that,
some

human

some countries

policy provisions for

development

technology; relating skills

programmes more to person

power needs of the economy; and provision
of vocational
training and national apprenticeship programmes for the unemployed.
The latter part
should be taken

of the preceding statement
seriously by the Namibian

government in its attempts to address the
basic problems that face the nation at this

stage.

Therefore, it is appropriate that the
Namibian reflect on the African
experience
before it becomes hostage to the international money

capital. It is

true that the

economy is inter-twined and

inter-depend-

ent on

international capital, but it is
equally

true that if the
government was

pro-active

in its approach to the
unemployment question, it would have made great strides in

addressing the problem .squarely.
Pragmatism and the Question of
Employment Creation in Africa
But how could Namibian problems of

unemployment and under-employment be
addressed squarely in this
"pragmatic"
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world of "reconciliation"? It is difficult for

that

expect miracles from the concept of
reconciliation in itself and by itself. The

employment generation in other secshould be exceptionally high for it to
keep pace with labour demands in the short

be ameliorated

tors

tion".

concept of reconciliation is certainly ap-

run.

for affmnative action to take its

to

one

pealing in itself and we could not have had
anything better in its place. For the opposite
would have been emotional vengeance and
chaos in the country and that would haye

made

indeprendence meaningless.

Zimbabwe which
reconciliation

as a

adopted national
policy through which it

could address its national

problems did not
and national reconciliation,
indeed, proved to be a bitter quinine for the
majority of the population to swallow. It is
no wonder after a decade of
independence,
the government has recently embarked on
a desperate
policy of so-called economic
liberalisation which is already taking its toll
through uncoordinated retrenchments
both in the public and private sectors,
reduced average salary incomes, as well as
have it easy

In view of that, the government

should
be realistic in its planning and the ultimate
implementation of its strategies in alleviating the scourge of unemployment.

Unemployment is a complex world
phenomenon and it is worse in nations
where there has been settler colonialism
and where the colour of one’s skin has been

the basis

which formal

employment
positions have been acquired irrespective
of qualifications and experience — no
wonder unemployment remains skewed
and rampant among the majority of the
population.
on

through "Affirmative AcSimilarly, the "whites" should not

dream that the government

years to come,

Africans

to

for that is to

death which

have been abolished

course

in

sentence the

supposed to

was

by the Namibia

con-

stitution.

Moreover, Namibians, black and white,
should accept
that the past

that times have changed and
needed to be redressed. That is

notwithstanding the ‘genuine’ claim of lack
experience on the part of the majority

of

Africans who

might qualify for certain
positions within the civil service. But the
irony of that claim is that if a Standard six
(Std 6) could join the civil service and
excell in his/her

SWAPO and the Government’s

would just wait

job

over a

period of time,

—

the abolition of subsidies

on

the basic

Thus, the Namibian government should

pin its hopes on national reconciliation
as a panacea for the national ills, of which
unemployment is but one. Unemployment
and under-employment do affect the
majority of the African population in
Namibia. That is attributed by some, to the
huge number of returnees (±45 (KX)), the
high and fast growing population (a growth
not

rate

of about 3% per annum or
entrants to

year)

as

well

Responsibility
It is true and it should be

recogni.sed

as

such that SWAPO and the Namibian

government have a responsibility to the

foodstuffs.

new

what would be difficult for

wretched sector of the

population (mostly

the Africans). Thus, the government should
not think and hope that the problem of

unemployment
'Bin

among

the Africans would

genuine
university graduate? In fact, that argument
is paradoxical for its acknowledges experimental learning and skills acquisition
by the settlers but refuses to accept that
Africans could demand
we are

Namibians

we

to

a

do the

same.

should be fair

If

to one

another.

''

about 15 (X)()

the labour market every

as

the demobilisation of

SWATF-KOEVOET forces and PLAN
combatants.
Worse still, studies in human

resources

in the country
ment

indicate that "rapid employgeneration in the formal wage sector

remain limited" and is said to be

partly due
capital intensity of the mining and
commercial agricultural sectors. Furthermore, it is argued that "the continued expansion of the public sector, hitherto the
largest employer of wage lalxiur, is fi.scally
unsustainable, at least without significant
reduction in real average salary levels".
to

the

The limited

potential of those very important fomial wage employment sectors
which in not too distant past contributed
largely to fomial wage employment means
Sapem December/January. 1991/92

Pic: Calvin Dondo

Structural

adjustment programmes have caused
markets:

a

contraction of employment

unemployed school-leavers in Zimbabwe
19

sector.

The Need for Fairness

of the
A fair situation in this

regard would be a

situation where the civil service
tion reflects the national racial

the Honourable

composi-

nial sector

Deputy Minister of Labour

colonial agents,
and

sectors

presided

came

here

that most

colonialism,

sup-

that "the current

definitely

unrealistic

are

and groups

deed

they

are very

Namibians and .show

persons
mance

is

reality. Insympathy

That is

a

as an

Legal Framework

possible when considering the
employment sector: and as it is

pointed out that "merely acknowledging its
limited

capacity

as a

provider of

wage

preference of youth, particularly the educated, to seek employment opportunities
within it". The

same can

be true ofeducated
/

Against this background, it is appropriate that the government of Namibia
institute a legal framework whereby a
Presidential Directive could be instituted to

possible for Africans to participate
in the middle and supervisory management
of their country. He contended that that
should take professional competencies into
account and should avoid/prevent cosmetic

make it

appointments. It should be done by constant job content evaluation and review for
fairness of internal promotion.
As mentioned earlier,

largely
ture
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on

Namibia depends

mining and commercial agriculemployment in the private

for formal

given the

persistently

of the African

poor

perfor-

economy". Namibia

•

Growth:

Making Self-Employment in Agriculture more

•

attractive:

Implementing the Employment Plan:
and

Financing the Employment Plan.
perhaps in that regard that the exi.sting vocational training centres and even the
proposed ones would be of assistance to the
national unemployment problem. Therefore, the vocational training centres should
operate in such a manner that they spearhead the pro-active government policies
and concommitantly attempt to disentangle
the unemployment web.
It is

What it

exception and it might be made worse

does not institute pro-acemployment generation policies.

In Namibia, the informal sector, as

in all

retailing and the distribution of consumer
material

raw

Some writers have

the

in time to

gradual

independent entrepreneurial career

They also went on in their respective

capacities to outline the various ways of
how to go about it. Like for instance, GreyJohnson has proposed the following practical

measures to

be considered at the nation-

al level for their relevance to the search for

solutions to the
and for possible
And these
•

•

not

unemployment problem

application in the short run.

are:

understand the

offin a negative direction, we do
a clear understanding of the

have

interactions, nor do
a

development: and have also accepted it as
an effective way for employment generation.

true we

individual mistakes that start the systern

(repair,

promotion of the informal sector. Fahrenfort and Grey-Johnson have in principle
accepted the idea and have identified training and education as the stimulating paths
for

come:

While it is

•

proposed

against finding

‘sorry-state’ described
beginning of this article. Let us hope
the Namibian government would avoid
having to resort to the following quotation
at

brewing and craft making) and a small
workshops, hair-dressers etc)".

is that the Namibian

itself in the African

processing activities (beer

number of service activities

means

government should guard

goods produced in the formal sector, a few

employment will not wish away the

black Namibians.

bad. will

other countries in Africa, is "confined to

public sector, despite its relatively small
size

no

tive
,

for their fellow compatriots.
The Need for

very

years,

if the government

unpatriotic
no

the

rapid population and labour force growth

same

who wished Namibians

would close their eyes to

already

worsen over

trends and the

privileges,

on

unemployment situation in

Africa, which is

left in their posi-

tions intact and with the

unemployment in
for ‘quick imaginative

writing

Stimulating Informal Sector Employment

•

of those who fought for freedom and
were

•

pointed out that for-

Equally true, the unchecked growth of
unemployment can threaten the very foundation of society. Grey-Johnston advises

as

pression. oppression and execution

independence

relatively

Planning Investments for Employment
Generation:

solutions'.

who took active part

over

has been

employment has been and will

Africa urge

officials who

•

remain limited for sometime. Little wonder

only in this country, Namibia,

that top

capital intensity

employing capacity

low. Thus, it could be

had this to say:
It is

two sectors,

within those

composi-

who felt offended when

tion. Thus, those

But because of the

how

m c

to reverse once

have any idea

things

go

really

aw'iy.

Conclusion
As

proposed earlier on, the government
at instituting pro-active policies

should aim
for

employment generation and also aim at
redressing the imbalances of artificial un-

employment that only affects Africans.
Should the Namibian government ignore
this, it would be

doing

‘for failure to do

so

its own peril
only have dis-

.so at

can

political, economic and social
consequences'. Employment creation
astrous

should not be left to chance but must be
result of

a

a

conscious effort by government

planners and policy-makers to stimulate
labour demand in those areas of socio-

Recycling Excess Skilled Person-

economic

power;

provide sustainable levels of employ-

Youth

training for Self-Employment:

activity that

are most

able to

ment. ♦
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Small States in

a

World of Change

B. Persaud
he Commonwealth Secretariat

T

has

always

programme

had

As part

our

of the

members

on
a

since more

from time

a

rently under

lead

although this has been a much distopic, it remains very important
since rapid and pervasive change in the
world is afso having important implications
But

distribution at

a

time when the claims on

aid, for instance from Eastern Europe
and the Middle East, are

against

a

levels and
•

multiplying,

background of stagnant aid
more politici.sed distribution;

third, the increased competition for

private international capital in the context of the special difficulties faced by
small states in tapping such capital;
•

fourth, the rapid movement towards a

single market in the European Community and the implications for
Europe’s partners in the Lomé Convention arising from such features of the
Single Market as free circulation of
goods within it, common standards and
the replacement of national quotas
within the Community by Communitywide quotas;
Sapem December/January, 1991/92

important implication of world

change is that increasingly, small states
would have to understand that their destiny
An international system em-

own.

bodying greater economic and political
security could be helpful to small states, but
even

in the much talked-

ficult. In the final

These
all

—

implica-

metropolitan
ficulties

powers

that

running to

for help when difvery produc-

develop will not be

tive in future. Greater reliance would have
to

be

ces,

Response

developments

are,

however, not

disadvantageous. There are many posi-

tive

analysis, small states

understand

must

would be dif-

—

placed

on

themselves in anticipating

change and in mobilising all their resourPositive

erosion of the
preferred position of small states in aid

An

invasion of Kuwait itself, have

relations.

First, the tendency

them-

future.

about New World Order

ves.

are

handicaps in responding to the

and the

of economic weakness in the Third World and the possible
emergence of hegemony and dominance
as the prevailing theme in inter-state

much

second, the possible

now

and of course, the Gulf War

wider consequences

happening that was of
tremendous significance for small
countries. Many issues suggest them-sel-

•

and

only in exposing fully the insecurity of the small, but also of the

for smallness. Even before the Gulf War,

towards technological incapacity of small states in an age
of rapid technological change;

in Europe, North

tions not

cussed

•

selves

achieving that

ing the concerns of small countries.

was

way

America and the Pacific Rim;

role for the Commonwealth in articulat-

there

suspicion and pessimism, which

is their

sixth, the process of regionalisation cur-

examination

of the literature would confirm

preferential trading arrangements at
time when economic liberalisation,

ces;

issue of the implica-

tions of smallness and any

small states

deregulation and economic globalisation are tending to erode such preferen-

small states.

are

programme, we

to time revisit the

fifth, the heavy reliance of

large

of activities on small

states. This is understandable

than half

a

including joint and cooperation action

regionally, in responding to its
Internal and External
In

portunities for all. Even in the EC, a single
be threatening to Caribbean

bananas but

Community-wide quotas

chal-

lenges.

changes in the world which create op-

market may

many

examining this subject of world

change and small states, I
we

Changes

will

not

focus

on

hoping that

am

external

changes and

could be favourable to Caribbean rum and

their ramifications alone. I believe that

India’s textiles; and faster

nificant internal

could be

helpful to

our

growth in the EC
other exports in-

eluding tourism services. Smallness confers the

possibility of flexibility and quick

responses to

change. Historically, the

place,

some

in

changes

and others derived from

and circumstances and internal
about

in concentrating on both

transformation has taken

internal and external

small countries. Positive responses to
world

change from small states are, therereason

historical relations with

of

also endeavour to

away

let

from the

only increase our problems and marginalise

exploitative

small states. Whatever the circumstances,

metropolitan

if these

states are to

tions, tend to be suspicious of change

address their

emanating from the developed world. The

well-developed psychology of

retain their

viability,

of identity, they must
development problems in a
purposeful and dedicated way as some are
integrity and

a

move

of change,

psychology of helplessness that change can

countries and their transnational corpora-

result is

sources

for

fore, possible. The Caribbean countries,
the understandable

us

perceptions

development policies and role of the

government. And

many

also taking

external stimuli
internal dynamics

response to

evidence is clear — considerable economic

place in

are

sig-

sense

already doing.
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There is

no reason

make small states

Both external and internal

why change should
off. Resource-

worse

are

giving

wise, the recent enlarged access of islands

and the

and coastal small

nally,

ces,

is

states to

marine

resour-

positive development.

a very

Economic liberalisation and

deregulation

a new

developments

salience to the need for

possibilities of regionalism. Exterhave the example of large

we

countries in

Europe and North America

involved in

rapid regional integration

would be much less than those from

liberalisation.
control

Similarly, relaxed exchange

regimes and

monetary and fiscal

quicker movement to

world-wide is another for small states

cooperation. They are doing so. as much for

which opens up

which

political

from

Change must, therefore, be

seen more as

challenges and opportunities rather than

as

ves to

reasons as

for organising themsel-

take greater

advantage of economic

globalisation and

new

problems and constraints. What I want

sibilities. In

especially to stress then, are the advantages

remain of such

of increased

countries must give

flexibility and of regional

a

technological

world where power

]X)s-

relations

importance, small and weak
priority to using collec-

These

oning,

sible. Thus, current

respond to change. Smallness provides

bargaining. Large countries themselves

from trade

flexibility which it would be crucial to

may

develop further through the development of

a

human

convenience. For

people
ces

of

resources.

are not

but there

Trained and educated

only good economic

are

also

resour-

important as initiators

At this time, it is necessary to

attention to
and the

give much

fine-tuning domestic policies

problems of smallness. Some

small countries have been

making good

in recent times. States like

progress

Botswana, Cyprus, Malta and Mauritius,
which have

managed their situation well

during the troubled 1980s
of value to say to

may

have much

the Caribbean and to other

countries which have had difficult times.
The Caribbean itself offers

a

varied

ex-

perience, the causes of which, need further

Economic

But while domestic
remains

policy improvement

important, regional cooperation

continues to be of significance
overcome

course,

in helping to

the constraints of size. This, of

had always been stressed in the

past, but lack of any significant general
success

with that

approach in the Third

or to

regard it as a long-term objective with
practical difficulties.

lot of
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thus reducing their flight.

The scope

for regional cooperation is

coordinated

facilitating outward-looking policies. In-

or

joint basis.

Beyond the external
changes

are

pressures,

internal

enhancing the prospects for

increasing because of its relevance in
promotion, tourism promotion

vestment

and export

regional cooperation. In the Common-

be

wealth

facilitated

ment

Caribbean, I believe that the

from

political pluralism to economic

policy convergence — a trend that
to be

move-

fairly deep-seated

—

appears

is making

greater cooperation ptossible, not only be-

policy differences

cause

of

a

are

becoming less

constraint, but because of the content

of the

outward-looking and more liberal
policies would

first

seem at

glance to place less emphasis

on

regional

ploit its potential gains. The adoption of
more

liberal

sider petty
becomes

policies generally do not

con-

restrictions regionally. Thus, it

possible to

move

liberal

are

globally, since

any

common

approaches to

tion which could be done
and

on a

ment

more

promo-

efficiently

large scale, thus helping to supple-

national efforts. And the creation of

integrated capital market would

courage

en-

the establishment of foreign-

financed mutual funds

to

increase the

availability of finance for regional businesses.

Through Commonwealth initiative,

Commonwealth

Equity Fund has been

established and Commonwealth efforts
now

are

directed to the establishment of

regional venture capital type funds starting
with

a

Caribbean Investment Fund.

quickly to the

single market in the Common-

member countries

Thus

possible joint efforts at investment

a

integration to ex-

by domestic policy convergence

areas.

fiscal incentives for industrialisation, make

cooperation, they could also make possible
faster movement towards

market development could all

helped by regional approaches,

in these

an

policies themselves.

wealth Caribbean and the South Pacific, if

a

attractive to its

capital and skilled and professional

also

with either

idealism

more

beneficial in

Enterprise for the Americans Initiative on a

creation of a

or at most

wider basis, extending

on a

integration to incorporate

making the region
resources,

World, has tended to imbue regionalism

scepticism

process

monetary and financial cooperation. And

region to deal with President Bush’s

economic

Bargaining

varied

policy developments in

encouraging the

economic union could be very

greatly advantageous for both the US and

While

exploration.

are

regionalism

scarce

sharing of experiences in dealing

with the

the Caribbean

the Commonwealth Caribbean, it would be

the

change and adaptators to it.

example, in relation to

more

monetary policies did not make them pos-

of

regional basis, if only for administrative

recently, because restrictive

up to

and for efficient and effective economic

on

huge possibilities of gain

exchange control regimes and

and economic constraints of size and to

prefer to deal with small countries

a common currency

opportunities were not in the reck-

cooperation to help to alleviate the political

reasons

disciplined

regionalising capital markets.

tive power both

for purely political

more

policies, make possible

giving increased attention to regional

inevitably must be outward-looking.

global

becoming

more

adjustment costs

Positive

Development

I believe that the

potential for regional

cooperation would also be given a boost by
external support.

There

was

in the past

Sapem DecemberVJanuary, 1991/92

scepticism

on

the part of the developed

world about the value of
tion for
the

regional

coopera-

domestically,

re-examine the

case

for

regionalism in relation to change and any

that

boost

change gives to the rationale and

developed world is itself going the

scope

for regional cooperation. I suspect

developing countries. But

regional

way,

there is likely to be

now

a greater

that my

understanding of its rationale and scope for

be

the Third World. I suspect

gence

Bank, which

was

that the World

also reflecting this seep-

mind. I

ticism, is beginning to change its
traces

.see

we

of this in its documentation of the

proposition that regionalism would

greatly helped by current policy converin developing countries, would be

controversial. I
examine it

strongly that the current luke-wami support

problems of sub-Saharan Africa. If increas-

for

ing recognition of the case could lead to

fluenced

tangible financial support by the World
regional projects, through

Bank for

a

very

positive development.

Fast progress

could be

by past failures and not sufficient-

right, such examination could lead to

am

a

would be

regional cooperation is unduly in-

ly encouraged by emerging possibilities. If
I

regional mechanisms such as regional and
sub-regional development banks, then this

hope though that we would

closely, because I believe

positive attitude to regional

more

Current

states

Optimistic
extend beyond

concerns

the

regional adjustment fund which the World

economic issues to include the environ-

Bank and other donors should support.

But

ment.

drug-trafficking and security. It is in

coopera-

some

of these

tion among

for regional

developing countries

are

be-

coming better, progress could depend very
much
the

on

the

leadership and effort made by

regions themselves. In recent times,

there has been

revival of

a

regional

cooperation in the Commonwealth Caribbean.

Progress after

years

of stagnation is

becoming significant again. There is at
present a good crop

of committed political

leaders. And in addition, the
Government have set up

Commission under the
of Sir Shridath
team

to

Heads of

the West Indian

dynamic leadership

Ramphal and with

advance the

regional

a

good

process.

believe that in the next few years,

I

to

remove

developed
It is
to

the

over

requirement would be

cynicism which has

the

years.

important, therefore, that in addition

dealing with size and its challenges

am

increasingly critical

less optimistic

for small states. 1 think

areas

about the prospects

we

cannot over-em-

invasion of Kuwait and the
the government
year,

the

illegal threat to

of Trinidad and Tobago la.st

emphasi.se again the .seriousness of

problem. As dangerous perhaps, is the
drug-trafficking and

connection between

corruption. The problem is that vast sums
of money are
come

involved and controls that

from effective

press are not
are too

democracy and

free

enough. The drug syndicates

highly organised and powerful for

small states to deal

effectively with them.

Some small states' leaders
cerned and

are

are

very con-

pressing for the UN to be

harnessed to the task.
and

a

They need to persist

they deserve much greater intemation-

al support.

These

are

may

brigade,

policy scenario,

many

continue to do well economical-

ly. But it is only a wider community of
small states

economic

polity,

as one

economy
a

small

states

This

integrated political and

entity, that could evolve the

allow

phasise the importance of these issues. The

regional

integration would advance significantly in
the Caribbean. A key

that I

‘small is beautiful’

Under current
Less

greatly assisted by a supporting

a

which exaggerates the advantages of smallness and preach the importance of being
unimportant. It has not been my purpose to
do the opposite and exaggerate the
economic constraints of size. But what I am
arguing is that weakness is becoming more
of a problem in the modern world. For
small states, the predators are not only
larger countries but also organised private
adventurers. Positively, for political and
economic reasons, therefore, deeper and
wider regional cooperation among small
states — where this is possible — could be
very advantageous to them,

cooperation.

in regional integration

while the prospects

There is

and society that would

significant place under the

thought, 1 believe, has relevance to

regions where economic

and cultural circumstances

are

propitious

regionalism. World change is proceed-

ing at
be

for

in the modern world.

small states in all

for

sun

a

more

aware

fast

pace

since small states tend to

outward-looking they

of

are

usually

change and well placed to take

responsive action whether through adjustment or

pace

through anticipation. However, the

of change is difficult to keep

Thus many
are

with.

small states, like large states,

becoming marginalised. How to avoid

marginalisation would be
for many
one

up

a

continuing task

countries. Increasingly, I believe,

solution will be found in

regional in-

tegration. ♦

the issues that a new

world order must deal with, if it is not to be
as

meaningless

as

it sounds at this stage.
B. Persaud is Director and Head

Economic

of the
Affairs Division of the Com-

monwealth Secretariat.
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SOCIAL
MOVEMENTS

Whither the African

Democracy Movement?

Lloyd Sachikonye
ne

o

of the few

sations

or

pleasant

compen-

distractions for the

social scientist in the occasional

invitation to present a paper
of specialisation or

attend

in his

area

planning
meeting out of town or the country. This
provides a much needed opportunity to
keep abreast with colleagues working on
some

earlier, troops

had brutally murdered some
university students in Lubumbashi. During

the

course

ment

of 1991,

popular

mass move-

confronted Mobutu with the broadest

spectrum of opposition which he has encountered

date in his 26 years

isolation to which social scientists in

of
during which that
potentially wealthy and huge country has
slid into an economic quagmire and poverty while Mobutu himself stashed hundreds

Africa

of millions of dollars in

related

areas

are

and it breaks the

cocoon

sometimes prone to.

of

In the

past 12 months, I have been to Kinshasa,

Dakar, Windhoek, Johannesburg, London and Paris for

few

days at a stretch
to give paper or participate in some research planning meeting.
For

some

1990 made

a

reason,

Kinshasa in November

indelible

impression on me.
It was very deceptively quiet in its chaotic,
disorganised ways. Most buildings looked
run-down and badly in need of some paint;
the grass needed cutting and the pot-holes
on

an

the streets should have been fdled

long

to

autocratic rule. Years

foreign accounts,
achieving the dubious distinction of being
one

of the richest

man

in the world.

still

popular support,
holding out against the

side-street

shops advertised the cultural
society. Yet there
huge mmbling below the supposedly

richness of the Zairean
were

calm surface. The

mass

discontent and im-

patience with the Mobutu regime was
reaching a boiling point. A few months
24

resign or flee: within a
of 12 months, 10 Heads of State were
pushed out. They include Moussa Traore of
space

Mali, Maulie Kerekon of Benin, Artistides

Cape Verde, Siyad Barre of

Somalia, Hissene Habre of Chad and Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia.

national conference and thrash
political settlement. As always in such
situations, the Belgians and French have

upsurge of popular opposition signifies
collapse of autocratic, one-party state
structures and the yearning for democratic
forms of political and economic life, how
can we explain its seeming inability of the
mass movement to
develop into a more
cohesive force out of its present amorphous
and diverse composition.

end of 1991. The

under Sacred Union. In all and

arrange a
out a

a

as

show-down

the
con-

tinues.
The Zairean

political stalemate and conteething problems and
ambiguities of what we may loosely term
the African democracy movement. It is a
popular man movement — consisting of
workers, students, business groups, profes¬
fusion illustrates the

'

to

Mobutu in Zaire

towards the

count-down towards

drugs. Amidst all

this, rhumba melodies pouring from the

have been forced

the United States has counselled him to

movement

evacuated their settler nationals

be often short of

which has

opposition has grouped
remarkably
so, some 120 parties have been formed to
engage Mobutu. Even his own major ally,

was

democratic

said

to

—

huge momentum during the last
two years. Not only has it succeeded in
demolishing the ob.solete arguments for the
one-party state, but it has forced the incumbent regimes to launch a political
democratisation process under duress. In
specific instances, the incumbent leaders
a

Something of sei.ssignificance must be happening as the
first generation of African independence
draws to a close. Clearly, the days of
Eyadema in Togo, Biya in Cameroon, Moi
in Kenya, Banda in Malawi and of course

mass

Not only did hospital and clinic buildings require maintenance but they were

ago.

gained

Pereira of

Yet for all his lack of
Mobutu

sionals, peasants and so forth

mic

are

numbered. If the

cur-

rent

the

It is unclear whether the
movements

popular mass
beyond

have any programme

the installation of

multi-party democracy.
Certainly, their massive struggles for the
Sapem December/January, 1991/92
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broad

political space which a multi-party
system provides should not be under-rated.
The

struggles have provided a laboratory

of experience

and skills to the participants;

and foundation-stones for future

struggles

have been laid. However, there are am-

biguities regarding the
popular
some

programme.

programme,
broad

programme

of the

assuming it has
For it is the lack of a

mass movement,

of direction

consensus on

or

of

an

internal

objectives which could

undemiine whatever minimal cohesion
holds this

together. It is this
ambiguity of direction which reflects the
weakness of the capacity of this movement
for ideological hegemony.
movement

Furthermore, there

are

real possibilities

of the

.strength of this movement being dissipated in factional struggles: how can the
flowering of 120 parties within a year in
Zaire help to advance the interests of the
movement.

fomial
But for

multi-party democratic structures
significant material improvement.

Frederick Chiluba and other members of
the

breed of populist

leaders elsewhere
quickly realise that the political phase of the democratisation process
may prove much easier than that of
new

in Africa will

economic reconstruction. The Western
power not

only imposes political

ditionalities

on

con-

their loans and assistance

the.se

days. In addition to the requirement
multi-party structures be put in
place, there are a host of other conthat formal

ditionalities inscribed into the Structural

Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) sponsored by the World Bank (WB) and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF).
It will prove

much easier for the

new

ditionality. It will be much tougher and
costlier to implement the adjustment
measures where they are largely externally
formulated. The implications of SAP
measures will include the unravelling of the
popular mass movement. Such an unravelling will not fail to undemiine the multiparty democratic process. The question that
needs to be asked
of the mood of
tinent

on

against the background
euphoria gripping the con-

multi-partyism is whether politi-

cal democratisation will also
process

in

a

of economic democratisation. This

central issue should feature

the

ensue

prominently

on

agenda of the popular mass movements.

In other

words, after the installation of the

multi-party system, then what?4

multi-party regimes to meet the first
pertaining to political con-

criterion

Also, the looseness and

heterogeneity of the movement provides
opportunities for re-entry into leadership
positions by ambitious leaders who opportunistically resigned from the old regime?
This has been the
elsewhere. It is

case

in Zaire, Zambia and

phenomenon which raises
the question whether we might not have
more of the same as in the past, or whether
a new
beginning is being made. Finally, in
the context of the very difficult economic
straits in which Africa itself in, the question
arises as to whether and how the popular
will resolve what is a deep-seated structural
economic crisis. No blue prints have been
forthcoming from the movement. It is not
a

%

SAFES
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unthinkable that the broad coalition of the

different social forces which constitute the

OPEN DAILY

popular

9.00

could collapse
weight of the economic burden.

mass movements

under the

a.m.

to 5 p.m.

including Sunday

There would

simply be insufficient re.sources to pass round to pacify, let alone
satisfy,

the various groups.

This is

why the Zambia model of political transition is worthy a close study. The
wrenching away of the UNIP hold on
power in a poll in October 1991 in which
the Movement for Multi-Party Democracy
(MMD) won 75% of the vote signified not
only the deep unpopularity of the one-party
.state but profound yearnings not just for
Sapem December/January, 1991/92
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GENDER ISSUES

Rural Women in Southern Africa
The

forgotten gender

Dorothy M. Mtegha

T

here has been
the

a

lot written about

plight of women

Sensitisation of the Rural Women

everyw here

Do

economic, social and educational aspects
women

people have stopped to ask and answer
these questions first before
concluding that

world-wide. Government and

Non-Governmental Organisations

indeed

(NGOs) in developing countries

women

barked

on

em-

strides, there

are

women.

still

Despite such

questions that need

these women? Unless the rural

to be answered: which sector of the
women

Who

seems to

or

both?

simply commented
concentrate

career woman.

on
on

the situation of

the urban and the

What about the

who still toils in the

society around her that

woman

and

will provide

solution to the problem of women in
Africa. That is where the roots of the
a

women are

deaf ears. There is
aware

show them that there

a

need

to

of their

can

be

a

sensitise

situation,
at the

light

end of the tunnel. This sensitisation should
include men as well in order to harmonise

the efforts.

Rural

Programme

Some of the programmes that have tar-

geted rural women are very commendable,
For example, the rural
piped water
programmes have alleviated the rural
woman from
walking long distances to

fetch

water.

This

can

be

seen

in Malawi, for

occurred in most SADCC countries, the

(Malawi DEVPOL). Another example is

majority of the women still live in rural
settings following traditions that have been

have tried

in existence for centuries. The talk

on

the

emancipation of women centres on changing .some of these traditions and customs.
Therefore, unless this group of women is
brought in the ambit of gender issues,
women
fighting the oppression of their sex
will be

fighting

a

losing battle.

work-place or anywhere victimise women
they have been brought up believing they are sujjerior. Most of us must have
because

heard comments like "1 can't work under a
woman" or "She thinks like a man". In

schools, you hear comments like "that
girl
knows maths and science like a
boy". The
sad part of it is that women believe that men

indeed

that of fuel-wood. The SADCC countries

help the rural woman who has
to walk
long distances to fetch firewood.
But have these programmes
changed the
to

status of women

If not, have

we

in rural Southern Africa?

asked

why this is so? The

lies in the fact that customs and
traditions do not change just because there
is tap water in the
village or because there
answer

is

a

nearby woodlot for firewood.

a better species. When

like the

ments

ones

com-

mentioned above

made, they take pride. Those

women

are

who

rise to

managerial positions even try to
prove that they are "men" in dresses by
either

victimising the men below them or
behaving in such a manner as if to say, "You
see,

I

am not

like other women". It is be-

they, too, like the

men,

believe that

superior. They do not believe that
men and women can be
equal given similar
opportunities. In order to change the
men are

has

Despite the rapid urbanisation that

Men in the urban environment in the

cause

example, where the target has been that of
providing 27 litres of water per head per
day at the maximum distance of 300 metres

problem lie.

Attitudes

of their

them, make them

village far away from

geted towards her. It is this

on

woman

urbanisation? Who is talking about her?
What type of programmes have been tarthe

fall

later?

Most articles which have either
evaluated women’s programmes or have

aware

plight, unless they
accept that they are indeed in slavery and
need to be emancipated, all the efforts will

have benefited from these

programmes almost sixteen years

women

made

have these programmes tar-

geted? Is it the rural, urban

women are slaves. What if the
themselves do not think that

they
are oppressed
by their menfolk? What right
do the educated and
enlightened have in
imposing what they believe to be good for

various programmes for the

improvement of

areas

are

Women (1976-1985) tried to address the
of

in rural

women

realise that they
being oppressed and are over-burdened? Do they accept the notion that
they
can be saved from this
bondage? Very few

and in Southern African in
particular. The United Nations Decade for

Still expect the women to serve them bethat is how it should be.

cause

The

men

women’s status, there is

a

need to

change

such entrenched beliefs and customs. At-

titudes of both

men

and

women

have

to

change.
The Educated and

There

are

a

Enlightened Women

few

women

who have

managed to break into the so-called men's

professional world. Others hold very senior
positions in government and nongovernmental organisations. Some of them
are
important policy-makers who can do a
lot to improve their fellow women. But
apart from talking they do nothing practical. Indeed, they themselves feel threatened
and

so

low

women

concentrate on

and

alienating their felconsolidating their power.

26
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Conflict
In the cities

and towns of Southern
educated and en-

Africa, the so-called

lightened women find themselves between
worlds
the traditional and the
modern. The modern ones emphasise that
they should be liberated and that they and
their husbands are equal. The traditional
world's emphasis is that they are under their
husbands although they are also bread-winners. that their role is in the kitchen and that
they should be submissive to their husbands. The modern woman in the city still
sends her daughter to the village so that she
is educated in the traditional ways. She still
organises a kitchen party for her daughter

two

—

she can be educated
Such traditional educa-

before she weds so that
about married life.

tion does not include
a

man

and

equal rights between
husband and a

exist in the traditional
curricula. This curricula emphasises
wife. That does nöt

respect

Pic: Calvin Dondo

a woman or a

submission and
stand in this

for the husband,

Women

swearing-in ceremony

wifery duties. Where do we

for the

conflict?

Women's roles

FTiiication and Relevance
In most forums, it has

been accepted that

without education women
hind and

same

will remain be-

unequal to men. Girls' enrolment

in sub-Saharan Africa are far
below that of boys. This has critical implications on equity. Unless the same number of girls and boys get educated, disparities will remain and we can forget about
equity. This unequal representation in

percentages

schools is

even more

serious in rural areas.

The education of girls
to

the roles

should be relevant

they are expected to

play as

emancipated women. The idea that all girls
should be learning domestic science
(cookery and needlework) while the boys
do engineering subjects is not helping at all.
This perpetuates

the kitchen role of the

Boys can also learn domestic
science while girls can do engineering.
Some can also learn domestic science while

woman.

girls can do engineering. Some countries in
the SADCC region have embarked on such
programmes.

They should be encouraged.
Dilemma

There is still a dilemma

for the rural

Mothers
continue bringing up their daughters to
cook and care for the family. Boys are
woman.

She is for the kitchen.

brought up to provide .shelter

and security

men's profession: Zambian judges at the
of President Frederick Chiluba, Lusaka, Zambia

breaking into the so-called

family. The boundary is very

as

the

clear.

supposed to be the
men’s. Division of labour is
are not

well-known.

Although the women's duties are
numerous, she and the society at large consider the man's duties as the heaviest bethey require physical strength — cutting trees for building and farming, building hou.ses and granaries, hunting, fishing
etc. A woman in the village does not envy

cause

the man's role. She may

convince her that indeed
she is oppres.sed. Leaving men out in this
process will not help either. The man mu.st

programmes to

and be convinced that
be at par; that she
is over-burdened and that something can be
done about it. The man must accept to

be made aware too

his wife and himself can

emancipate his wife orelse he will think she
is uncultured. Both must be educated.
Family planning programmes have faced
problems in many areas becau.se they have
women

on

forgetting that
make decisions
of their husbands.

women

do not as yet

without the consent

the idea of equality

women can

between men and
and be rejected

look foreign

especially amongst rural populations. If,
for example, birth control or child-spacing
programmes are to

succeed, recognition
should

and respect for traditional methods
be made and fully supported instead

of

being ridiculed. Because only then will the
traditional woman and man be receptive to
the new improved ways of birth control and
not look at it as a threat to society.
Sociological Preparations

complain about the

rigours of child-bearing and bringing up the
young, but she accepts that nature has put
it this way and is even proud of this role. To
change such a woman’s attitude requires
concientisation and carefully planned

concentrated

cause

As Dr Loveness

Gondwe-Kaunda right-

ly pointed out (SAPFM, Vol. 3 No. 8.),
women need sociological preparation so
that they accept their new roles as eman-

cipated women and are able to deal with the
cultural implications of the new roles.
While her article was mostly directed at the
educated professional career woman, it is
perhaps even more relevant to the rural
woman where implications of changed
roles can be more serious. Men must be
educated to accept that women are not out
to overthrow them, but to work together at
and in harmony so as to have a stable,
productive and peaceful society. The adage
"educate a woman you educate a whole
nation" should be taken seriously and prac-

par

tically.^

a need to respect traditions
of emancipating women be¬

There is also
in the process
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Artistes and Cultural Workers

Struggle for Survival
On

Friday November 15, Zimbabwean artistes and cultural
workers took to the streets of Harare to
highlight the failure
of the (Jovernment of Zimbabwe and the
National Arts
Council to support the arts and culture sector.
Theirs was a
desperate attempt at telling the Minister responsible for
culture that something has to be done
urgently to transform
the National Arts Council of Zimbabwe
from what the artistes
in Zimbabwe see as a tool of
perpetuating the exploitation of
artistes to one of raising the social and
economic status of
artistes. The demonstration drew the attention of
the
the policies of the National Arts Council
have destroyed the potential of the cultural
on

public

w

hich artistes feel

industry as well as

undermined the self-reliant and
self-employment spirit that
has been the main characteristic of the arts
and culture sector
in Zimbabwe.
This crisis in the arts in Zimbabwe is
common in all the
countries in the sub-region. However, this crisis has
helped to
illustrate vividly the fact that cultural
policies in the
sub-region have not been practical. It has al.so show n the fact
that creating ministries of culture does not in
itself guarantee
the creation of cultural industries. What has
been tragic in the

sub-region has

not

only been the inability of

governments to
support cultural industries but also the total absence of

policies that prevent the exploitation of the indigenous arts and
culture. With appropriate
government policy and official
interest, many of Zimbabwe's stone sculptors, for
example,

who

are world class and
industrious should have become
millionaires. Many w orks of Zimbabwean
.sculpture normally
known as "Sbona stone
sculpture" have been marketed
abroad through methods which should
appropriately be
described as elicit export of national cultural
heritage — a
process which began during the first
days of the colonial
occupation of Africa and is rampant in many countries of the

sub-region.
Many craft industries in the sub-region have not made an
economic impact because of lack of
support by financial
institutions. In all the countries of the
sub-region, it is

regrettable that music and film industries have suffered from
the lack of policies that recognise their
potential to contribute

effectively to tbe national
national identity.

economy let alone the promotion of

Many full-time theatre groups and dance companies which
have offered school-leavers
opportunities to earn a decent

living through national and international performance tours
participation in film production have not benefitted from

and

government efforts and those of donor agencies aimed at
promoting self-employment creation activities. Formal
cultural industrial sectors such as the book and
recording

industries have also suffered from
policies which do not
protect local cultural industries from unfair

competition from

the North despite the promotion of the
struggle against
cultural imperialism. The poor deTinition of what
constitute
culture and the role it can
play in national development has
been a major cause of this crisis.

Structures created to enable the United
Nations

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)
play a major role in the formulation of cultural policies w hich
promote the growth of cultural industries have been maimed
by bureaucracies w hich are indifferent to artistes and cultural

workers. Funds procured
on

through UNESCO have been spent
"talk-shops" for government officials whose salaries have

consumed all the funds voted

by parliaments for cultural
of this crisis are indeed olllcial
attitudes which underestimate the
importance of national
artistes. Indifferent hK'al mass media also
undermine the
status of local artistes w ho are indeed
"super-stars" abroad.

development. Another

cause

Structures such as community halls and stadia have also
been
priced out of the reach of most performing artistes,

promoters
and communities for which
they were built.
The crisis facing the arts and culture in the
sub-region is
unnecessary because it is the result of the existence of
uncoordinated national policies and contradictions
which
have been identified and can be corrected.
In this issue, we publish details of

aspects of this struggle for
survival by artistes and cultural workers.
We highlight the failure of national cultural
policies and
programmes. W'e strongly believe that this UNESCO Decade
for Cultural
Development should not be a bureaucratic

gimmick of diverting funds from genuine cultural
developmental efforts to programmes which only enhance the

ival of government and parastatal structures which
have
failed to contribute to the growth of viable cultural
industries.
It is time all artistes and cultural w orkers in the
sub-region use
the decade to demand for dramatic
change of their social and
economic status. They have to use their associations
to express
publicly a "vote of no confidence" in government and
parastatal structures which have failed to promote arts and
culture in their respective countries. Artistes and
cultural
workers cannot afford not to
lobby for public support in their
struggle for survival. After all, the general public is also to
blame for exploiting artistes and
according them a low social
surv

status.

STEPHEN CHIFUNVISE
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SADCC Cultural Development

Programmes
Stephen Chifunyise

T

here is

no

doubt that the cultural

sector is a low
ment area in

priority develop-

the SADCC region.

Although a number of cultural programmes in the region have been initiated
under the

sponsorship of the NORDIC-

SADCC cultural fund, no systematic and
formal SADCC

cultural development

have been created.
It has been indicated quite recently that
the SADCC Secretariat has or is in the
process of establishing a cultural desk that
should assist in the formulation of cultural
programmes. A dominant view among
some cultural experts in SADCC is that
what is needed urgently is the inclusion of
issues on cultural development in the
SADCC on the agenda of the Council of
Ministers so that such structures as a cultural desk will implement decisions of

programmes

production workshops funded by UNESorganised jointly with the
Zimbabwe’s Ministry of Information, Posts

CO and

and
to

Telecommunication in Harare was said

be the basis of the

The first Frontline

regional film school.

Film Festival was weT

by many as the beginning of a
SADCC film festival that would promote

corned

the

growth of the film industry in the
would help

SADCC and whose workshops
in the formulation

of coordinated

regional

promotion of film production
evident then that
such a venture can only make a tremendous
impact if action was adopted similar to that
on transport and communication, food
security etc, where a member state is tasked
with the coordination of a specific sector.

action in the

and distribution. It was

September 1991, Namibia hosted an
theatre for
development. Funded by the NGOs, the
workshop was the second major international event to bring together theatre artistes to experiment on the use of theatre in
promoting development. The first was held
In

international workshop on

in Zimbabwe in
In

1983.

August 1990, a

Canadian develop-

agency sponsored a women in theatre
conference. Most of the participants to the
ment

workshop were from the SADCC states.
They urged their governments and in par-

develop a regional
promoting theatre exchanges
among member states. In December 1991,
the Bulawayo-based Theatre Project
Re.source Centre will host a festival for
community-based theatre groups and inIn August this year, NORAD spon.sored
dividuals coming from Zambia, South
a SADCC copyright seminar where it was
Africa and Zimbabwe. A .seminar will run
evident that a regional strategy would go a
SADCC.
concurrently with the festival to discuss
long way in improving the social and
Consistent with this view, is the argucommunity theatre and to review its
economic status of writers and artists and
ment that the NORDIC-SADCC cultural
development and its future.
the promotion of the book publishing infund or indeed funds contributed by NORAll these efforts being made by inDie countries for cultural exchange bedustry. There were numerous examples of
dividual mass cultural organisations
activities that would be be.st undertaken at
tween SADCC and NORDIC countries
demonstrate the fact that there is tremena regional level even though national
have not made an impact because of the
dous scope for SADCC programmes in the
absence of SADCC cultural programmes or
copyright laws may be in place. A SADCC
cultural sector. They show the need for a
a SADCC plan of action on cultural exapproach could, for example, finance
comprehensive SADCC cultural sector
change and development. A number of workshops for specific sections of writers
programme that could initiate regular eulSADCC-oriented cultural programmes
and artists to understand the need to protect
tural exchanges among SADCC states as
have been initiated by individual states or
their intellectual properties and that instruwell as set up regional cultural training
cultural organisations. For example, efforts
ments could be adopted to ensure this
in the last three years on
the establishment of a SADCC School of
Arts in Harare. These efforts have been

have been made

made

by the Zimbabwe’s National

Art Gal-

lery.
During the first Frontline Film Festival
held in Harare in 1990, there was an indication that

a

regional film school was

planned for Harare and that

being

UNESCO and

NORDIC countries would

provide

funding.The just ended series

of film

some

region to
experiences and facilities

important area of cultural activity is that of cultural cooperation in
SAEMTC region. The Swedish International
Development Agency (SIDA) has sponsored a conference on this subject. The
conference scheduled for the end of

of literature in

November 1991, is expected to confirm the

During the Harare International Book
Fair, a writers’ workshop attended by many
writers from the SADCC stressed the need
a

network of writers in the

share ideas,

needed in the development

region. This calls for financial support
from SADCC to mount regular workshops
and seminars for writers and artists.

the

strategy or

facilities.

protection.

for

ticular SADCC to

The most

role of culture in

development in SADCC,

examine national

cultural policies of the

SADCC member states and to

determine
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why national cultural policies are crucial.
TTie conference is also
expected to come up
with a strategy for
setting up of programmes of cultural
cooperation in different
fields as well as set up an
independent fund
for cultural cooperation
projects on the

regional context as well as funds for
specific cultural development projects in
SADCC member
could lead

of

to

states.

This conference

the formulation of

a

strategy

influencing the SADCC Council of Min-

isters in the establishment of

a

Cultural

Sector.
There is

no

doubt that such
programmes

under the SADCC cultural sector will

be

only
successfully implemented through na-

tional cultural institutions. It is also the aim
of the conference on Cultural

Cooperation

in the SADCC

region to fomiulate a plan
for festivals, exhibitions, research
and
training using national mass cultural organisations and institutions. There are inPic: Calvin Dondo

deed many cultural facilities and institutions in member states of the SADCC
which could be used to host

regional cul-

tural programmes. For
example, Zimbabwe

has

a

very strong

infrastructure for film

production and fine arts while Tanzania and

Mozambique have

set up

performing arts
be the backbone

training centres which can

Poorly equipped: Pfungwe Mbira Group in Zimbabwe
of

a

SADCC

performing arts
programme. The Universities of

training
Zambia,

Tanzania and Zimbabwe have drama
departments which could play a role in the
formulation of training programmes for
both amateur and

professional theatre artisBotswana and Lesotho have pioneered
the development and commercial market-

Without financial suppttrt, it is not
possible
for these associations to mount

workshops

and seminars

the

regional basis even
though they may have administrative
capacity and the right quality of resource
on

persons.

tes.

ing of crafts while Mozambique and Zimdistinguished painters and
sculptors around whom very viable
regional training programmes can be built.
babwe have

Zimbabwe and Zambia have

developed

professional music promoters who

can be
used to train other music
promoters in other
SADCC states so that a network of music

promoters can be established within the
SADCC. Zimbabwe and Tanzania have
very much

developed viable book

in-

dustries. The two countries are,
therefore,
able to host
workshops and seminars on
book

development in the SADCC.

Other actions that should be the main
focus of a SADCC cultural
programme is
the promotion of the establishment of

regional associations of
t.

„

turn, will have the

J
Pic:

Developing his talents:

Ministry of Information

a

sculptor at

Zimbabwe’s National Art Gallery

artistes which, in

responsibility of initiat-

ing regional cultural festival and exhibitions. Without financial
support, it is not
possible for many arts associations in different members of SADCC

to

meet.

Forthcoming Cultural

Events

Event: Link Fest '91 (Theatre Festival and

Workshop).
Bulawayo (Zimbabwe).

Venue:

Date: December 12-14, 1991.

Organisers: Theatre Project Resource
Centre.

Participants: Community-based theatre
artistes and groups from South Africa.
Zambia and Zimbabwe.

Workshop Theme: Community-based
theatre in Zimbabwe: Lessons from the
Past and Directions for the Future.

Performances: 1 Play: "The Cause"
presented by Soweto Theatre (South
Africa). 2 Play: "Cry for Unity" presented

by Vuka Afrika (Kathehong Township),
Play: Det Boys’ High
presented by Sibikwa Players (South
Africa). 4 Play: To be announced. (To be
presented by Kanyama Theatre Prixluction
South Africa. 3

Unit (Zambia)).

Contact: Evie Globemian, P.O. Box 2034,
Tel: 263-9-63713.
Fax: 263-9-78033.4

Bulawayo. Zimbabwe,
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What is

Wrong with Zimbabwean

Music?

Fred Zindi

H
enemy

culture

ment still
as

rings true, some 57 years

Zimbabweans turn up

the

crowds

of cul-

the
the

prerhaps reggae music has had its
day. One would then be inclined to think
that if Zimbabweans are no longer interested in reggae, they would start appreciating their own music coming from the likes
of Thomas Mapfumo, John Chibadura,
Leonard Dembo. Simon Chimbetu, Oliver
Mtukudzi or Lovemore Majaivana. But this

independence. Moses Ngwenya

Look at the television

Mutinhimira we Mimanzi/Ezomgido and you will notice that each

together for 15 years. This

played is from South Africa or
If artistes
such as Chimora, Chicco, Soul Brothers,
Thisha, Sankornota, Pat Shange, Lucky
Dube, Yvonne Chaka Chaka and Brenda
Fassie are not featured then it is local bands
such as Ilanga, Ebony Sheik, Solomon
Skuza, Andy Brown, Edwin Hama or

of the music

South African influence.

Southern Freeway.

"Star

youngsters were

Recently 1 attended

Brite" shows where

being asked to expose

their music talents or

dancing skills for a

possible recording contract in prize. Ninety
percent of these youths sang their own
renditions of songs by American or
Jamaican singers. The dancers emulated
"Breakdance” and New York’s street and

filmed

be

rap artistes. This material was
to
screened on our televisions. The pre.sentation

during filming was conducted by

the

unity seems to

Another group, Sankornota,
based in Lesotho are also said to fill up
stadiums in both South Africa and their

be

one answer.

own

country.What is it then that is wrong
local musicians are marketed

with the way

in Zimbabwe?
Pic:

Many people believe that despite apart-

Bidcfy Partridge

Music is still

held in South Africa, the

regimes there have

not an

always supported the

development of

regarded as a luxury and
industry in Zimbabwe: Thomas
Mapfumo performing

programme

time the programme is presented especially
from Montro.se Studios in Bulawayo, 75%

and David

the dr iving force
behind the Soul Brothers have been

Masondo who seem to be

tember,

ZBC's

example.

perform in South Africa

packed stadiums and their records sell
throughout Southern Africa.
They have even established their own
record company, a thing not even one single
Black Zimbabwean has achieved despite

music became part of
Zimbabwe's modem pop culture for nearly
a decade. However, judging by the thin
crowd which attended the recent Third
World concert at Rufaro Stadium in Sep-

a

draw the same

the Soul Brothers as an

like hot cakes

nation and reggae

has

as

at

influence from

of Bob Marley swept across

is not the case.

this country and

I have seen them

April, 1980 at Independence,

music

to

artistes in Zimbabwe will

later

races.

In

come

front of packed

their noses at

indigenous culture in favour

tural infiltration and
other

performed in
audiences, yet local artistes
with probably the same skills are failing to
make ends meet here. The question to ask
is; will there ever be a time when local

have

Miller in Tropic of Cancer
(1934) wrote: "Every man with
a belly full of culture is an
of the human race." Although
is said to be dynamic, this stateenry

same

presenters

who often complain that

locally made videos are boring and badly
done. Will this series be an exception, 1
wonder? Up to now the National Arts
Council of Zimbabwe’s

policy or that of the

Ministry of Education and culture is still
not clear. With the introduction of Kenyanbased URTNA we have been able to see
videos of other African

musicians such as

Kalle resulting in these
groups coming to tour this country.
Whether or not this is a good thing in tenns
of preservation of our culture and the mental attitudes that go with it remains to be
Mayenge and Pepe

seen.

There is

no

doubt, however, that Zim-

South African pop culsuperior to theirs. Groups of
African artistes ranging from Steve

babweans consider
ture

to

South

Black culture

especially through music and

have assisted in the

professional marketing

prcxiuct. In Zimbabwe music is still
regarded as a luxury and not an industry.
This attitude forces both musicians and
record companies to take a cut-throat approach because nobody seems to care about
how business s conducted in this area.

of this

recently supported
in Zimbabwe is reported
have earned R30,(XK) for one and a half

Sankornota, which
Third World Band
to

hours'
Brother-^
alter ar

rierformance while the
.

Soul

only two weeks
have earned $45,000 for a

ho came here

said to

performances in Harare and
Bulawayo. In my diary there is not one
.ingle local b.and or musician who has
earned that kind of money in one weekend.

total

of two

Where do our artistes go

wrong? ♦

be

Kekana to

Hugh Masekela, Miriam

Chaka-Chaka, Brenda
Fassie, Soul Brothers, Chicco and Juluka
Makeba, Yvonne

Fred Zindi is lecturer in

Department, University

the Education

of Zimbabwe.
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Poor Film

Industry in Southern Africa

Stephen Chifunyise

I

n July 1990, the First Frontline Film
Festival and workshop was held in

Harare, Zimbabwe. Prominent

African film-makers who took
part in
the festival and workshop included such
well-known artistes as Haile Guerima
from Ethiopia, Souleman Cisse from

Mali, Gastone Kabore from Burkina

Faso, Med Hondo from Mauritania and
many others whose experience go as far
back as the 1970s. During the
workshop,
many film-makers pointed out at the
lack of government support as the main
reason for the
poor state of the film in-

dustry in Southern Africa. Others
pointed at the existence of colonial film
distribution structures which have

prevented the exposure of the people of

Southern Africa to the vast numbers of
feature fdms made in tbe West and North
Africa since the early 1960s.
At the end of the First Frontline Film

workshop, a number of resolutions were
passed calling on the governments of
Southern Africa to adopt practical
steps
which will encourage the
development of
the film industry. It was stressed at the end
of that workshop that film-makers from
different countries should present resolutions of the workshop to their
respective
governments through the ministries of information, education and culture.
Since that

workshop, there have been
significant efforts in the production of feature films in Southern Africa
especially in
Zimbabwe where such
attempts as "Jit"
have received favourable world attention.
A number of film

formed while

companies have been

joint-production

have also characterised the

industry in

ventures

growth of the

number of Southern African
opportunities have been
created for the show ing of African feature
films. A number of film-makers nave been
countries

a

more

invited during the year to many intemational film festivals and
workshops while
others have won
scholarships to

study filmmaking in Europe and North America.
Various workshops on
film-making were
held in a number of Southern African
countries. In Zimbabwe, a series of LINES-

CO-sponsored film production training
34
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Minister of Information, Posts and

opening the first Frontline Film
sessions

were

held in

Telecommunications, Victoria Chitepo,
Festival at the Sheraton Harare, July 1990

conjunction with the

Ministry of Information.

Posts and

Telecommunications. It is evident, therefore, that 1991 saw a large number of
projects associated with film production. It
is hoped that such efforts will lead to a
growth of the film indu.stry in the region.
However, most of the problems responsible for the poor growth of the film industry in the region which were identified
during the First ftontline Film Festival
have not been solved. One such serious

problem in the absence of government
policies which can influence the provision

past few years have learnt the art of filmmaking from attachments to foreign film
production projects and workshops in the
region has remained unsolved despite the
increase in the number of joint-film
production projects. Most of the film
production and processing facilities owned
by government institutions are still not
easily made available to private filmmakers. It is still

more

difficult

to

hire film

production equipment from within the
region that from abroad.
Film distribution problems which have
made it difficult for the people of Southern

of funds to local film producers. Financial
institutions are still unwilling.to back film-

Africa

production projects. As a result, most of the
money that has been spent in the production

of the lack of government intervention in
this area. In most of the countries in the

of feature films and documentaries has
from foreign investors and donor

come

agencies.
Lack of technical skills has also been

a

very significant problem. This has been
caused by the absence of

appropriate film
training institutions in the region. Many of
the film-makers who
emerged during the

to

films have

have
not

access

to

been solved

African feature

mainly because

region, film distribution structures estabduring the colonial era have not been
transformed in spite of the fact that it is
lished

well-known fact that such structures cannot
be

expected to accommodate the African
cinema. African feature films which proved
very

popular during the First Frontline Film

Festival in 1990 did
Sapem

not

make it into the
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regional film distribution networks established during the festival have not
flourished because of poorly structured and
ineffective film-makers’organisations. But
the most worrying development has been
the total silence of governments of
Southern Africa to the many resolutions
adopted at the First Frontline Film Festival
despite the presence of a number of senior
government representatives at the
workshop. This state of affairs can only be

African Feature Films produced and exhibited World-wide by 1988
Country

Title of Film

Film-Maker

Year of Release

Tunisia
Tunisia

L ALube

1964
1965

Morocco

Vaincre pour Vivre
Quand Murissent les
Le Vent de Aures
Lanuit a peur du soleil
L'Oim et lebaton
Le Charbonnier

Omar Khlifi
Omar Khiifi
Momame Tazi /Ahmed Mesnaoiu
A. Ramdarin/L. Bennani
Lakhdar Hemina

Morocco

Algeria
Algeria
Algeria

Senegal

the result of the absence of national film

policies. It clearly demonstrates the absence of structures that can be adopted by

Karim
Emitai

Kodon

Lambaay

nels of communication between film-

Reouh Takh

makers in Southern Africa and their
Ivory Coast

Concerto pour un exil
L'Herbe Sauvage
A nous denx France

makers’ associations and unions. The fact

Le

that most national

organisations for artistes
represented at national comissions
of UNESCO has also been responsible for
the poor lines of communications between

Similarly, the absence of film-makers in
the organs

Cameroon
Benin

Gabon

that formulate cultural and communication policies in many countries of

Mali

Southern Africa has led to this poor

Niger

relationship between ministries responsible for film production and the film
producers themselves. There are no
preferential conditions for local filmmakers when it comes to paying location
fees and the

use

cÄ’ national infrastructure.

Some local film-makers

are

Ghana

Nigeria

currency
which should be in the forefront of promot-

make it

as

are

available for

Senegal

universities which should
Guinea

exposed to these films. The following is

a
of the African features made
since the 1960s but which have not been

Ethiopia

distributed in Southern Africa

Madagascar

some

especially

English-speaking countries. ♦
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Burkina Faso

1969
1972
1972
1963
1966
1968
1970
1970
1970
1971
1971

1973

1973
1973
1969
1982
1967
1978
1970
1976
1975
1980
1981
1978
1978
1974
1977
1972

Ganda

1982
1983
1971
1973
1973
1968

1971
1972
1977
1981

Jason Polan
Ola
Ola

Jaiyesimi
Apopin Tenia

1965
1966

Kwah Ansah
Ossie Davies

Ajani-Ogun

Kadara

1968

Tom Ribeiro

Amadi

Kanta of Kebbi

African feature films have also not been

the

Kongis Harvest
Bullfrong in the Sun

The Mask

be interested in the existence of such

list of

No tear for Ananse

1968

Dong

Sonleyman Gisse
Sonleyman Gisse
Mustapha Alassane
Mustapha Alassme
Sam Aryetee
Bernard Odjidja
King Ampaur

Money Power

commercial exhibition. Educational in-

Philip Mary
Jean Marie

oumarou

Orun Mooru

of the film distribution network
in Southern Africa revealed total ignorance
by managers of film houses in the region of
the many African feature films which have

Dikongue-Pipa
Pascar Abikanlou
Richard Dehaedeiros

Hitula

Aiye

A survey

Kromo-i-Fadika
Daniel Kamwa

Saitane

Black Goddess

the desired re.sults.

stitutions such

F.V.V.A.

Ija Omirira

impossible to realise

been made to date and

Pousse Pousse
Mouna Moto
Sous le Digne de Vaudoeun
Le Nouvean Venu
Les Tams Tams se sont tus
Identite
Baara

Shebu Umar
Bisi Daughter of the River
Rise and Fall of Ogenusi

borders within Southern Africa have
to

Jean-Louis Koula

Dinner with the Devil

ing local film-makers. Even though filmmakers may come up with viable jointproductions, processing of payments

Sembene Ousman
Ababacar Samb
Johnson Traore
Johnson Traore
Safi Faye
Timite Basson
Yao Kozoloa
Desire Ecare
Henri Depare
Desire Ecare

A

Genesis Chapter X
Love brewed in the African Pot

asked to pay

Johnson Traore
Momar Thiam

Abusuan

Doing their thing
They call that love

equipment in foreign
by government departments

continued

Ahmed Rachedi
Mohammed Bouamari
Lakhdar Hanina
Sembene Ousmane
Sembene Ousmane
Sembene Ousmane

Roger Mballa
Henri Duparc

Finye

for the hire of film

across

Chapean

dja Tio
Djeli

not

authorities and film artistes.

Lettress paysannes
La Femme an Conteau

Pelanqui

regard. This situation prevails

even
in countries where there exist national film-

are

Mustapha Badle

Djibril Diop

Development. The existence of poor chan-

in this

December
Barom Sarret
La More
Le Mandat

Diegue-Bi

UNESCO’s World Decade for Cultural

governments cannot be ignored as a factor

Le Rebelle

Balogun
Balogun
Sanya Dosunma
Adamn Halitu
Jab Adu
Eddie Ugbonnah
Ola Babgun
Ola Babgun
Ola Babgun
Ola Babgun
Ola Babgun
Adamu Halitu
Eddie Ugbomah
Ade Love

Freddy Goods

Chief Ugunde
Niwara
Bankole Bello
Ade Love
Ija Orogun
Le bracelet de bronze
Tidiano Aur
Xala
Sembene Ousman
Cedo
Sembene Ousman
Emitari
Sembene Ousman
Bon Diogaye Beye
Sey Seyeti
Naitou
Moussa Diakite
The Season of Three Housed Years Haile Gerime
Bush Mana
Haile Gerime
Wendi Kuoum
Gaston Kallbore
Zan Boko
Gaston Kallbore
Team-Claude Rahoga
Filampoha

1970
1971
1974
1975
1975
1970
1977
1977
1977
1978
1979

1982
1983
1978

1979
1979
1980
1982
1982
1982
1974
1974
1976
1971
1980
1982
1974
1975
1982

/

1988

1979

Jacques Lombard
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Mbube": Transformation of a Culture
Philip Weiss

s

home

unduza, the ‘Push’, do not need

a

supporting act, their supporters
who

now

reach far

beyond their

city of Bulawayo, will often attend

the show several

nights in

Playing

a row.

to

every
,

audience. The show concludes with

Simon Banda’s brilliant

goyo,

display of

Phantsula which has had
youngsters in
Harare’s schools shrieking, for them it

language is non-barrier, Neither, fortunately, is language a barrier for the enor-

phantsula. They blend dances from

different cultures and take both the tradition with the modern. However, their

seems

Mbube

style, it is said, first appeared

around

1915 under the

name

ingoma

packed houses in Bulawayo, they are,
like their peers ‘Black Umfolozi’, still

mous

struggling to persuade

world music of various kinds.

Not

Comparisons will inevitably be drawn to
Ladysmith Black Mambazo, but they, who

resemble certain American dances of the

a

wide, largely

Shona-speaking audience, to jive to their
rhythms in Harare.
Sunduza, have been
years

around for five

and much of that time

youth

as a

international audience devoted

have had

music and its

choir, has been spent moving around the

have been

rural schools. In the latter
part

duza do

won

of 1990 they

the Neshamwari Traditional Choirs

competition and since then have refined
their blend of Southern African harmonies
and dances from around the

region, into the

high powered song and dance show
yet seen from such a choir in Zimbabwe.
on,

Sunduza

are

entitled

its origins.

dance song,

as

ingoma

developed amongst migrant

by which the choirs
quote David
of the

may

be judged, and 1

Coplan, include the rendering

music, the

smart costumes of the

dancers, the precision of

of the

movement

dancers and the arrangement and neatness

of their formation

dancing line. These

or

"chorus" line tradition

described

Ingoma ebusuku (Zulu night
music) covering a range of workers choral

Victorian dance halls and

music

rather than absolute

at Shed

Studios, Harare,

same

extracts from

title. It is

being

and the producers believe it will

prove to be a fine

piece of work as a
preliminary to international touring. It has
a
vivacity absent from similar recordings
by other groups, an energy which Simon
Banda (lead vocalist and composer) exudes

through his extraordinary harmonic

range

exciting and attacking

ex-

tempo risation.

and several gifted dancers,

Temba Ndlovu, Servious Ndlovu, Misheck

Moyo, Polite Ndlovu, Alex Ncube, display
individual talents that draw

out

the best in

as

as

sung

in the Zulu tradition but also

closely patterned on African church choirs.

However, the singers
Western music

or

traditions

or

seen

in

variety shows.
relative pitch

u,se

pitch

as required in
European classical
relativity that gives the

the

These church choirs,

tradition. It is this

been influenced

music its Southern African form and it is

historically, have
by imported harmonies

from

Europe. The arrival of Christian
music, migrant workers from Britain,
Malaysia, Netherlands freed slaves from

appeal to the Western

America all

different musical traditions

fluences

to

brought their

own

musical in-

South Africa.

However whilst différent harmonic

produce
any

a

met to

distinctive harmony, the impor-

of the voice

over

and above that of

instrument has remained

feature of music south of

the unusual harmonies that result in that

is

a

reflection of

a

ear.

subtle

Sunduza’s show

marriage between
over

the

cen-

turies. Even the songs on their album have

traditions from various cultures have

tance

Sunduza’s show is full of high powered
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on

African dance traditions. Such values

tories of South Africa. Mbube is also

by storm. Their first

digitally remastered,
along with a single designed for promotion-

dance energy

not

today)
judged along European principles and
are

ready to take the interna-

to

released in London,

an

style

(and still

ideas conform very much to the American

their show of the

that allows

show the mellow, softer

by reflections

competitions in which historically

male Zulu workers in the mines and fac-

"Injabulo 2000" is

al purposes

Sun-

movements

(e.g. the Charleston) but the very nature

such choirs participated

years.

Mbube, otherwise described
or

era

only do the gestures and

of the

are

style is unique,
sharp and dynamic. It has international appeal. However its appeal can be better understood

"isicatamiya" (a stalking approach) according to David Coplan (1985)

catch

tional music world

album, recorded

Mbube

performance by many groups,

moving for twenty

not

on

of experienced elders, their

most

If Zimbabweans have been slow

much influence

so

to

ebusuku of

integral
Limpopo.
an

The dance

meanings linked to the history of the music,
songs that record stories of migration,

(Nomagugu) broken love
forced separation,
the ancestors,

as a

(Nompilo)

result of ensongs

about

(Ukwenza Kwabantu) praise

songs about Sunduza

as

"soldiers of

Mzilikazi", (Salakethina) self praise that is

styles used by Sunduza are
largely Southern Africa including gum-

central to every

boots, nxuzu,isitshikitsha, dinhe, muchon-

also social and

workers’ choir. There

are

political songs reflecting on
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the full tional Book Fair, African Centre for the
Training of Perfoming Arts (ACTPA)
text and tran.scription of each song has been
workshops, the SADCC Copyright congiven in the album sleeve which must sureference sponsored by NORAD and The
ly represent a positive step and may allow
Norwegian Perfonning Rights Organisaa greater communication to take place.
tion (KOPINOR) the Commonwealth
Even the sleeve is uniquely Southern
Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM)
African with a cover painted by Bulawayo
and the Zimbabwe Academy of Music.
based artist, George Nene.
They will no doubt reach Maitisong Arts
Sunduza have spent 1991 building their

AIDS and

show which has

taken them to the

sity of Zimbabwe,

Univer-

the Zimbabwe Interna-

Centre in Gaborone

after earlier

South Media

help the groups establish
links which will bring about regular exwas

to

change activities between

women’s theatre
Glen Norah

groups. Two members of the
Women’s Theatre Group were

participants
at the Conference where two South African
groups presented illustrative theatre performances dealing with women’s issues.
Created mainly as a full-time women’s
theatre group, the Glen Norah Women’s
Theatre also aims at using theatre to articulate various women issues especially those
which minimi.se the role of women in the
socio-economic development of their
country.
Sapem

In the creation

women’s theatre group,

A

Africa

all invitations will be

and 1

am sure

come

in what the group

be

an

one

wel-

hopes will prove to

increasingly busy tour schedule.

member of the

tell them

As

audience put it "Don’t

they’re good, but that the sky is
and another well wisher dug

the limit",

deep and paid for the
back to

entire group to travel

Bulawayo in style!*

The group

Launched

Cooperative

the
(Hlen Norah Women’s Theatre,
was recently launched in Harare
by the Minister of Education and Culture, Cde Fay Chung. The launch was
made at Harare’s (Jirls High after the
group’s performance of its collectively
created play ‘Who is to Blame?’
A member of Zimbabwe Association of
Community Theatre (ZACT), the group is
a result of the CUSO-sponsored ‘Women in
Theatre Conference’ which was held last
year at the University of Zimbabwe and
was attended by women theatre artistes
from Jamaica, Zambia, Botswana, Tanzania. South Africa and Zimbabwe. One of
the main thrusts of the Women in Theatre
Conference and to encourage the formation
of women theatre groups in Southern
new

P.O. Box 6873, Harare

etu'ly in the new year

plans fell through.

Women’s Theatre Group

be contacted at

can

unemployment. In fact

December/January. 1991/92

of‘Who is to Blame?’, the

worked with members of
‘Just for Women’ which is another Hararebased women theatre group. The play was
created mainly as a contribution to the
theme of the World Assembly of the Young
Women Christian Association YWCA
which was held in Norway in July 1991.

theatre group

The

group’s participation in the World

As-

presentation of the
play and leading a number of music, dance

sembly included the

and drama workshops
of women
a

with different groups

interested in the use of theatre as

medium of

communication and com-

munity participation.
‘Who is to Blame?’ is

a

play about un-

employment among women school leavers
in Zimbabwe. It traces the life of a rural girl

receives her ‘O’ level
the excitement of her parents and

from the time she

results,
the

community to the struggle to survive in
searches for employment.

Harare as she

When she is sent away

from her uncle’s

accommodation with her
later tries to ‘rape’ her
as payment for assisting her with employment. Finally, the girl faces the true reality
of the situation and decides to go home and
face her disappointed family and community. On her way home, she meets a
woman at Mbare Musika bus stop, who

house, she finds

friend whose brother

convinces her to
where many

titutes.

follow tier to a house

school leavers work as pros-

During her stay,’ she finally leads the

woman

out

of

prostitution into forming a

co-operative where they are able to use
their performing arts talent to earn a decent
living.

traditional
music and dances in an ensemble performance approach that tries successfully to
involve audience participation. Glen Norah
Women’s Theatre Group plans a number of
‘Who is to

Blame?’

uses

performance tours to different parts of Zimbabwe. A performance tour is also
scheduled for Botswana in the near future
where the group plans to hold theatre
workshop with women interested in theatre
especially in teacher training colleges.
In the meantime,

the group is working on

play on AIDS in which a woman’s
perspective will be presented. The aim is to
create a play where the audience is encouraged to understand how to handle
AIDS afflicted patients and how those who
are HIV positive should face the future.
Another theme the group plans to explore
is that of co-operatives, in order to discuss
some of the cause of their failures. ♦

a

South Media Cooperative

is an expert

of writers based at
Polytechnic.

group

Harare
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Cultural

Exchange Between

the Caribbean and

Africa
for

example to be published in Britain,

America, Canada and Africa.

Earl Lovelace,

a member of the Trinidad and
Tobago delegation to the Commonwealth
ofGovernment Meeting held in Harare from 16th October to 22nd October
1991
talked to Stephen
Chifunyise on various issues on arts and culture in his
country,
the
Caribbean, and in the Commonwealth.

Heads

Q. Have there
A, No.

Only recently

by Chinua Achebe

Chifunyise: / have just read through
the Harare
Communique of CHOGM.
There is

mention

no

were

highest level of
ing?

of arts and culture.

Why?
ture is not

mentioned

interesting that culat

the Commonwealth

political and

economic

probably wanted
frontation. It is
ture in such

a

not

issues.

ment

possible

con-

of

surprising
development in

on

Africa, culture would be absent. That
sug-

had focused

offered

on

some

on

development. It

raise other issues such

as

the colonial past, black and

white etc.

the culture of the Commonwealth.

not

see

much of Zimbabwean

much except at

A. 1 presume the
the books

the official

contributed

image expected of

book

dances. In the Caribbean

they
would have expected steel drums.
Why
were plays and
poetry not featured? Why

A. There has been

are so

rea.son

is that

most

am

is

own

to a

important

to

consider

facility for African
It should be

a

have influenced each

by the

there is

no

It

joint publishing

and Caribbean writers.

possible for each of my books

we

means

of

third party. Bob

a

direct cultural

tween us. It is

exchange be-

absolutely essential for us to

establish these direct cultural

recogni.se the fact that

exchanges. I

to do this

we

have to

organise marketing structures for records
and books etc. It is not

All the.se contacts and

done

at

just

a matter of

inadequacy but the will and means.
exchanges

must be

both group and individual levels.

Q. Do you have

are

strong

publishing industry in Zimbabwe.

ex-

Marley for example was known in Africa
through the capitals of Europe because

many

established

arts

organisations in Trinidad and

Tobago?
A. A few. Just

many American books in Zim-

books. This will lead

cultural

some

Unfortunately

and culture

a

e.r-

Caribbean and Africa.

other

of

however surprised that

cultural

any

change between the

cultural

mainly

their

.

bookshops?

sign of cultural
domination. On the other hand it is
good
that Zimbabweans are
publishing

the presentations

the

our

babwe. This could be

saw

.

great number

imported into Zimbabwe

textbooks. I

opening. From what 1
to

a

Q. What do you think is responsible for
that state of ajfairs?

there

peiforming arts?
A. No

know how such

A. No.

probably feared that discuss-

Q. Did you

not

Q. You have published

possible to offer ideas

development of the 21st Cen-

or

do

Caribbean writers in

ing culture would
colonialism

we

of

you aware

programmes between the Carib-

bean and Africa?

The main

culture, Africa would have

discussions

tury World. The Heads of States and
government

or travel grants.

ideas

would have been
useful in the

scholarships

of novels, short stories and plays. Did you
find any of your books or those by other

some

change

country?

Commonwealth institutions operate and
whether they do bring the
people of the
Commonwealth together or indeed
impact

World" countries. It is, however,
that when talking about

footsteps of Europe. If

Q. Are

develop-

of such assistance

not aware

problem is that

World and "The First

simply following the

am

in your

Mphahlele,

Abrahams and Marechera. We know these.

provision

to discuss cul-

meeting without confrontaespecially when a di.scu.ssion is be-

ge.sts that Africa is

A, No. Most of the Southern African

except one Commonwealth sponsored conference a few years ago and the

a

tween the Third

of arts and culture

A. I

They

meeting with less

meet-

the Com-

wealth Foundation assisted in the

pre-occupied mainly with

was

Soyinka.

writers I knew about where
as

there visits

were

and Wole

Q. Had you heard of Zimbabwe writers
before you came here?

involved in this

monwealth Institute and the Common-

all in the Harare

Communique of CHOGM. It seems that the
meeting

Africa.

not

Q. Have institutions such

Lovelace: It is very

tion

fiction writers

been regular visits to

by African writers?

your country

tion of writers in

as

there

some

are some

associa-

African countries.

The question is what do

they do and how

they function. Associations

have different

functions. Some writers associations
created to
to

help writers stay alive and

protect their

rights and

to

are

some

give them

a

voice. Artistes
voice.

hardly have a communal
They tend to go their own ways.
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Q. During CHOGM did you
tact

tacts

make con-

with Zimbabwean writers at

tes

all?

ges.

A. No.

and exchanges

of the three writers
organisations — the Zimbabwe Writers
Union, The Budding Writers Association of
Zimbabwe and the Zimbabwe Women's

tes we want

we can

involved in

Q. Have you seen any

A. No.

or

Q. Why?

dress this

indeed

Zimbabwean or

in Trinidad?

Africa
Africa as such. We need to adarea seriously because film is a

A. No. No films

A. I’m not sure

establish direct

has been silent on arts.

Southern African films

from Southern

of cultural exchange. We have to find funds to enable us
to participate in other's film festivals. We

of the reasons. 1 guess

very

is the ab.sence of contacts.

of

communal cultural

choose those artis-

tural exchanges.

Writers Union?

the main reason

that

work. We must identify sources

own

funds to promote our

interests. Next year will be declared "The
Year of the Arts" in my country and 1 am
such funded cul- infonned yours too. And yet this CHOGM

It is important that we

contacts so

Q. Not even one

determine those artisexchan-

who should be invited for such

important medium

culture have been

It is sad that arts and

allowed to take a back

seat.

Q. Was the cultural boycott ofapartheid

enforced in

South Africa adequately

Trinidad and Tobago?
A. Yes. No one

with

a

South African

passport was allowed

into Trinidad . . It is

and Fanon and many

others.

well known that the people of the Caribhave to make u.se of the funds in the Combean have always been on the side of Africa
tacts. Associations would help in this
monwealth to further the interests of our
liberation. Some of the foremost
regard but unfortunately as.sociations do
communities. There has got to be a good
proponents of African liberation where
not often liberate artistes but force them to
balance
between
community
interests
and
people from the Caribbeans who taught and
toe a certain line. It is also very unfortunate
the liberation of the individual to do his
worked in Africa-people such as Garvey
that those with funds to facilitate our con-

We have no

formal structures for such con-

has accepted the
such as sport
and culture what areas do you think should
be the priority area of cultural exchange
Q. Now that CHOGM

abolition of people to people

with South

Africa?

A. 1 have been

THE

NATIONAL HANDICRAFT
CENTRE
--

--

-

-

the best in items
cultural appeal.

For

invited to the New Na-

tion Conference to be

of traditional

I will

this occasion to get to

know the

feelings of the people of South Africa on
the areas of cultural exchange we should
promote. It

is that whatever cultural

programmes we

sent to South

continue to contribute to
the

We have:

use

held in South Africa.

Africa they

the liberation of

All cultural
South Africa must enable
people of South Africa understand the
people of South Africa.

programmes to

Pottery

the

Basketry

demands of the world

Textiles

culture must

Sculpture wood/soapstone
Musical instruments & include drums,
mbiras, hosho etc.

munity level. It mu.st be

community. Such
involve the people at the com-

presented to the
good publicity.

public and must be given

Therefore there should be a moral

check on

South Africa so that the
post-cultural boycott era is not dominated
by purely commercial interests, some
people with purely commercial interests
will no doubt slip through the net. ♦

cultural products to

Tfelephone: 721816.
Telex: 26650

Cnr

CRAFT ZW

Chinhoyi/Grant Street,,
P.O. Box 66210,

Kopje,
Harare.

Earl Lovelace is a

Trinidadian novelist

and dramatist who teaches creative writ-

ing and literature at the

University ofthe

West Indies.
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I

World Decade for Cultural

Development

Stephen Chifunyise

T

hree years have gone
by since the
World Decade for Cultural

Development

was

proclaimed.

The World Decade for Cultural
Development is the ninth of the United
Nation’s

decade. Some of the previous decades
have been

Transport and Communica-

tions Decade in Africa

(1987-88); Second
Disarmament Decade (1980-90); Industrial Development Decade for Africa
(1980-90); Third United Nation’s
Development Decade( 1980-90); International

Drinking Water Supply and

Sanitation Decade (1981-90); Decade
for Disabled Persons
(1983-92); Second
Decade to Combat Racism and Racial

Discrimination (1983-93) and Transport
and

Communications Decade for Asia
(1985-94).

and the Pacific

In December 1986, when the United Nations Assembly

officially inaugurated

1988-1977

as

the World decade for Cultural

Development, it

was

ESCO had

up

clear that although
since mid-60s many member .state of UNset

specific ministries

responsible for culture, cultural dimension
was still not a
major feature of many
countries development policies and
projects. In Southern Africa, departments
of cultural affairs have either existed

as

appendages to other dominant ministries or
as
independent but poorly funded and
lowly prioritised departments. In many
countries of Southern Africa, various cultural dimensions have been scattered in
different ministries without a common reference
cause

point

or

co-ordination mainly bepractical cultural

of the absence of

policies. Within the SADCC, culture has
not

been

a

priority

NORDIC countries
sector

sector and attempts

by

to

support the cultural
and raise its status have not been

successful

mainly due

to attitudes of in-

dividual member states of the SADCC.
It is in this regard therefore that the main

objective of World Decade

tural

for Cultural

Development to place "greater emphasis on
the cultural dimensions in the
development
process and the stimulation of creative
skills" are of tremendous relevance to cul-

development in Southern .Africa. Why

then has there been little

or no

action in

Southern Africa in the last three years in the
implementation of the Decade?
It

interesting that by the time the
UNESCO sponsored Sub-Regional Seminar

was

on

the World Decade for Cultural

Development

was

held in Zimbabwe in

August this year, not many countries ineluding the host country had officially
launched the Decade although these
countries

were

General

Assembly that approved and

party of the United Nations

proclaimed the Decade five
Tliere

are

various

reasons

range from the poor state
and communication

fective national

years ago.
for this which

were

ade-

the Decade. Within member states of UN-

ESCO in Southern Africa, consultation between

and

government (ministries of Culture
Non-Governmental Organi.sations) in

the field of Culture did
is

not

take

why the idea of the Decade

place. This

has remained

unknown to the NGOs in the field of culture
and their members.

The fact that the Decade has remained

largely unknown to those in culture and
communication fields in Southern Africa
also shows
clearly that there is a .serious

1982, the UNESCO’s World Conference on Cultural Policies, held in
Mexico City, adopted a resolution
urging

UNESCO to ask the General
Assembly of
United Nations to proclaim a World Decade
for Cultural

Development. By the time the
Assembly was held in
Sofia, Bulgaria in 1985, member states had
already been made aware of the Plan of
UNESCO General

Action for the Decade and were cal led
ujxin
contribute "in a concrete manner to the

to

fulfilment of the objectives assigned to the
Decade". When
approving the main

objec-

tives of the Decade in 1986, the

general
Assembly of the United Nations Organisation invited all .states and individuals to
make available the
required intellectual,
human and financial resources needed in
the fulfilment of the

objectives of the

Decade.
The fact that this systematic
process of

approving and promoting the Decade
since 1982 and that

was

inspite of

this, the people of Southern Africa

are

still

of the existence of the
tion and the programmes to

proclamaimplement the

Decade is an indication of a weakness in the
system of communicating decisions and
resolutions of United Nations to the

citizens of member

Plan of Action for the decade

quately understood before the launching of

of infomiation

In

unaware

ganisations involved in Culture to ensure
that the objective and main thrust of the

development to inefstructures to implement

resolutions of the United Nations and its
many agencies.

on course

And yet UNESCO, aware of this
problem, initiated .several consultations with
Member States and non-governmental or-

states concerned.

weakne.ss in operations of National Commi.ssions for UNESCO in the
region. As

long as these commission operate as
department of ministries, there is no reason
why they can be expected to be different for
the government
department when it comes
to
promoting resolutions and programmes
of UNESCO to the
people. As long as National Commissions for UNESCO in
Southern Africa have no mechanism for
direct contacts with local
non-govemmental organisation in the fields of

culture,

there will be

public expression of
UNESCO's objectives.
A major
problem the member states of
no

UNESCO in Southern Africa will find in

implementing the World

Decade for Culis that its Plan of Action is based on the
notion that clearly defined and

ture

practical
policies already exist in member states and
that what is expected
during the decade is
simply the adoption of a "series of co-ordinated actions designed to restore cultural
and human values to their central
place in
economic and
ment". It is

technological develop-

known fact that in many
countries of Southern Africa,
clearly
a

defined, public proclaimed and docupolicies do not exist. In
such a situation, there will be no debates on
why culture should be placed at the centre
mented cultural
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of development;

why science and technol-

factors of cultural development;
why it is crucial for practical policies that
brings about the assertion and enhancement
of cultural identities and the need for practical policies that promote the broad participation of the people in cultural development and why cultural policies must be
provided as practical means for the presentation of cultural heritage and the promotion and development of more forms of
artistic expression. In the absence of cultural policies. Ministries of Culture in
Southern Africa will find it difficult to
adopt the strategy that has been recommended by UNESCO of securing "both the
true commitment and active participation
of all the organisations, institutions and
groups concerned in culture and the effective co-ordination of the initiative".
The Permanent Secretariat of the Decade
has produced a guide to the types of activities for the Decade, as well as methods
of planning, implementing and financing

ogy are

Decade

this is seen as the best way

of

asserting "culture as everybody’s business"
and to ensure that the broad masses of the

projects based on the objectives of the
Decade and coming out of the involvement
of artistes and other cultural workers.

people participate fully in cultural life.
Equally important are actions aimed at increasing the number of exchange visits for
artistes, social communicators and cultural
workers as well as the creation of networks
for the distribution of cultural goods.

them.
The "Guide to the

as

Decade" highlights

A few years ago,

UNESCO set up the
of

their
these

as a

implement the objective of the World
Decade for Cultural Development. This
means the democratisation of culture — a

multi-million dollar fund ac-

cessible to organisations

and individuals in

Many cultural organisations in Southern Africa and other parts of
Africa have not benefitted from this fund

member states.

know that it
apply for assistance from

because

they either do not

exists

how to

or

the fund.
While ideas on what can

be achieved

during the World Decade for Cultural
Development are very clear and while it is
evident that funds for these activities will
come from UNESCO, njember states, international development

projects, governments of Southern
realistically and practically

Africa cannot

International Fund for the Development
Culture

involving cultural workers and
mass organisations in fonnulating

Without

agencies, non-

major objective of UNESCO —
long way from being realised in
region.

is still a
the sub-

Equally far from being realised in
idea of full par-

Southern Africa, is the

ticipation of the people in cultural life
mainly because this is only possible in

comprehensive and pracpolicies have been fonnulated
to affect both public and private cultural
institutions and organisations. The objectives of the World Decade for Cultural

situations where
tical cultural

Development are, therefore,

unrealistic

given this state of cultural policy development in Southern Africa. UNESCO would
make a tremendous impact during this
decade if it ensured that indeed comprehen-

of activities that acknowledge governmental organisations and the private
dimension in development as sector, it is not clear, however, how individual artistes and cultural organisations
well as those which pay special attention to
sive cultural policies have been formulated
can recommend projects for consideration.
cultural effects of economic and social
and implemented in all countries of
This is a weakness which has already been
Southern Africa instead of spending more
development. In this regard, therefore,
identified by many cultural workers and
priority will be given to strengthening culmoney on conferences and seminars for
arts organisations in Southern Africa.
tural industries, integrated cultural tourism,
people whose implementation of ideas
Another weakness is the absence of inrenovation of handicrafts and family-run
generated at these workshops and seminars
formation on what can be implemented
crafts workshops. Within the scope of
are made impossible by the absence of
during
this
decade.
This
is
caused
by
the
clear, practical and comprehensive cultural
promoting science and technology as a facrather secret manner in which activities for
tor in cultural development, cultural
policies. As long as the social and economic
the Decade are handled by Ministries of
status of artistes is very low in all the
projects to be highlighted during the decade
Culture and National Commissions for
should be those concerned with the creation
countries of Southern Africa, nothing being
UNESCO in Southern Africa. Even after
of centres which combine local techsuggested in the activities of the decade
the Regional Workshop on the Decade had
will benefit the artistes.
nologies and suitably adapted imported
technologies as well as meetings between been held, no information has been made
Indeed as long as there is no recognition
available to cultural organisations on what
of the economic importance and developspecialists in the exact sciences, human and
activities are proposed country by country
social sciences and in the arts.
mental dimensions of cultural industries,

those types

the cultural

programmes to

probably the most important action
called for is the training of cultural

as

and provision of
financial support to professional artistes to
enable them to participate in projects involving housing, industrial creation and
protection of the environment.

can

But

development personnel

The creation

of multi-purpose centres

development acpriority action in the

combining cultural and
tivities

are

also a

the absence

celebrate the decade. In
then

of such information, how

expected to propose projects
for funding within the scope of the Decade?
Unless the situation changes in terms of
dissemination of information, the Decade
will end with no noticeable achievement in
terms of cultural development. What is
needed urgently, therefore, are practical
and well-publicised national and regional
artistes be

there

can

creative

be

no way

the stimulation of

expressions and better distribution
of cultural goods can take

and circulation

place in Southern Africa.
call for increase

It is unrealistic to

of exchange of artistes

and

during the decade
national policies that

other creative workers
when there are no

support
external

artistic projects for internal
performance tours. ♦

and
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PEACE AND SECURITY

The Third World in Armed Peril
Militarism and International Arms Trade: A

Perspective from the

Third World

Yash Tandon
he

T

ordinary people in the Third

World
tressed

the

at

military method

to

they impose certain "con-

ditionalities" which undermine the
sovereignty of the people. At the end,

use

try to solve

there is

internal political problems) and the associated increase in the trade in arms.

outflow of money from the
Third World to the West
(now, in 1991,

Figures

reaching an annual figure of US$50 billion), thus deluging Third World

amply available from SIPRI

are

and UN sources to show both
aspects
this phenomenon. Third World

of

US$170 billion per

It is

a

tling
•

that the

annum.

cause

truly frightening situation. Five

inter-related

reasons account

for the

unset-

an

obvious trade off between

budget

•

thermore, the

aggression from outside but
measure

of "internal

security". Soldiers,

ironically, become a threat to the lives
rights of the ordinary people
instead of, as they should be, their
and human

guarantors.
•

When governments
arms,
on

spend too much on
then for development
they depend

"development aid" from outside sour-

ces,

such

as

the World Bank, IMF and

international private capital. All outside

in India

some

cases even

involving in these deals,

secret contracts

undermine the al-

ready fragile democratic and accountability structures of these societies.
•

These

arms are

ments to menace

often used by govern-

neighbouring states not

necessarily because there is a legitimate
reason to

but

stir up

cross-border trouble,

of diverting attention from
internal economic crisis and
political instability. (Amin’s attack on Tanzania in
as a

way

November 1978

comes to

mind

among many examples.)
So, all these compound

militarisation and the

arms

as one

Differences among the people
along, for
example, ethnic lines, are exploited by
power or social elites for their

interests. These interests are

by external

trade

people in the Third World.

usually backed

either because they
divide and rule, or because
they

want to
want to

own narrow

powers

fight their proxy wars using the soil

and the

people of the Third World. After all
is said and done, these constitute
the
"reasons" for militarisation and the

trade, and until such time

as an

them

to

arms

enlightened

leadership of the people is able

to mobilise

present a common front

against

their real enemies, militarisation
and the
arms

trade will remain

a

nasty scourge for

the Third World.
In recent

months, that is since the end of
the Cold War, it has been
argued that one of
the reasons for armed conflict

(proxy

a

wars

between the East and the West) is now no
longer a reason behind arms escalation in
the Third World and,

reduce Third World
deed so,

as

therefore, this should

armament.

the end of the

This is in-

in

Angola and
Afghanistan and Cambodia, for example, testify. But it is still too
early to measure the impact of this new
factor on arms build-up in the Third World.
Apart from the internal situations of instability owing to emerging ethnic
war

the attempts to settle

nationalisms everywhere,
border conflicts, the

as

well

ample market for the

as cross-

"security needs" of

those in power will continue
to make

thoroughly undelectable experience for the
grassroots

Underlying Causes of Arms Build-up

comes

Apart from corrupting the

heads of states)

these

they
a

case

officials (indeed in

where

as

adequate, public

parliamentary accountability for such

these deals.

costly in foreign
exchange and extremely wasteful.

against

or not

secrecy

mind). These are often associated with
hefty kick-backs for those concluding

tion" which is both

governments have hoarded arms
have done so not as a defence

deals are often made in

to

obsolescence in
necessitates periodic "modemisa-

cases

arms

deals (the Bofours

rate of

all,

contributory

roots lie within the structure of

and there is no,

goes,

In most, if not indeed

The

or

directly or indirectly, into arms and logistics for the
armies and other
security forces. Furarms

a

which is highly inequitous against the Third World.)

and

government

trade is

arms

the world
economy

bread; the more arms the less
food and jobs for
people. In some Third
World countries, up to 60% of the
arms

quagmire of unrepayable
be added here, however,

for Third World debt whose

primary

aspects of this dual phenomena:

There is

a

debt. (It must

spending is anywhere between US$150
and

a net

countries in

military

•

indirectly, is exploitative

of local labour and local resources.
At
the very least,

increasing

militarisation of their polities (ie the
of the

aid, directly or

alarmed and dis-

are

arms

to

provide

traders

plying
capi-

their macabre trade up and down the
tals of the Third World.
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Arms Escalation in the "New World

Order"

Furthermore, the levelling effect of the
end of the Cold War

on

the

arms

trade is

likely to be short-term (may be for another
to five years or at most 10 years), for what

3

appears to
new

be emerging

world order where

on

the horizon is

more

arms, not

a

less,

might be needed by those in power at the
global level to "contain" the peoples of the
Third World. As these become collectively
conscious of the
tinued

reasons

behind their

impoverishment (ie

an

economic world order based

con-

inequitous

on severe ex-

ploitation by the West, supported by dietatorial regimes in their own countries),
they are likely to try to challenge the systern. Alternatively, a dozen "mad Saddam
Husseins" could spring up in various parts
of the Third World riding on the crest of
populist or fundamentalist waves demanding, legitimately and in the name of the
people, that they should control their own
resources

Arms

are

often used

by governments to

Brazil and Indonesia, minerals in

Chile and

Zaire, etc). This would be the truly

nightmare scenario for the West and Japan,
and a dozen "Iraq wars" could erupt in less
than a generation.
If the

Iraq War is anything to judge by,
likely to react most mercilessly
and brutally with such a scenario. American
strategists are already working on not only
"low intensity conflict management"
scenarios (where a lot of arms could be

the North is

shipped to pliant Third World governments
protecting the North’s oil, mineral and
reserves

in the Southern hemi-

screen

and

a

submarine

are

exercis-

ing in the Okinawa operating

area,

while another carrier task

force
group is in Subic for maintenance. A
third carrier taskforce group is visiting Mombasa, Kenya. An amphibious exercise involving ships and
submarines ofReady Group Bravo is
in progress on the coast of Korea
and ship visits are in progress in
Hong Kong; Beppu; Japan,
Kaoshiung, Taiwan; Manila; Sattahip, Thailand; Singapore; Penang,
Malaysia. Patrol planes of Task
Force 72 are conducting ocean sur-

neighbouring states: Zimbabwe

veillance in the Indian Ocean in sup-

port of the carrier task force group
there and range along the Asian

Seventh Fleet would look

the look-out for unusual

positively

pre-

historic:

given day in the Seventh Fleet,
one can find several ships well east
of Japan entering or leaving the
Seventh Fleet area of responsibility.
An anti-submarine warfare exercise
is in progress in Tokyo Bay. An
aircraft carrier with her destroyera
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mainland at

This

was

a

respectful distance on
happenings.

in 1976, but in another 10 years

which what has been

happening in East
Europe today would look like a Sunday
picnic, for whilst Eastern Europe has come
begging for aid, the Third World upstarts
may follow the Saddam Hussein line rather
than the line of the falling dictators of East
Europe. Hence the prospect of a tumultuous
to

world is

not too

far from the horizon.

Criminalisation of the Third World

...

sphere), but also "total strategy" scenarios
of the kind that the spectacle in the Gulf has
exemplified. Admiral George Steele’s following account of the daily routine of the

On

menace

armed forces

(oil in Iran and Venezuela, land

in Zimbabwe and South Africa, forests in

forest

Pic: Calvin Dondo

Already preparations

are being made at
ideological, political and institutional
levels to prepare for that scenario when
quick decisive military actions might have
to be taken against Saddam-like upstarts in
the

the Third World. Some of the elements of
the

world order are already being put
agenda of international discussions
in order to create the necessary ideological,
legal and institutional structures for a "containment strategy". Some of these elements

on

new

the

are:

from

today (ie towards the beginning of the
next century), things could get worse and
more frenzied. There are rumblings from
various quarters in the United States and
Europe that the scenario of instability and
widespread chaos and upheaval in the
Third World is a real possibility compared

•

Ideas of "common

security" are being
seeking acceptance and
legitimacy in the eyes of even "eminent"
personalities from the Third World who
are regularly appointed to the various
"commissions" that are periodically
floated around
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.

constituted
struct a

to

brainstorm

on

how to con-

"new world order" in the

•

image

will

• Linked to this is the universalisation of
in

regional security first tried
Europe as CSCE. The idea is to

ing

kind of "global watch" to monitor

a

developments leading to potential

con-

—

we

have

now

truly bi-polar

a

the North and the South, a world

divided into "two nations".
For the

South, there

decades ahead. A
created, but the

are

dangerous

world order is

being

people of the South shall

responsibility for security, thus limiting

mechanisms that would alert the world

going to be the takers of the order not its

the restraints of "sovereignty" to

permit-

body of "aggressors" against the "new

makers. A number of issues

ting procedures for "regional" interven-

order"; (c) how to revitalise the Military

ground rules

tion should the behaviour of

of the

Staff Committee of the

Security Coun-

region (or a group of people

cil, which has remained

a

in the

one

regarded

as

going

four decades now; and (d) how to

over

against the notions of "common

create

security".

reserve

to

Against this backdrop there are discussions going on in various fora on how to
create global law enforcement arrangements, with special focus on the role of
and

dependent on Western
technology and Western capital, its vulnerability to sanctions will increase and
more

thus it would be easier to manage

and

contain Third World threats to the

new

frameworked
tions

or

written off

a

"socialist" bloc, the United Nations is

a

again (as it

was

pliable instrument in the hands of the

United States and its allies in the

proposed

new

can

world order. The UN

be

presented

as

those of

the "world

community" (as indeed happened in the case of the Gulf War), and
the Tfiird World

peoples can be roped in

through their "diplomatic"
sentation in the world

repre-

body. A single

in

pilloried,
happening with Iraq in the manner
which it is being systematically dis-

is

armed and humiliated.

sanctions

•

against

(a) do not conform to

Adjustment Programmes of
(b) have

a poor

a high

tified"

expenditure

refuse

to

human rights

portion of "unjus-

on armaments;

(d)

privatise public utilities; (e)
rules or an undemocratic

function

or are

and

so

The content of the

on.

be in dispute; what is

pushed onto the people of the South. (A
example of this

was

in October

1991, to link the issue of

"development aid" with that of human
rights and how concurrently the IMF tried
to

link the issue of its aid with the

down of
It is

humiliating. A

new

image is in the

making that casts the South as "criminals".
Saddam Hussein is

a

"criminal"; the Bank

of Credit and Commerce is
those who do not

are

"criminals"; those

rights"

to come

the West

are

(f) refuse to limit population growth in

populate

may tomorrow

their countries.

"criminals". And

being prepared both in the

West and the Third World countries
undertake

to

of the

monitoring and
implementation of these "containment"
some

as

defined by

"criminals"; those who

so on.

punished. A whole

new

an

lop-sided. The end of the Cold War
have ended the power bipolarity,

as
be

vocabulary of

West is back

on

its

"civilising" crusade in
themsel-

Double standards abound. Between the

North and the South, there is

asymmetric world. It is

must

punishment and damnation is entering the
le.xicon of international intercourse. The

ves.

Conclusion

over-

be classified

Criminals

which all shall be disarmed except

tasks.

We live in

"criminal";

perform Structural Ad-

who violate "human

are

cutting

military expenditure.)

and

NGOs

how Britain

tried, at the CHOGM conference in Harare

justment gymnastics

implement environment-friendly

wasteful; they

environmentally healthy develop-

system of elections; (f) refuse to enact

victim can then be isolated and
as

as

not

dispute is the manner in which it is being

recent

Already, it

laws, and, who knows in time

provides the added advantage that its
decisions

aid" be used

have one-party

in its first decade)

For sure,

the expense of develop-

programme may not

sane-

suggested that the withdrawal

record; (c) have

weakening of the

justify either

threat of withdrawal) of "develop-

the IMF;

mechanism. However, with the end of
the Cold War and the

or

ground rules will have to

direct interventions.

Structural

reliable

want.

pluralism; they do not want public utilities
that do

in

countries which

being debated.

providing

as

actual disorder.

or

ment

a

do not

want or

they do not want their governments to

these areas are not likely

ment

through the Untied Na-

outside it is still

potential

Of course, new

(or

Prior to the Gulf War, the UN was almost

once

"peace-keeping" operations in

be made that would

should be

being made

are

they want democracy and political

has been

Whether these arrangements

new

on arms at

Europe, Australia, New Zealand

order.

Third World

be in the United States, Canada.

or

which

may be in
conformity with what the people of the

want

tions

on

ment;

Japan.
•

play in its making. They are

spend

arrangements

Needless to say,

more

to

(including

of

areas

no

funds) for speedy action needed

standby

send

to

dead letter for

role

new

have

sanctions. As the Third World becomes

44

discussions

(a) how to improve its

on

world

fiicts; (b) how to craft "trip wire"

within the state) is

•

begin

first time

promote the principle of intra-regional

states

•

be the chosen

capacity to anticipate conflicts, includ-

the idea of
out

to

instmment. then very soon

of the West.
,,

If the United Nations is

only

a

monologue, that of the North. ♦

may

but for the
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HUMAN RIGHTS

From

Dictatorship to Democracy in Malawi

Plea to all Commonwealth countries to support
to

demands for

peaceful transition

a

multi-party democracy in Malawi.

United Front for

M

Multi-Party Democracy

alawi

today is a deeply
troubled nation. The regime

of Dr Hastings Banda is
the most oppressive on the continent and continues to resist growing
demands for democracy, threatening
dangerous upheaval.
among

Like

most

After

independence, Malawians witrapid erosion of their rights and an
equally rapid concentration of power in the
nessed

Political Assassinations and

hands of Dr Banda.
•

Imprisonment

Immediately after independence, he dismissed, harassed and forced into exile
ministers and others who dared criticise

countries in Africa, Malawi

used the Universal Declaration of Human

variably, the money is obtained by
by the notorious Young Pioneers.

duress

a

his
•

1983, Atati Mpakati, leader of the

In

League for

a Socialist Malawi (LESOMA)
murdered in Harare, Zimbabwe, fol-

was

policies.

By 1965, he had put in place the

lowing

previously unsuccessful assasin which both his hands
blown off by a letter bomb. Again in
a

sination attempt

Rights, passed by the world community in
1948, as a weapon to attack the un-

draconian Preservation of Public

democratic foundation of the colonial

used since to detain without trial

1983, three ministers and

therj-Nya.saland.
community supported
Malawi’s struggle for independence on
moral grounds and the country eventually
gained independence from Britain in 1964.

thousands of political opponents, critics
of his regime and others merely

Parliament

Security Act which has been ruthlessly

government in the

Tlie international

susfiected of ‘causing trouble’.
•

The Lancaster Hou.se Constitution which

independence to Malawi emphasised
plural politics in which opposition was the
hallmark of democracy.
However, in 1966, Dr Hastings Banda
amended the constitution, declaring that
the Malawi Congre.ss Party of which he was
leader was the sole national and legal party.
In the first few years of independence,
the political upheaval brought about by Dr

•

In 1969, Dr Banda is alleged to have
engineered mass murders in Blantyre,
commonly referred to as the ‘Chilobwe
cases’ to create a feeling of terror which
he blamed on opposition parties in exile.

•

By 1971, he institutionalised his dietatorship further by amending the constitution making himself Life President.

gave

•

Malawians to flee the country to

seek
refuge and political freedom in other
One-Man Rule and Human

For 27 years.

•

•

disregard for human rights, in-

eluding the right to life. His regime has
gained .such a reputation for bmtality that
very few Malawians, even those living in
exile, are willing to speak openly about life
in their country.
Sapem December/January. 1991/92

He has formed

an

elaborate and brutal

intelligence and security structure and
used murder squads to eliminate his
political opponents at home and abroad.

Rights

Dr Banda has ruled Malawi

killing the
giving
wide powers to traditional courts which
he easily manipulated for his own convenience.

Abuses

with total

He emasculated the judiciary,

concept of the rule of law and

Banda’s autocratic rule led thousands of

African countries.

By 1966, he had institutionali.sed the
one-party system of government by
manipulating his supporters.

The Forfeiture Act has been used to
usurp
property of prosperous
businessmen on the pretext of their hold-

ing opposing views.
•

There is

widespread and frequent extortion of money from poor Malawians in
the name of ‘gifts’ to Dr Banda. In¬

were

one

Member of

bnitally killed forcriticising Dr Banda’s policies. They were Dick
Matenje, fomier Secretary-General of the
Malawi Congress Party, Aaron Gadama,
former Minister for the Central Region,
Twaibu Sangala, a Cabinet minister and Mr
Chiwanga, a Member of Parliament. At
least a dozen prominent civil servants from
Northern Region have been poisoned by
murder squads to create vacancies for
were

Banda’s agents.
The most recent

political killing was that
journalist Mkwapatira Mhango, whose house in Lusaka, Zambia, was
petrol-bombed in 1989. He and nine other
members of his family were horribly burnt

of freelance

to

death. More than 20 Malawians

were

shot dead

by Banda’s police in 1990 for
protesting against the callous conduct of
one

of Banda’s supporters.

Among the politicians and other
prominent Malawians who have been the
victims of Dr Banda’s repression are A.
Muwalo, former Secretary-General of the
Malawi Congress Party who was hung;
Fostus Gwende, fomier Chief of Security
was imprisoned for life. So, too, was Gwanda Chakwamba, former Minister for
Southern

Region; G. Kuntumanje, another

Minister who died in detention. Orton and
45

Vera Chirwa,

founding members of the
Congress Party, are still languishing in appalling conditions in Dr Banda’s
Malawi

jails. In all these cases, the accused were not
allowed

a

proper trial.

Silenced by Fear

—

The Suppression

of Dissent

President Banda’s
der

as

solution

a

created

an

common use

to

of

mur-

opposing views has

atmosphere of intense fear in the

country, such that

no one

dares

about

politics.
Every Malawian

must be

a

to

speak

member of

the Malawi

Congress Party. Every
Malawian distrusts all others,
including
members of their own
family. They are

afraid

to form or
join any organisation
which may be associated with
politics.
There is nominal freedom of
worship,
but clergymen who criticise
government
policy or conduct on moral grounds are

summarily detained

or

killed. Even the

Church has been silenced
by fear.
Censorship is absolute. Journalists have
been detained without trial for
long periods
and others killed.

Economically, entrepreneurial spirit has

been suffocated. Dr Banda has used
his
political power to establish a huge business

empire. Press Holdings, which effectively

controls about one-third of the
economy.

The

political system, where there is

no

accountability, has nurtured massive corruption by the ruling elite which has stifled
the economy
through the exploitation of
.small-scale farmers.

sight: Banda trying to regain balance after
falling down in the
Harare Conference Centre
auditorium, October 1991

Appeal for Support
In view of the

oppressive nature of the
Malawian regime and its persistent refusal
to implement
political reforms towards a
multi-party system, the United Front for

Multi-Party Democracy

legal basis of the Life Presidency, the
monopoly of the Malawi Congress
Party, the oppressive security legislation
and to declare an
amnesty for political
prisoners and exiles; and

reque.sts all Com-

monwealth countries to

transition

to

help a peaceful
democracy in Malawi.

•

To this end:
•

we

support the

pledge by the British

thank all those countries, such as
Sweden, Denmark and Norway, who
have already taken a lead
we

by withdraw-

ing aid.

government to sponsor a resolution

aimed

United Front for

at

cutting economic aid to dietutorships such as that entrenched in

Multi-Party
Democracy

Malawi;
•

we

request all Malawi’s major trading
partners, especially Britain, Canada,

USA, German

and

Japan, to withhold
regime until
democratic reforms are instituted;
aid to the Malawian

•

the world’s major democracies
to pressurise
Hastings Banda to scrap the
we

urge

Pic: CaMn Dondo

No successor in

Several parties opposed to the
oppresHastings Banda have been
fonned since the so-called Cabinet crisis
after

independence in 1964.

The United

Multi-Party Democracy

formed in Zambia in June 1991 with
to

a

was
view

bringing together all the forces
democracy within and outside Malawi.

of

was

formed

following

a meet-

ing of about 80 delegates from within and
outside Malawi. The delegates at the meeting agreed to form a National Executive
Committee to spearhead and

objectives of the Front.
demands the immediate

implement the

The organi.sation

resignation of Dr
Hastings Banda. The Front believes that a
National Conference
comprising representatives of all political parties,
clergy,

trade

sive rule of Dr

Front for

The Front

unions, international observers from

the United Nations, the
Commonwealth,
the Organi.sation of African

Unity (OAU)

etc must

then be convened to draw
up a
programme of political refomi, the drafting
of a new constitution and the formation of
an

interim government

leading

to multi-

party elections.*
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V.
.

BOOK REVIEWS

A

Magazine for the Youth in Southern Africa

Probe, EVAS A, 1991
Reviewed

T
1

by Sam Matsangaise

he launch of

most ambitious

a

literacy project in the form of an

entertaining
educational
magazine was given the green light by

I Zimbabwe’s Minister of Education, Cde
I Fay Chung, in October, 1991. ‘Probe’ is
environmental

an

sense

magazine in tbe widest
fully recognising the
social, cultural, political
aspects of an individual’s

of the word

links between
and economic

the natural

en-

vironment. ‘Probe’ seeks to support

the

environment

as

well

as

environment of the child and may well
prove

to be the only regularly available

literature

extending the general
knowledge of the family by virtue of its
low cost and

accessibility.

In these
are

the

days of rising costs, many books
wholly inaccessible to the majority of
youth. Textbooks are still shared and

however well written

are

aimed at

the interest of Form 1 students has the

potential to develop an interest in reading,
enhancing literacy skills in an entertaining
way. A glance at the English Language pass
rates at secondary level reveals an alarmingly low level of achievement in many
schools where trained teachers and
materials

are

in short

supply.

Sapem December/January. 1991/92
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ex-

aminations, they are not read for enjoyment. Therefore, a magazine that captures

resource

s'?

Trained teachers and
materials
The

are, quite rightly, concemed that the dominance of English in
such

publishers

are

in short

schools: Children at

a

resource

supply in

many

rural school in

Zimbabwe

publication may seem to be giving
priority to a second language and not the
child’s mother tongue. However, it would
appear both parents and headmasters and
many teachers believe that the ability to
communicate effectively in English is a
vital skill empowering every individual to
a
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communicate

fully with all sections of the
community. Therefore, English is likely to

remain the dominant

cation.

left

to

not

intended

be consumed

to

be

a

by the

schools. It is an interactive
publication. The
publishers, EVASA (Educational Visual
Aids for Southern Africa) are

working with
develop skills based
workshops, linked to providing those
schools with better
publishing skills and
pilot schools

environmental

community, the project
hopes to be able to support school-based
publications. This would include support

language in the publi-

‘Probe’, however, is
resource

the schools and

to

awareness

in the social and

cultural

spheres. The

drop in

a vast ocean of need. It is also

present

print

run

is

a

an

operation that will have to be supported by
NGOs, industry if it is to continue and

for school-based newsletters
for creative writing and

as an

publishing

for the traditional school
magazine which

schools

are

finding prohibitively costly

to

and encourages
moment of

However, in

to

expand.
own

writing. In addition to selecting outstanding pieces from young writers’ clubs within

by well meaning people. Such a project
to
implement fully and schools
are
already struggling with a shortage of
trained personnel,
shortage of time and perhaps energy to cope with yet another initiarun

creativity, the publisher
acronym standing for
‘Planned Re.sources for the
Organisation of
was an

Better Environment’.
Certainly it has the
potential to provide a valuable resource
a

tive. The goodwill
undoubtedly exi.sts at
present but the failure rate of such
magazines north of the Limpopo is

base for schools and its

community if it. is

high
especially where they fail to reach the
young people. However, similar journals in
South Africa such as
‘Up-Beat’ and
‘Chongololo’are both popular and succes.sful. with dynamic
marketing there is every
reason to
hope ‘Probe’ will prove to be a

the

‘Teachers’ Forum’ in Zimbabwe
through
now faces her most
ambitious

project. Most publishers would not take on
a
project because of its cost relative to
the purchasing power of the
market place
such

and the essential
support

extremely difficult for any one in
to
whip up the enthusiasm of

needs time

a

the 1980s but

national problem.

headmasters and teachers who
already have
their hands full with all manner of
activities

slick

realised that it

readership at the
Distribution of all materials is

the future

inve.stigation through comso on.

the maximum

cost.

will be

produce and is often unattractively packaged.
‘Probe’, as its name implies, searches
petitions, puzzles and

to

However, wish such a project,
Chifunyise also faces an immense responsibility because should the project fail, it

support

principal editor has
experience and foresight to see it
achieve its goal. Tisa
Chifunyise propelled
Zambia’s journal
‘Orbit’through the 1970s
aimed at young
people. She steered

The interactive aspect of the
magazine is
al.so intended to promote children’s

a

outlet

spread nation-wide. Pre.sently, the project is
supported financially by the Canadian Organisation for Development through

Education (CODE). It is
non-profit making
project and needs the full support of the

tion

lowest

successful initiative and

that unlimited

thusiasm

en-

its .success. ♦

to ensure

from interactive

workshops needed to sustain

Chifunyise has

supply of energy and

its dissemina-

Sam

Matsangaise is

freelance jour-

a

nalist and editor in Harare

A

Rejoinder to Khabele Matlola’s Review

"SAP EM" Vol. 4. No. 11,

SAPES Books 1991.

on

"Southern Afi'ica After

Apartheid'.^Prospects for the Inner Periphery", edited hy Santho and
Sejanamane,

Stephen Chan

I

read

with

Matlosa’s
He

interest Khabele

comment on my

review.
hoped I might reply to the points

he made and I

delighted to do so. I
clarify my central position
immediately. I certainly do not mean
that only Western scholars can
comment
on Southern
Africa; I have several times
championed the right of African scholars
to
commanding positions in the debates
that concern their
regions. What I do
mean is that
poorly prepared scholarship only allows those Western
am

should like to

academics with

a

patronising view of

African intellectual life to sustain their
position. Matlosa concedes my central
criticism when he writes that ‘somehow
it becomes

quite obvious when reading

Matlosa
serious

points, but there is

the book that the editors hastened
the

complains 1 did

ideological bias 1

Matlosa’s invitation

to

‘frequent

bookshops’ in search of this second
volume, hoping that it is ‘more
sharply

focussed than the first one', not
only in
the contributions, but also in the
editing

and editorial

introduction.

that I did not
of
the

simple

vide

a

December/January, 1991/92

not

some

change of tone

provide

not

reason

an

article. 1 review very

SAPEM, is

critique of the

alternative school

apologise for this, for

that I

book review and

my normal

a

detected in the book and

proffer

thought. 1 do

the book

Sapem

a

towards the end of his contribution.
He

book

publishing proce.ss’. It is this haste
that should not be
repeated in the followup volume. I shall certainly take
up

I think, to make

set out,

was

asked

not a

to

pro-

full-length

widely in my field and

practise, which I followed for
to offer

a

brief commentary on

indicating, again briefly, what I
48

consider to be the strong

and weak points
firm views on ideology

of it. I do not have
and

theory and these have been argued at

length in the most appropriate format for
them, in the more recent of seven authored
books.

Might I here, however, venture an

of my
final position and that is I do not argue from
any single school of thought; nor is my
position an aimlessly eclectic one; but I do
not think the complexities of the Third
World development are amenable to being
encompassed by any one approach. What
this means for my view of the Third World

extremely compressed

summary

in international relations has also been set
out
one

in

a

series of

of them is

modes of

papers,

reviewer.

review,

by seeming to criticise more the
Along the

way,

he does make

tal articulation of
‘whereas there is

ticulation of their

little horizon-

political economies,
an

overwhelming

ar-

political economies (in-

dividually and collectively) with the

regionally dominant South African
economy’. This, I do take
claim
say

on

as a

substantial

behalf of the book. This is not to

that horizontal linkages are lacking en-

tirely, otherwi.se there would not have been
even

the rather limited

SADCC.

of

successes

My major point, however, was

that work needs to be done
tiations among

on

the differen-

the vertical articulations,

becau,se I suspect

that each vertical

ticulation is different from its fellows in

ar-

(1)

scale, (2) commodity base and (3) class and
other structural

relationships. I made

a

says

I

am

naive and

Afro-pessimist to boot, for

pointing out something that is both objectively measurable and cannot be wished

of my

away.

original comment

was

simply

one

of

Lesotho does not have a great deal of

limiting the book’s aim, since the ambition

arable

of the title is not su.stained

and repeat

contents.

by the book’s

The book is about Lesotho. If it

capacity. I said this in

arable

capacity, then

any

review

my

it here. If there is

very

little

suggestions that

claims in its title to be about the inner

Lesotho should reorient its rural and

periphery, then it had better articulate ex-

agricultural strategies, sufficient to provide

actly what this inner periphery is and why

greater domestic employment even if not to

it is that Lesotho

can

be taken

sentation of it. I do not argue

as a

repre-

that Lesotho

might not be representative of it, but that
its behalf.

no case on

Elsewhere in his comment, Matlosa is on

ground. He admits that the book

contains very

little

but does not say

on women

in Lesotho,

why such an omission was

occur.

Lesotho

women

have

a

his statement that, within

Southern Africa, there is very

replicated else-

an

ignored entirely. Having said that, the focus

allowed to

interesting and valid points and

I do not accept

not

fatalistic and

Africa, which Matlosa

shakier

analysis.

number of

are

where in Southern

but not

sympathetic to Euro-centric

Matlosa set out to criticise my
but ends

Lesotho, which

the editors make

published

Finally, Matlosa

peculiarities of kingship and class in

reduce

dependency

economy,

My comment in

Lesotho’s economy,
ment.

tain

there is

then I am in full agree-

objective agricultural difficulties in at-

tempting this, then the characterisation of
going to make

a

with South Africa because of the social and

a

family costs to them of the substantial male

or

migration to the South African mines. My

or

single

square

reduce

Afro-pessimist is not

single plant

grow,

redress

millimetre of soil erosion,

by the tiniest amount the problem

prospect of over-grazing.
I should

complaint was that emphasis was laid upon
upon

perfectly

When, however, I say there are cer-

advantaged in the region’s relationships

emphasis

was

needed ‘a deliberate transformation’ of

as an

no

review

my

Stephen Chan

work in the mines and

the South African

reasonable. If, as Matlosa says,

claims to being particularly dis-

very strong

on

should say how this is to be done.

like, in conclusion, to make

clear what may

have been Inadequately

work, existence, the social consequences to

stressed in my

family life and youth and development at

useful and I welcomed it. However, I do

home; what this
and

means

for gender relations

gender equality in Lesotho and what

changes in gender relationships might
mean

for traditional social power structures

and contemporary

Moreover,

as

class relationships.

Lesotho is

about the

victim of

think the debate

on

Lesotho needs to be

rigorous, that books

more

should be

be

Lesotho

tightly edited, and that

mendations for future
not

on

recom-

development should

declaratory but mindful of real tech-

nical difficulties. Neither in the West

nor

in

other Southern

Southern Africa should scholars live in

something to be said

ivory towers, where the smooth texture of

family dislocation than
African state, there is

more a

review. I found the book

any

atypicality of this section of the

a

coherent school of

thought permits the

region’s vertically articulated political

non-consideration of such difficulties; nor

economy.

should

they live in glass houses. ♦

point, for instance, about the historical
Stephen Chan is Lecturer in International Relations at the University of Kent and
Director of Admissions to the graduate
school in International Relations at that

university.
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An Overview of

Literary Contribution by Black

South Africans
A

People’s Voice: Black South African Writing in the Twentieth
Century by Piniel

Viriri Shava, Zed Books,
London, 1989.

Reviewed
o

T

most

rent

hy Musaemura Zimunya
Zimbabweans of the

cur-

generation South Africa is

Botha, de Klerk, Mandela,
Buthelezi, apartheid, ANC, Inkatha,

mbaqanga, and cheap fridges, TVs
bloody murders on

trinkets. And

furtiveness. The banning of radical works
by black authors has also meant the sup-

the

quench mad and insatiable appetites! Not surprising, because these are
the most

tangible images of the recent
history of that country, though their

origins stretch far back.
stories,

ever

read novels, short

desperate hope that

This is all the

more

reason

a

gone on to become
the National

Perhaps

a

tended critical attention

subject of exby international

scholars. Among these scholars

are

her own

distinguished sons like Ezekiel Mphahlele,
Lewis Nkosi, Cosmo Pieterse, Mbulelo

Mzamane, Njabulo Ndebele
Kunene

—

a

veritable

and Daniel

galaxy of profes.sors.

blame for the apathy

towards South African literature
on
sons

who

of African literature is the

cultural and moral
that those

boycott which has meant

foreign scholars who have been
researching on South African literature
have been doing so with a
great amount of

genuinely embarpredictable

that has been

com-

Mhudi. As way back as 1967, Lewis Nkosi
made

a

virulent attack

on

the

affairs which

are

doomed

from the beginning, without

any at-

unimagina-

or

transmute

these given 'social facts' into artisti-

call}’ persuasive works of fiction.
{Home and E.xiie,p.I32}.

Paradoxically, Lewis Nkosi was contradicting a more sanguine assessment he
made in another
essays
In it. he had

entitled “Home”.

sought to delineate the

condition of the black man’s existence in Johan-

nesburg which militated preci.sely against

tiveness of South African literature when

the artistic achievement of the

he said:

now

With the best will in the world it is

impossible

to

detect in the fiction of

black South Africans
any

significant

complex talent which responds

tion and

area

lie

ing out of that country since SOI T. Plaatje’s

with both the

cinating

are

quality of the literature

and

to account for this apparent
neglect of one of the richest and most fas-

must

the shoulders of its distin-

literature of Nigeria, West Africa and East

Partly

racial love

a

tempt to transcend

University of Lesotho.

some

Yet books have been written about
the

Africa.

un-

professor of literature

rassed about the weak and

been the favourite

hitherto

known Zimbabwean academic who has

that would be about all. And

not

We find here

cial violence, social apartheid, inter-

by

squarely

has

dent.” Thus,

in the

result by acci-

South African literature

guished

strangely,

art may

“training

scene

type of fiction which
exploits the ready-made plots of ra-

Second Avenue by Ezekiel
Mphahlele, but

despite the overwhelming evidence of a
dynamic literary culture which has been
thriving for years. South African literature

why A

passing

People's Voice by Piniel Shava provides a
welcome surprise as a
scholarly work on

plays from that country.
Some, like scholars, may have been fortunate enough to have come across
Down
poems or

bothered about the

country.

at

Very few have

was

pression of exciting talent from that

and

streets to

Quite clearly, he

South African writers’ habit of
their cameras on the

ces, to

vigour of the imagina-

sufficient technical

resour-

the problems posed by condi-

tions in South

Africa (Home and

He then

went on to

ridicule the

existing
literary art as “thejoumalistic fact parading
outrageously as imaginative literature”.

he

was

People love quickly, they lived fitfully; so profligate were they with emotion,

so

that it

wasteful with their vitality,
was

very

often difficult for

them to pause and
reflect on the pass-

ing scene. This 1 think partly explains
why

so many

black South African

writers have concentrated

journalistic

Exile, p.131).

sort

yearning for:

prose, more

short but rarely on the
novel. It is

not so

often

on

on

the

the

long reflective

much the intense

suffering (though this helped a great
deal) which makes it impossible for
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produce long and

al

Party after 1948 and the African response

genius as
very ah.sorhing, violent and

to

it. As resistance to

black writers to

complex works of literary
it is the

immediate nature of

did brutal
the

experience

(Home and

repression which culminated in

E.\ile. p.l2).

Sharpeville Massacre in 1960. Of great

in

pimps, criminals and thugs. It
this township that the likes of

Ezekiel

Lewis

socialists,
Credit must thus go to

Shava for drilling

was

virtual dismissal of a
people’s artistic endeavours as characterised by Lewis Nkosi’s utterances. Shava
did, indeed, drill hard and come up with a
decade by decade account of the fortunes

through the sort of

and misfortunes

of South African literature

course,

from the 1930s to the 1980s. Of
one mu.st concede that excessive

reliance

on

all the way

is

the idea of decades

corresponding indication of what

no

marks the birth and death
the

where there

of each decade on

necessarily creates beHuman development and

literary ground

wilderment.

progress
well

—

In

—

and that goes for literature as

defy such neat framework.

Life in South
Africa, Thomas Mofolo of Chaka (whom,
strangely, Shava omits di.scussing), R. R. R.
Plaatje of Mhudi and Native

Dhlomo of An

African Tragedy and

Modikwe Dikobe whose

work is brought

forward from 1973. These are raconteurs

preoccupied in interpreting the
nature and consequences of such historical

who

were

and conquest by
whites upon the African people. They saw
through the inhumanity of the whites, and

phenomena as mfecane

then because of their
also

saw

missionary education,

the vision of evil

alcohol and cheap
life of the

social

brought about by
—

if immoral

—

townships.

While his research seems to have

yielded

Shava
then goes on to establi.sh the consequences
of the ascendency of the Afrikaaner Nation¬
little

or

nothing of the ’40s per sc,

Hugh Masekela,
Todd Matshikiza and

Nkosi, Miriam Makeba,
Bloke Modisare,

Sadly,
because it

others broke into fame.

many

Sophiatown was demolished
stood in the way of apartheid.
On the

But the Soweto

of a
youth compelled

change all of that with the emergency
nonchalant and militant

confrontation with the

towards suicidal

armed state machine. No longer were artists
content

of Ipi
KwaZulu. Sizwe Bansi is Dead

with the self-debasement

Tomhi and

by Athol Fugard and Winston Kona
heralded a new theatrical and cultural
movement

which

direct rhetoric

literary front, authors were,

Uprising of 1976 was to

artists

was to

swept by

were

the mood and began

through this art, compelled to register their

interpret it with poetry

against state

as

bare

opposition to and protest

violence, terror, and the system

imprisonment and detention
birth to Robben

of political

which gave

Island where Nelson Man-

and others soon found
incarcerated. Thus we have

dela, Walter Sisulu
themselves

Abraham’s Tell Freedom, Dan

Zwelonke’s Rohhen Island,

Emergency and many

Richard Rive’s

others. Some writers
analytical

like Alex La Guma were more
and

prophetic in their works such as A Walk

in the

Guma,

Three-Fold Cord. La
especially, saw the capitalist system

Night and A

the

as

stones, bricks

essence

Soweto 1976

could only have achieved

what it did because

of the influence of the

Black Consciousness Movement
out to
cause

beautiful, proud

black man as a
and heroic human being.

Steve Biko
There

represented this spirit.

are a

lot

more

exciting things in A

People’s Voice than can be enumerated.
Suffice it to say that for all those who are

Sharpeville destroyed more than just 69
than 180 people.

genesis and trends in
literature, the book

black South African
will prove

priceless. This is despite its
awkward methodology

souls and wounded more

which meant that Shava

the
black people, so was the literary dynamism

tounding gaps of

political terror was unleashed upon

checked, at least temporarily,
like
but

leaving many

Mphahlele and Nkosi no alternative
to flee the country. This unprecedented

scattering of artists created a vacuum to be

torch
despite the loss of the old community and
cultural continuity. Oswald Mtshaii and

filled

soon

by

a

the

and, con-

versely, to project the

structural flaws and

As

which set

castigate everything white as
of the black man’s misery

keen to follow the

as

whose effect was

and guns. That was

of “message” poetry.

the true causes of human
suffering which could only be destroyed
through armed revolution.
apartheid

and

culminate in the

of anti-apartheid art. Young

to

Peter

deals with the
novelists such as Sol T.

Chapter One, Shava

earliest black

Mphahlele, Can Themba.

of protest.

frontational poetry

significance is Sophiatown, a ghetto colony
of common workers, artists, journalists,

impinges upon individual life.

which

apartheid mounted, so

Casey Motsisi became the embodiment of
a more subtle, circumspect and less con-

tural

had to leave as-

socio-historical and culsignificance to the understanding of

South African literature.

One such obvious

which
most people believe is the most consistent

glaring gap is that of the short story,
artistic medium of black

South Africans. ♦.

few who carried the

Musaemura B.

Zimunya is a well-known

Zimbabwean poet,

literary critic and

of the English Department,
University of Zimbabwe.

Chairman
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RESEARCH UP-DATE

VISITORS TO SAFES

During the period October 1990 — October 1991, SAFES
its various research networks has been carrying out
research into the topical issues of Debt and Structural Adjustment
in the SADCC Region; the Informal Sector and Employment;
Economic Crisis and Development Policy, Agriculture and Food
Policy in Southern Africa, Mining and Mineral Based Development, and Problems and Prospects of Regional Cooperation in
Southern Africa; The State and Democracy, and Social Movenients and Democracy in Southern Africa. The first phase of this
Research is now complete, and a number of manuscripts are
currently under preparation for publication. Some titles, the
products of our 1990-1991 research programmes to be published
in 1992, have been advertised in the SAPES Books Catalogue.

During the period October-November 1991, SAPES Trust was
by the visits to our Central Secretariat of Jan Cerdegren
of SID A, Bertil Egeroofthe University of Lund. Sweden, Anders

Trust through

Additional titles will follow
For the year

in this

continue its work

column; and, of

course,

SAPES will

of the research themes that began in
1990 through 1991. In 1992, SAPES specifically intends to put
a greater emphasis on relating academic research to issues of
public concern in Southern Africa. In this regard, it may be of
interest to our scholars and readers in the region to be informed
that in January 1992, SAPES will be launching new research
programmes in the areas of industry, technology, environment,
and energy (or natural resources), health and human resources
development. For further details, watch our SAPES Research
on

Grethe of Sweden and Thandika Mkandawire, the Executive

Secretary of CODESRIA to familiarise themselves with the
organisation. Al.so visiting SAPES Trust
during the same period were P. M. Bagenda of Dar es Salaam to
research on current changes in Southern Africa. Andrew Corbett
for consultation with the staff of SAPES publishing house. SAPPHO, and the Charge de Affaires of the Islamic Republic of Iran
to familiarise himself with the research and publishing activities
various activities of the

of SAPES Trust. Other who alsa visited SAPES include Professor

Kazuaki Inowe,

professor of African Studies, Kieo Univeron Southern Africa. E. Matenhachi to

sity, Japan, to research

soon.

1992, SAPES Trust will continue to carry research

announcements

honoured

research

on

labour issues, Janice Bloom to re.search

on

women’s

issues.

many

column.

NEW

ACQUISITION AT THE SAPES

LIBRARY AND DOCUMENTATION
BOOKS

Konzczacki, Z. A., Parpart, J. L. and Shaw, T. (eds): Studies in
the Economic History of Southern Africa, Frank Cass, London, 1991.
Overholt, C., Anderson. M. B., Cloud, K., and Austen, J. E. (ed);
Gender Roles in Development Projects,

THE SAPES RESEARCH

Kumarian Press, West

Hartford, 1985.
DOCUMENTS

FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMME
New Arrivals
Dr.

Guy Mhone recently joined SAPES Trust to take up a
two-year SAPES Senior Research Fellowship. Among his research activities while at SAPES, Dr. Mhone will coordinate two

major projects; Economic Crises and Development Policy and
The Informal Sector and Employment.
Also to join the SAPES Trust is Dr. Lloyd Ching’ambo, from
the In.stitute of African Studies (IAS), University of Zambia. Dr.
Ching’ambo takes up a one-year SAPES Research Fellowship to
enable him continue his research work on Regional Integration
in Southern Africa.
In our February 1992 Newsletter column, we hope to carry
detailed projects on all SAPES research fellows.
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From the Women in Law

Project in Southern Africa Project.

Chitambo, A. M.: Women in Zambia, A Bibliographical Guide
and Directoiy;

Women and Law in South Africa Project, 1991.
Ngcobo, Z. G.; An Annotated Bibliography on Women in
Swaziland, 1991
OTHERS
Women and Law in Southern Africa

Project; Maintenance Laws

1991; Report on Maintenance Law in
Swaziland, 1991; Maintenance Law in Lesotho; Report on
Maintenance Law in Zambia, 1991; Report on Maintenance
in

Botswana,

Law in

Mozambique, 1991.

Crooks, R. and Jerve A. M. (eds); Government and Participation;
Institutional
in the Third

Development Decentralisation and Democracy
World, CMI, 1991.
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History of the National Liberation
Struggle in Southern Africa: The Case

The

of South Africa

Consequently, the national and class dimensions of the national
struggle are inseparable; can neither be stressed at the expense

liberation

Sipho Buthelezi

Convenor:
Devin

Team:

of the other nor be

Pillay (South Africa)

Toward

a

resolved simultaneously.

Theory of the

IMolefe Mafole (South Africa)
Phil Mthimkulu

(South Africa)

Mokgethi Motihabi (South

Africa)

will be launched in Harare, at a planning seminar
of Southern Africa Political Economic Series (SAFES) Trust on 16-18
December, 1991. This research project constitutes part of the five-year
study of the history of the national liberation struggle in Southern Africa.
The first phase of this particular study will be completed by December
This research project

1992.

The Problems and

Its Background

of this study is to critically analyse the history of the
national liberation struggle in South Africa from 1912 to the present.
This involves a historical analysis of various component parts of the
national liberation movement, namely the African National Congress,
the Pan Africanist Congress, the Black Consciousness Movement (ineluding the Azanian Peoples’ Organisation) and the Mass Movement of
The purpose

the 1970s and the

1980s.

South Africa is not an exception to the
general strategic thesis of the working class that imperialism constitutes
the fundamental contradiction with the revolutionary working people of
South Africa; as it does elsewhere in the world, and further that it
constitutes the principal contradiction with the entire black people of this
Our central

argument is that

country.
To make this task

complete,

colonial state in South Africa and

we

begin with analysis of the .settler-

show how, on the basis of the historical

tendency of capitalist accumulation, imperialist and white-settler capital
were able to transform the structure of the ownership of the means of

production to their advantage, increasingly extending their hold of the
means of production at the expense of the indigenous African population.

increasingly deprived access to
they were increasingly coerced to enter into new relations of production as a class of
labourers dependent for their survival upon employment by the owners
In this process, the Africans became
land and other forms of property and consequently

of the means of

production.
The system of production was further constituted and determined at
the political, juridical and ideological levels by a system of racial
domination. The new conditions of class domination and exploitation,
established by imperialism (principally British) and white property
owners over three centuries of colonialism in South Africa (and not after
1948 as liberal hi.storiography would want us to believe) assumed the
specific form of racial domination and a racist ideology ambiguously
referred to as apartheid. This system of class exploitation and racial
domination whose foundations had been laid down by the early years of
this century, constitutes the basis of modem social relations in South
Africa and is at the root of the current

political and economic crisis.

National Liberation Struggle in

South Africa
The purpose
the national

of this study is to develop a

historical understanding of
of class exploitation

liberation struggle against the system

and racial domination

in South Africa. We support the thesis that in every

phase of capitalist development, from its emergence to its monopoly
phase, race and class have been inseparable intertwined. In South
African history, primitive accumulation of capital involved internal
national conquest

and dispossession of the African people. The creation
labour necessitated the repudiation of bour-

and consolidation of cheap

geois democratic principle, that
majority of the people.

is, the denial of franchise rights to the

of conquest
dispossession necessarily implies a strategy which must lead to the
revolutionary overthrow of the existing ruling class and the complete
dismantling and replacement of white minority state apparatus
(Magubane and Mandaza, 1988).
We also support the thesis that the emergence of the settler-colonial
state in South Africa cannot be separated from the extension of capitalist
property relations, with which the arrival of the British settlers in the.,
early part of the 19th century became dominant. The mineral revolution
ushered by the discovery of diamonds (1866) and gold (1884) provided
the economic and technical bases for the consolidation of the settlerAs has been observed

elsewhere, the dialectical process

and

colonial state.

historically played a role in the consolidation
political unification of capital in the face of its economic divisions
through the constitution of a unified power bloc. At the same time, it has
worked to disunify and demobilise'the popular masses, as well as
encouraged their active support through granting limited concessions
and fostering ideological illusions.
Therefore, any struggle by the black oppressed is a direct challenge
to the state apparatus. This means that in the South African case, there
is no question of separation of economic production and economic
control, that is, the means of production and the means of coercion are
The state has, in turn,

and

separate. In the current

not

conjuncture, this means that we cannot

separate the questions of national liberation and social
In addition, the settler state combines the following
•

•

•

emancipation.

functions;
co-ordinates the overall development of the economy;
increases production for local needs;

it directly

directs the allocation

of surplus; and

provides the political and ideological support of the ruling class.
the state has thus always been central to
the social formation. In this context, the state is not a disinterested arbiter
that regulates contracts and work conditions between labour and capital,
as well as conflicts between various social and racial groups in the social
formation. In essence, the state is directly involved in the sphere of
economic production and at the same time retains its juridico-political
•

In the South African case,
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functions, in

an attempt to delimit the crisis, stagflation, soaring unemployment, critical shortage of skilled manpower, and so on.
This suggests that control of the state machinery is not only a necessity
but a sufficient requisite for promoting political and economic transfer-

mation of the South African social formation.
As Magubane and Mandaza have concluded, because national oppression and capitalist exploitation are inextricably intertwined in South
Africa, national liberation is thus part of a socialist programme even
though it is not, itself, socialist. Basically, this implies that the national
liberation movement is part of the democratic programme which, if it is
to be successful, must be advanced by the working class and within
which this class must assume a large role.
In this context of the national liberation movement, the proletariat
must become part of the untied front that fights for independence and.
if possible, it must be the leading force of this movement. To the extent
that it is so organised and does command a leadership position, to that
extent will the struggle for national liberation advance uninterrupted to
achieve national and social liberation.

Theoretical and

Methodological Issues

In this

study, we support and emphasi.se the thesis that while later
play an important part in shaping the form and content to a
liberation movement, the origins and initial organi.sation of the movement play perhaps the key role. Critical to an understanding of the
embryonic liberation movement is the political culture in which it is
imbedded, that is. the degreelo which political struggle and mobilisation
have occurred. The insertion of the embryonic political organisation into
an ascending mass movement or within a politicised population is cmcial
in the creation of the collective experiences within which militants will
forge their political programme.
If we conceptualise the national liberation struggle as a protracted and
complex process, we capture the historical importance of the fomiative
period: the qualitative ideological and organisation factors that enable
the liberation movement to gain allegiance of the great mass of the
people and ultimately to succeed in political struggle.
Thus this study will emphasise the continuity and inter-relatedness of
each period. This wide premised on the analysis whose basis is that
particular events masks historical moments, with particular configuration of forces. This implies that without an understanding of the preceding sequence, the molecular processes of accumulation of forces efforts
the end-product of successful struggle, cannot be grasped. Each differential moment in the political process contributes to the understanding of
the whole issue, the issue in determining the final outcome is to understand the relationship between each sequence.
One other basic requirement for a theory of national liberation struggle is to differentiate correctly the periods in which different social
classes enter the struggle. In periods of profound societal crises, social
classes enter into the political struggle to provide the organisational
mechanism through which they can act. Moreover, the moment of entry
of a class especially during a massive and tumultuous eruption can bend
the direction and orientation of the liberation struggle.
The importance of periodising the moment of entry of different social
groups into the liberation process is highlighted in the fact that many
political analysts seeking to identify the social character of a movement,
adopt an excessively numerical approach, which downplays the determination by .specific social forces.
While the liberation process encompasses a variety of social forces
and the timing of entry of these forces varies from situation to situation
it is important not only to count heads to identify the qualitative
position (power) of each social force within the movement.
Another necessary element in conceptualising the national liberation
influences

—

movement

is

a

differentiation of the levels at which various social forces

participate in the movement. In the South African context, it is possible
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identify six levels of organisation: leaders, cadres, militants, fighters,
sympathisers and supporters.
The ideology and fomiative experience of participation at each level

to

reflect the

particular movement in which they entered the struggle. This
qualitative distinction is cracial in so far as political straggles in the
course of their successful trajectory attract a variety of social forces and
this may appear to be polyclass in character, or some cases appear to
have

no

working class content.

One other

key element in the conceptualisation of the liberation
the central concepts and ideas that influence and
shape the ideology of the movement. James Petras (1981) has identified
movement concerns

two

types:
the core notions that express the motivation forces and historic
goals and methods of the liberation movement:
the tactical-strategic ideas that express the conjunctural struggles and immediate needs of particular strategy and organisa-

•

•

tions and reflect the efforts to accumulate forces around the
central cadres of the movement. The

tactical-strategic ideas are
discreet problem area: for instance, a constitutional reform or set of constitutional reforms as
a means of creating political alliances or united (patriotic) fronts.
Three social forces have played an important role in the South African
liberation struggle: the intellectuals, rural labour and the urban working
class have contributed to the organisational and ideological efforts
necessary for the ascendant political struggle. The social characteristics
that enable these forces to take an active part in the movement have rarely
been adequately identified.
These characteristics have instead been obscured by an over-em-

essentially directed towards

a

socio-psychological and/or vulgar economistic attributes.
long-term commitments and large-scale presence of the
social forces cannot be explained in terms of simple individual experiences or immediate economic interest. The great personal sacrifices and
social sufferings that have accompanied the prolonged national liberation struggle in South Africa require structural explanations and a
broader grasp of the societal crises which have engendered the historic
national liberation movement that .seeks to transform society.
The fact that economic issues may initially be felt to be important by
isolated individuals does not at all preclude the elaboration of a general
political programme or further elaboration of political and social
phasis

on

However, the

demands.
The greater

the scope and intensity of the social struggle, the more
closely economic and political, or immediate and historic demands
become merged: wages and redistribution of wealth, working conditions
and the right to fonn trade unions, repressive racial laws, state power
and

so on.

The 1973 Durban Mass Strike demonstrated that the economic

struggle is a transmitter from one political centre to another: that the
political struggle is the periodic fertilisation of the liberation struggle for
the economic struggle.
When this stage of development is reached, a crisis occurs in the
ruling class circles over the question of refonn in the social formation.
Any new constitutional dispensation to resolve the crisis has to take into
account the increasing industrialisation of the economy, the continuous
proletarianisation and urbanisation of the population that has taken place
in spite of all efforts to prevent the latter and has produced political and
ideological results that run direct counter to the plans of the ruling class.
If we consider the social ensembles that have in capitalist societies
generally been included in the category "middle class", "intermediary
strata" and so on. we notice that despite the variety of their insertion in
the sphere of economic relations, they do present a basic feature in
common: their separation from the dominant relations of production in
that society. This means that their contradiction with the dominant bloc,
the ruling class, are posed, not at the level of the dominant relations of
Sapem December/Januarv, 1991/92
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production, but at the level of political and ideological relations which
make up the systems of domination in the social formation.
In the South African case, where oppression is horizontal because of
racism, the black middle-class does not succeed in getting past the
barriers thrown up by the system. The populist all-class approach to the
national liberation struggle, therefore, stems from the contradictory
economic position occupied by this social group. The middle class
begins to question its marginal status in society and in the process "turn
to the masses" or as Amilcar Cabral puts it, "they return to the source".
This means that for this social group, the identity as "the people" plays
a much more important role than the identity as a class (note for example
the Black Consciousness Movement of the late 196()s and early 1970s).
A pervasive characteristic error in current literature on South Africa
is the mechanistic counter-position of reform to revolution. It is often
assumed that the presence of demands for reforms within the workers
movement that emerged during the Durban Mass Strike in 1973 ipso

facto precludes the possibility that workers will carry through the
struggle to a revolutionary outcome. When workers at a particular
moment, put forward a set of economic demands, the conclusion is
drawn that these demands define the nature of the movement.
This study will demonstrate that to argue that the working class is
inherently reformist because, in a particular historical conjuncture, only
part of it is involved in the social struggle, or because that class as a
whole is demanding only partial changes is to reduce the historical
movement to the changing circumstances. In reality, working class
support for reforms does not make it reformist.
As our study will show, all profound revolutionary changes have had
their immediate origins in limited demands for reforms.
What is historically evident in the conjunctural .struggle in South
Africa is that the workingcla.ss movement, personified by the new labour
movement, has integrated struggles for reform with wider demands for
revolutionary change.*
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